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This work presents the development of a prototype computer-based decision

support system for creating and maintaining stage-discharge rating curves" Stage-

discharge analysis deals with the formulation of relationships relating stage and discharge,

for a given flowing body of water. The intent of the prototype system is to experiment

with various computer technologies and explore the problem domain of stage-discharge

analysis, prior to the development of a fully operational system, for the Department of

Environment in Canada.

The difficulties associated with creating relationships between stage and discharge

in natural streams is presented, with respect to section and channel controls, and physical

channel characteristics. Computer decision support technology and mathematical

modelling is introduced and applied to the problem of stage-discharge analysis. Graphical

user interface concepts are built into the window environment of the prototytrle, to

facilitate simple, yet efficient, user input and enhance user comprehension of system

information.

The prototype design was restricted to application in stable channels only, to allow

design emphasis to be placed on developing a logical framework, without expending

limited development time on details. The framework sfructure allows for easy expansion

to include elaboration into non-stable channel analysis and more sophisticated and

complex modelling techniques. Recommendations and are made for further developments

and additions to the prototype, as well as for a fully operational decision suppoft system.

ABSTRACT
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"A PROTOTYPE DECTSTON SUPPORT SYSTEIVT FOR TITE

DEVET.OPMENT OF' ST"AGE-ÐTSCT{ARGE R,ATING CUR.VES

x
-u_ "

Rivers and st'eams are, and always has been, one of mankind's most valuable and

essential natural resources. The flust attempts at understanding the nature of open channel

flow originated in ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia and India for the purpose of irrigation.

F{owever, it was not until the seventeenth and eighæenth centuries that fundamental

principles of hydrodynamics were greatly developed by Sir Isaac Newton, Daniel

Bernoulli, and Leonhard Euler (Robertson and Crowe, 1985).

Over the course of history, sfreamflow itself has had many uses. For centuries,

civilizations all around the worid have deponded on streamflow to provide continuous

supplies of water for daily use and irrigation of their crops, as well as a means for

tansportation. Today, these basic uses still continue to be primary necessities of our

everyday life. Large scale commercial and indusnial processing has also grown to depend

on st¡eamflow, for dilution of waste materials and cooling of thermal power stations, to

name but a few uses. Finally, countries throughout the world have been using the

massive potential energy of sfreamflow for the production of hydroelectric power.

For these and other reasons, streamflow can be seen as an essential element in civilian

and commercial developments in Canada, as well as around the world. Therefore, the

collection and processing of streafiflow data for the production of sfreamflow records is

of paramount importance in meeting the needs of the many potential users.

[ntroducÉíon



l"n Fnoblerm Statemenf

The collection of hydrometric data in Canadian rivers, sfreams and lakes originated

ûrore than 80 years ago. Today, over 3400 gauging stations (Environment Canada, 1,992)

are in operation throughout the 10 provinces and 2 northern territories. Typical types of

data collected on a regular basis by water survey technicians includes water surface

elevations, sffeamflows and sediment concenffations. Some stations are also equipped to

collect atmospheric and water quality data.

Since it is impractical to use continuous discharge measurement methods, due to the

high cost and limited use of the equipment, discharge data is generally cornpiled

indirectly. Corresponding water level and discharge measurements are used to establish

graphical relationships known as Stage-Díscharge Curves, or S-D Curves. (These are also

commonly referred to as Stage-Díscharge ratings, ratíng clffves, relationships or

relations). Rating curves are then used in conjunction with continuous water level records

to generate desired discharge records.

The preparation, analysis and representation of S-D relationships can be a very

complex and involved process. To begin, the process of collecting and compiling data

into a usable form requires a great amount of, time, effort and expertise of, water survey

technicians. Knowledge of section and channel controls influencing S-D relationships,

is aiso an essential part of the data collection and analysis process. Further, establishing

relationships requires experience and intuition from the technician. Data analysis and

curve fitting involves repeated subjective decision-making based on human judgement,

experience and rules-of-thumb. Finally, the nature of changing stream conditions requires

)



relationships to be continuously updated. Consequently, the processes involved in

establishing rating curves must be repeated frequently, to enstue the relationship is

accurately represented.

Thus, it becomes apparent that the development of rating curves is a problem of

"semi-sffuctured" nature; that is a procedure that consists of a number of sequential tasks,

oonditional on subjective input, based on a technicians' experience, knowledge and

intuition. In response to this problem, it has been suggested that new computer

technologies and techniques may be used to simulate (or model) the problem in one single

framework. Understanding these processes provides the basis for developing a computer

system to create, update and employ S-D relationships, for the generation of streamflow

records.

The møin objective of this study, therefore, was to develop a computer decision

support system for the development, maintenance and use of S-D relationships. The

system would explore preliminary design considerations and concepts to be used in the

development of a "full blown" operational system. It is the intention that the development

of this system is to serve as one small component of a much larger modular computer

support system, for surface water quantity data management use by the Department of

Envíronmenf (DOE), which has been proposed by Simonovic (1989).

Emphasis on the design of the computer system is directed at creating a "logical

framework", incorporating all essential process elements. A modular architecture is

intended to allow for the future additions and modifications. Technical decision suppofi

is to be provided using Knowledge Base (Y:B) and Expert System (ES) technology,



capturing the expertise and knowledge of practitioners. Sfrategies and practices currently

used by the DOE in Canada are to be studied and used as a conceptual model for the

system structure.

In brief, a decisíon support system (DSS) is a computer program used to assist

decision-makers in the analysis of problerns and alternate solutions. Froblem types have

been categorized by Simonovic (1992) according to the structure of the elements, (or lack

there of) which define the problein environment and solution space. A well-structured

problem consists of elements which can be clearly identified and quantified in order to

reach a solution" These types of problems are generally solvable using mathematical

and/or statistical models. Unstructured problems are those which contain no quantifiable

elements, thus making modelling practices non-applicable. Human judgement and

experience is required to assess the relevant information, in order to reach a solution. A

semi-structured problem is a relative term, bridging the gap between the trvo previous

classifications. These problems contain some sfructure of pattern, but still rely on human

input to assist in the solution process, (Simonovic, 1992).

Although decision support systems are used to assist in the solution of all three types

of problems, they are particularly well-suited for application to problems requiring some

form of human judgement. They typically employ various computer modelling routines

and incorporate human interaction to include intuition and judgement in the solution

process.

Decision suppoft systems are generally understood to consist of a collection of

discrete components, each responsible for a specific task in the problem-solving process.

4



These components typicaily include database management, mathematical (statistical)

modelling, computer graphics and knowledge representation. Typically, these components

are controlted by one cenftal unit, which directs and monitors their execution and oversees

the processing of the system.

The design of the systom presented in this work builds on this concept of DSS. The

structure of the DSS is segmented into discrete components, each addressing a specific

task in the overall S-D analysis process.

Frocessing conûol and knowledge representation of the DSS is handled using an

Expert System development tool or "shell". These shells are specifically designed to

provide developers with a useful environrnent for creating applications to perform real-life

problem-solving and reasoning tasks, involving subjective human judgement and intuition.

Many ES shells are equipped with graphical development envhonments which enable

application developers to formulate applications in a fast and efficient manner" without

having to iearn new programming languages. Some software shells are also equþed

with tools to provide the developer with the opportunity of building graphícal user

interfaces (GUI) in front of their applications.

Storage and retrieval of data is provided by a Relatíonal Database Management

System (RDBMS). Relational databases are widely accepted because of their ability to

efficiently handle information. Many RDBMSs inco¡porate the industry standard

Structured Query Language (SQI-) for ease of data manipulation between the system and

database.

Computer graphics form an essential role in any DSS. Their main purpose is to



improve the leveX of comprehensive cornmunioation be¡ween the application and the user.

The use of windowing environments can provide simultaneous displays of information,

while maintaining a high level of organization. Applications can be made user-friendly

by incorporating menu options and buttons for user input, and by presenting results in

multi-colour graphic display formats. One goal of this research was therefore to explore

the possible applications of computer graphics in the development of the prototype.

Modelling S-D relationships within the DSS was accomplished using statistical

modelling techniques, such as regression analysis, programmed as Forfan routines. T'his

tranguage was selected because of lts proven ability to provide fast computations and

formatted output.

Finally, the issue of communication among the system components and user-interface

was of great concern. For this reason, a workstation platform was selected for

development of the system. Benefits of workstations over conventional desktop personal

computers include greater processing speeds, advanced networking capability and better

multi-task processing for window environments.

The concept of the "engineering expert systems approach" (Simonovic and Savic,

1989) was combined with the classical ES approach in the development of the system.

The engineering expert systems (EES) approach involves fraining engineering experts of

a specific domain in the use of ES techniques and tools. It has proven to be an efficient

method for the development of decision support systems in water resources engineering

(Simonovic and Savic, 1989). In confrast, the classical Es approach relies on transferring

unique knowledge from an expert to a knowledge engineer; of which the latter is



generally uneducated in the expert's domain. During the course of this research,

emphasis was directed at understanding the ooncepts of both S-D analysis and ES

technology.

1,"2 Scope of Research

The scope of this research has dealt with the development of a logícal frørnework af

Í,rocesses to analyze and represent S-D reiations within a computer system. Due to the

complex nature of alluvial channeis, the system prototype developed in this work is

limited to analysis of stable channels.

A støble channei is generally charactemzed by a relatively constant S-D relationship,

which experiences infrequent and temporary changes. They generally have bed forms

which do not change dramatically in short periods, but rather experience changes in other

channel characteristics affecting channel roughness and/or geomefiy. Such characteristics

make up the hydraulíc control of a channel, which if altered, will be manifested in the

stage-discharge relationship. Stable channels a.re therefore more likely to experience

changes in their stage-discharge relationships due to changes in these other characteristics

rather than due to erosion and deposition of their be material. It should be noted that the

term "stable" is a relative one since all channels experience some degree of changes in

their hydraulic control over long periods, be it associated with bed form, geometry or

roughness.

In conüasf non-stable channeis are those subject to continuous changes in their

hydraulic control attributes, thus causing the stage-discharge relations to shift over short
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(as well as long) periods. They are alluvial channels which are continuously forming in

the bed material which they transpofi. Changes in other channel characteristics are

influential as in stable channels, however they are difficult to detect amongst the dramatic

changes that occur in the sfream due to movement and deposition of bed material"

Recent advancements and innovations in computer tools and technology are

demonstrated for their usefulness and application to computer decision support. A brief

outline of the thesis organization follows.

A review of literature and research related to the topic of stage-discharge analysis is

presented in Chapter 2. Operational standards developed by various organizations over

the years are discussed. The roview also rnakes note of some xecent applications of

decision support systems in water resources engineering, in order to demonstrate the

usefulness they have achieved over the past trO years.

Chapter 3 presents the concepts of Stage-Discharge Analysís. Current practices and

procedures used throughout Canada by the Department of the Environment, ate discussed.

The concepts of station controls are examined and their relative effects on S-D

relationships in stable and unstable channels are discussed.

Chapter 4 deals with the concepts of decision support systems. A brief history of

DSS and its evolution from early inforrnation systems is discussed. DSS architectures and

components are covered, as well as an inhoduction to Expert Systems technoiogy.

Chapter 5 presents the prototype DSS developed in this research work. The fust

sections are devoted to the appiication of DSS technology to Stage-Discharge Analysis

and the subsequent development of the computer system presented in this work. The



design framework is presented followed by a discussion of the operation of the system

somponents.

Chapter 6 presents a case study involving the development of a stage-discharge

relationship based on data obtained from Edwards Creek in southern Manitoba. A

narrative is included which describes user input required during the cuwe development

operation of the system. A curve produced using the DSS is compared to a rating curve

prepared manually by the regional office of the Department of Environment in Winnipeg,

Manitoba. The comparison is made with respect to the general curve shapes, examining

the overall accuracy of relationship representation.

To conclude the research, Chapter 7 presents a summation of the research work

accomplished in this study. Additional research and experimentation is expected to

continue on the prototype in the near future. Therefore, further research is recommended

and various additions are encouraged for later development.
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2.1,

Stage-discharge relationships are used worldwide to provide a basis from which

streamflow records are estimated" They are functional relationships developed between

water level (stage) and the streamflow (discharge). These relationships are formulated

empirically from data collected in a process termed "stream gauging", which consists of

measuring discharge for various stages in a stream. Once formulated, stage-discharge

relationships a.re used to conveft continuous \ilater level records into discharge estimates"

The science of stream gauging has evolved over many years. 'Widely 
accepted

manuals of today, describing sfream gauging and computational procedures, are the result

of the collective experiences and innovations gained by practitioners over the years (Rantz

and others, I982a). Following is a synopsis of some of the most widely accepted material

dealing with gauging procedures and the derivation of S-D relationships. Some recent

research work is also included, along with an innoduction to two computer software

products developed for the analysis of hydrometric records.

[ntnoduction

I,ITER*ATTIRE R,EVTE\ry

2.W Fnocedural Standards

Probably the most widely accepted methods for measuring and compiling streamflow

data are standardized by the International Organízation for Standardizatíon (ISO).

National institutions from around the world, concerned with the development of standards,

are brought together to form ISO technical committees. These committees work on
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developing internationally accepted standards in widely diverse technological fields, such

as science and engineering.

trSO Flandbook 16 deals with the "Measurernent Of Liquid Flow In Open Channels"

(ïSO, 1983). It is a collection of 29 Xnternational Standards prepared by the ISOÆC 113

committee in the 1970s and early 1980s. Individual reports, contained in this handbook,

deal with flow measurement techniques and practices using various methods, equipment

and sft'uctures under varying flow conditions"

In particular, ISO 1100/1 entitled "Liquid Flow Measurement In Open Channels - Part

1: Establishment and operation of a gauging station" (ISO, 1981) outlines the

considerations and factors involved in the selection of a gauging site and its operation.

The standards are applicable to gauging stage and/or discharge of open water in rivers,

lakes, reservoirs or manmade ohannels. Unfortunately, gauging sites seldom fulfil the

criteria laid out by ISO. For this reason, the analysis of stage-discharge relations is not

always straight forward.

Standard methods for determining stage-discharge relationships are specified in "Part

2: Determination Of The Stage-Discharge Relation" GSO, 1982). The report addresses

key issues such as gauge station calibration, relations for stable and unstable channels,

hysteresis and unsteady flow conditions, discharge estimation from curves, testing and

uncertainty of relations and exûapolation for estimation. Computational procedrues are

also included, with examples.

Another widely accepted reference on sfream gauging in the US and Canada is

entitled "Measurement And Computation Of Sreamflow" (Rantz and others, I982a and
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1982b), which is produced by the United States Department of the Interior. The two

volume report was fust published in 1980 as an up-to-date standardized manual of sfteam-

gauging procedures. It was a long awaited replacement for the USGS W'ater Supply

Faper 888 "Stream-Gauging Procedures" published in 1943.

Volume l, "Measurement Of Stage And Discharge" (Rantz and others, 1982a) deals

with the selection of stream-gauging sites and state-of-the-art procedures for collecting

stage and discharge data. Discussions of insfrumentation and measurements are directed

at the field technician commoniy performing such duties" Volume 2, "Computation of

Discharge" (Rantz and others, i982b) deals with the development of discharge ratings

based on simple S-D relations and/or other hydraulic parameters, facilities and conditions.

Computation of daily-discharge records based on derived ratings is also examined.

Finally, the document discusses the presentation and publication of stream-gau ging data.

In Canada, the Inlands 'Water Dfuectorate (IWD), of the federal Department of

Environment (DOE) has contributed to and adopted many of the standards outlined by

ISO and the USGS Water Supply Papers. These standards make up the basis for the

methods and procedures used by the federal and provincial 'Water Resources Branches,

responsible for the monitoring of gauging stations throughout the provinces and northern

territories of Canada. Over the years, the DOE has published numerous internal reports,

related to particular practices used in Canada for collecting and compiling S-D data. A

career development program has been implemented within the DOE for training its

hydromefic staff. An extensive five volume series documents the entire training

curriculum, to be insfructed over a two to three year period. The fundamental pu¡pose
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of the documents is to ftain technicians in the practices and procedures used within the

DOE, and maintain a high level of standard and consistency throughout the organization.

The documents deal with basic eoncepts of sfeam gauging such as types of gauging

stations, site selection and benchmark datums. fuleasurement of stage and discharge using

various devices, instrumentation and rnethods is also discussed. Technicians are frained

in the art of establishing stage-discharge relations and the computation of discharge

records frorn continuous water level recordings" Fundamental hydrometris and hydraulic

concepts are also covered in the program.

The basic understanding gained from review of this documentation, as well as the

numerous publications of ISO and USGS revealed one underlying principle for this thesis

work. The science of stream gauging and the analysis of stage-discharge relationships is

nothing short of a complex system of activities, requiring technicians to build a sfrong

knowledge of concepts and theory, and subsequently, years of field practice to develop

their experience.

2"T"2 Recent lVork

As old as the study of S-D relationships is, there continues to be interest in the

understanding of relevant variables and parameters. Considerable hydraulic literature has

been published over the years, outlining simple stage-discharge relationships in common

use for open water, as well as more sophisticated relations for varying or specific

conditions. In addition, recent technology has led to the development of new data

collection equipment and methods since the earlier years of hydrometric data collection.
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Following is a sample of two recent additions to the understanding of stage-discharge

analysis.

A report by Chester (1986) introduces three practical techniques developed and

implemented by the'Water Authority of Western Australia "which significantly rationalize

the practices for the development of discharge rating curves while still retaining the

essence of traditional practice". Each technique provides an increased level of quality to

the analysis and development of discharge ratings. In increasing order, the techniques

include the use of a so-called naturaþo*rn2ls scale to linearize stage-discharge plots for

simplifying the drawing of rating curves, a conveyance conhol parameter for extending

rating curves beyond observed levels and the use of computerized hydraulic rnodelling

programs for defining stage-discharge relations.

Comparisons of seven methods for extending rating curves are presented by Smith

(1987). A case sfudy involved the Illecillewaet River in British Columbia. Methods

include extension by Log Transformation, dm-Q, Area,/Velocity, A/dm, Stevens method,

Slope-Conveyance and Stage-Discharge Equation. He concluded that "rating curve

extension is as much an art as a science". In conclusion, the study recommends the use

of the stage-discharge equation in performing rating curve extensions, where it is

applicable. This decision is based on its ease of application and true representation with

specific knowledge of the sfream channel and cross sections and hydrographer

interpretation. Furttrer comparisons of the methods was recommended using other sûeams

with available data.

Although the topic of curve extension is beyond the scope of this thesis, both
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publications demonsftate that there is an important need for increased understanding of

stage-discharge relations. There is a great interest and need for techniques which improve

the accuracy and quality of stage-discharge relations, throughout development and during

use. The application of such techniques to a computer system, has been a main focus of

this thesis work.

2"1"3 Computer Software

This section introduces two Çomputer software packages that are operationally used

for managing hydrologic and hydrometric data. Although these systems perform some

similar functions of the system developed and presented in this research work, they were

not specifically designed as decision support systems, but rather customized time-data

management tools. Their inclusion here is to simply inftoduce the reader to some

software products developed which share some related topics of stage-discharge analysis.

I{YDSYSÆS was developed in Ausfralia by HYDSYS Pty Limited. It is based on

the ideas of EDTRACE, a system developed in the early 1960s by the Commonwealth

Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO). "HYDSYS is a system for the

storage, editing, retrieval and analysis of time-series data and related information"

(HYDSYS Pty Ltd, 1991), such as sfteamflow and meteorological parameters. Operating

platforms are limited to PC (DOS) systems and a UNIX V version for use on Sun

Microsystems workstations is also available, either as stand-alone or networked

configurations. Time and non-time dependent data may be stored and analyzed, with time

precision of one second. The system employs a relational database, a graphical mouse-
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based editor, comprehensive menu and full-screen interactive systems, to list but a few.

Numerous graphical and tabular ouþuts are available and may be directed to a variery of

supported devices. In addition, the software accepts direct input of raw data from a

number of data loggers and satellite and radio telemetry systems. The New South Wales

'Water Resources Department, the Sydney'Water Board and the Water Authority of

'Western Ausfralia all conûibuted ideas and funds to develop areas of their particular

interest.

Another computer system, TTDEDA, has been developed for the processing of time

dependent data (Rodgers and Thompson, X991). The New Zealand Minisfry of Works

and Development created the prograne with years of assistance from several individuals

since the beginning in 1981. Data dealt with by the system includes hydromenic and

climactic data such as sfream flows, water levels, rainfall, air temperature and wind speed.

Data associated with elecnical power generation is also managed. Features of the system

include data management, graphical and tabular display of data, user-specified data

analysis and a flexible operating environment. The system also interfaces a number of

data entry devices and is operational on IBM compatible personal computers or DEC-Vax

computers.

Review of both systems has proved beneficial to the planning of the system developed

in this thesis. Some important features of these systems which have been considered in

the development of this work include the ability to model stage-discharge relations with

a seiection of mathematical functions, multi-domain plots used to display rating curye

related information to the user, and the presentation of graphical user interface.
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The development and use of decision support systems (DSS) in water resources

planning, engineering and management has been growing extensively over the past ten

years. Recent attention has been atFibuted to their ability to assist engineers and

managers with decision-making problerns, which are of a less than stuctured nature"

They allow decision-makers to thoroughly examine a problem and analyze alternate

solutions. DSSs have evolved into systems with a high degree of user-friendliness, due

to advancements in computer graphics tools.

The number of examples of DSS employing Expert Systems (ES) technology has been

increasing over the latter half of the past decade. The evolution of early ES applications

(pre-1980) has dramatically changed the look and feel throughout the 1980s, mainly due

to the advancements of computer hardware and software tools. Numerous computet

software companies continue to develop software products for prototyping and delivering

DSS for countless real-life applications. With improved computing po,wer and graphical

interfaces, today's computers are now providing excellent environments for the

implementation of operational DSSs" Today, useful expeft systems are being developed

by scientific, engineering and technical personnel without specific ftaining in ES

technology. Considering the advançements in software technology and the increasing

speed of new generation computers, developers can build DSS in substantially less time

than before.

Within the discipline of water resources engineering numerous successful applications

of decision support systems have been documented. Following is a sample of several
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applications which have been dooumented recently. Soncini-Sessa and others (1991)

developed a protot)æe DSS for the managernent of a single-reservoir, multipurpose water

resource system. A computer-based DSS prototype for the management of ground-water

resources was developed by Kao and tr-iebrnan (1991). Hypertejo (Câmara and others,

1990) is a DSS developed to faciliøte water quality management in the Tejo estuary in

Western Europe. The establishment of better policies for land-use and land-management

conhols is dealt with in a DSS project planned by Davis and others (1991).

The existence of the numerous, successful examples of decision support systems in

the domain of water resources engineering, is evidence that the there is growing need and

interest for applying this technology to various problems. Likewise, this review has

discovered that there has been very little, if no, work directed at developing a DSS for

addressing the problems associated wittr developing stage-discharge rating curves. Thus,

due to the success of other DSS examples in the field, and the need for improved ability

to develop accurate rating curves, the work conducted in this thesis is highly justified.
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In this chapter, the reader is inuoduced to the complex process of stage-discharge

analysis. A brief overview of organizations and practices used in Canada are presented

in this first section. Next, a review of stage-discharge analysis procedures, used within

the Department of Environment (DOE) is presented with respect to concept, data

collection and analysis. The final two sections deal with the complex nature of S-D

relationships and the hydraulic confols which govern them. An examination of the

relative physicatr characteristics of controls is discussed with emphasis on their affects to

S-D relations.

IntnoductÍom

STAGE.ÐISCHARGE ANALYSTS

3.1.1 Hydrometric Organizations in Canada

The trnland Vy'aters Directorate (IWD) of the DOE is the primary water agency in

Canada, responsible for all freshwater resources in Canada. Through a series of federal

and provincial agreements, they coordinate and centralize the collection of \vater quantity

and quality information, across Canada. The IV/D also develops and maintains

operational standards and procedures for the collection, processing and disnibution of

resulting hydrometric data.

Over 7700 stations, including 3484 actwe and 4286 discontinued @nvironment

Canada, 1992), are operated nationwide, under this joint federal-provincial mandate.

Additional provincial stations are also run by organizations such as foresty and
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environmental departments of the provincian governments and miscellaneous networks of

stations for research and other purposes.

3"2

The process of Stage-Díscharge Analysis (SDA) refers to the activities associated with

developing S-D reiationships. These include the collection of, sfreamflow and related

hydromenic data, the processing and analysis of data, and the plotting and subsequent

ourve fitting of data to form graphical relationships. SDA also requires the periodic

monitoring of relationships and identification of changes over time. This section

introduces the curent practices and procedures typically used within Canada by the DOE,

for establishing S-D relationships.

Curnent Pnactice in Canada

3.2.L Concepts

In essence, a stage-díscharge relationship is a mathematical equation or graphical

curve which relates stage and discharge in a flowing body of water, such as a river or

channel. (The terms stage-discharge relatíon, ratíng curve and curve are synonymous and

will be used interchangeably throughout this thesis). Generally, these relationships are

based on colresponding measurements of stage and discharge at a fixed cross-section in

a channel; although other parameters such as \Ã/ater slope are sometimes incorporated into

the relationship. Plotted on a linear coordinate graph, with stage as the ordinate and

discharge as the abscissa, these relationships classically exhibit a concave-down shape or
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"cuny'e". These empirical relationships are typically used to estimate discharge in open

channels from corresponding continuous water level recordings rnade at established sftean-l

gauging stations.

3.2"2 CollectingStage-DischargeÐata

Determining a rating curve for a strean-l begins with the selection of an appropriate

site for a gauging station. Once the site is established, the common practice is to make

periodic measuements of the water elevation (stage) and corresponding stream discharge.

In general, a technician visits the gauging site once a month; atthough this schedule may

be more frequent during particular events such as flooding conditions and river ice freeze

and break-up at a given station.

One ongoing goal of the collection process is to obtain a good coverage of S-D

meastuements over the entire range of expected stages in the sfream. This task in itself

can pose a problem since many stations are remote and cannot be reached on short notice.

In this case, technicians often try to predict when floods are expected, in order to time

their arival at the station during the peak of the flood, thus ensuring a high stage (and

flow) measurement.

Once at the site the technician records the stage in the river from an installed'üater

level reco¡der (Terzi, 1981) or crest stage plate. The discharge is generally computed

using the velocity-area method; calculated as the product of the water velocity and stream

cross-sectional area (Rantz and others, I982a). A flow meter (also known as a current

meter) is used for making velocity measruements across the channel at a given cross-
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section. In general, the discharge is basically computed as the product of the average

velocity and the cross-sectional area of the channel.

In order to make an accurate discharge oomputation, the stream is divided into vertical

strips of equal widths or equal discharge. The area of each strip is estimated by depth

sounding and velocity is measured at one or more depths with a crilrent meter. The

discharge is then computed by summing the velocity-area products for each vertical. It

should be noted that this is the typical method for measuring discharge in a channel,

although many other methods using other types of equipmen! exist. For further

discussion of these methods, the reader is directed to ISO Handbook 16 (ISO, 1983).

Once the discharge is computed for the station, the technician makes one final reading

of the gauging stage. This is done to document the change in stage occurring during the

time of stream gauging. A comparison of the two stage measurements may indicate a

rapidly rising or falling stage condition. This entire procedure is repeated over a range

of stages in the sfream, usually several times a year.

3.2.3 Establishing a RatÍng Cunve

'When 
a substantial number of measurements have been recorded, the stage-discharge

measurements or "points" are plotted on linear graph paper, with stage on the ordinate.

Data is often plotted in differing scales to reflect the various ranges of stage in a stream.

This is to provide the degree of accuracy necessary for later computation of a rating table

in all flow regimes.

A smooth curve is then drawn through the points using "french curves". A graphical
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rnethod is used to determinethe zero-flow stage, and complete the "best-fit" curve. Curve

extensions beyond the highest available stage are often performed for new stations with

very few measurements. A logarithmic graphical method is sometimes used to perform

such extensions.

T'he entire process of establishing a S-D relation can take hours to complete. Once

the curve is completed, its shape is transformed into a rating table, relating stage

specified in equal increments to conesponding discharge values. A digitizing pad is used

to transfer corresponding S-D points along the curve into a computer interpolation

program, which then interpolates between the points to generate a table of S-D values

representing the curve. Continuous ìñ/ater level recordings may then be applied to the

rating table to generate average daily discharges for the station.

It should also be noted that fitting the so-called "best-fit" curve to a set of S-D

measurements is purely subjective on the part of the technician. The technician must rely

on their judgement, experience and intuition when fitting the curve, as well as consider

the conditions and reliability associated with each individual measurement" Flowever, the

latter aspect is difficult to quantify objectively.

This procedure is only one small segment of activities performed by the regional

branches of the DOE. New stage-discharge measurements are continuously recorded and

used to verify curve stability and to make corrections, if necessary. The process is very

time consuming and requires a great deal of technician hours. In addition the procedure

is substantially complex. As will be shown later in this chapter, stage-discharge

measurements rarely form a distinct curve since sfteams are often under the influence of



imperfect conditions" This leads to measurement points which deviate or "shift"

significantly from the general curve shape" Therefore the technician requires an

understanding of the hydraulic and hydrologic parameters connolling stage-discharge

relationships.

3"3

This section deals with the concept of "station conftols" and specificalTy, their effect

on stage-discharge relations. Various types of station controls and their classifications

will be discussed, followed by an examination of physical characteristics and their speeific

influence on cont'ols.

Stage-Ðischarge R.elationshÍp Controls

3.3.1 Types of Controls

A statíon control, or simply control, has been defined as a physical element or

combination of elements that controls the relationship existing between stage and

discharge (Rantz and others, I982a). This is generally a section or reach of the channel

downsfream of the gauging site, which is either a natural part of the channel or an

artificial man-made structure. In order for a control to serve a gauging site satisfactorily,

it should exhibit permanence (stability) and sensitivity.

Fetmanenc¿ refers to ability of a control to retain ali its original effective physicai

characteristics which ultimately affect the S-D relation. If a confrol is not stable (ie:

permanent), neither will the relation be stable, and frequent discharge measurements will
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be required to trace the changes in the relation. A control is said to be sensítive, tf small

changes is discharge are reflected by relatively large changes in stage. This feature is

particularly important at low flow conditions, since one would like to be able to notice

a change in discharge without having to measure stage to a fraction of an inch. To

facilitate sensitivity, the width of flow at the conhol be should be signifrcantly constricted

at low flows" Usually a notched control such as a V-shape or parabolic shape will ensure

that the width of flow decreases as the flow decreases.

Confrol types are often defined using different classifications (Rantz and others,

L982a). The major classification labels controls as either section or channel controls. The

term section control refers to a single cross-sectional geometry located a short distance

downstream of the gauging site, which tends to constrict the channel. Constrictions may

be a rise in the streambed or a locally reduced effective width, created by natural or man-

made means. Alternately, the term section control may also be used for downward breaks

in the bed slope at a particular çross seotion, such as the head of a cascade or brink of

a falls.

In contrast, a channel control refers to a much longer reach downsfream of a gauging

station where the geometry and roughness characteristics of the channel become the

controlling elements of the S-D relation. Increases in channel discharge will cause an

increase in the amount of reach length which is effective as a conftol. Likewise, flatter

sfream gradients tend to have longer reaches of channel confrol.

A second classification, already alluded to above, distinguishes conüols as either

natural or artificial. This classification is generally used in combination with other
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classification terms to describe the origin of the conffol" Examples of natural controls

include physical features such as rock tredges, outcrops or falls in the channel or distinct

streambed features such as riffles. Artiftcíal or rnan-made controls take many forms and

are generally installed to provide, among other things, a stable and sensitive feature within

the channel, for the purpose of establishing a S-D relation. Typical structures include

weirs, flumes and overflow dams. Bridge piers which generally reduce the natural cross

section of a channel are often referred to as a man-made conEol. be it intentional or not.

Finally, a thfud classification is used for delineating the effect of the conftol

throughout the experienced stage range for a gauging station. Controls which are not

limited by stage in their ability to control a S-D relation are referred to as complete

controls. Such conditions exist for section contols that exhibit significant height which

is not drowned out during high flows. Likewise, channel conÍols may be complete if no

section control exists to constrict the channel in low flows.

The last condition brings up an interesting point. It is not cofftmon that natural

features provide a confol which governs the S-D relation throughout the entire range of

flows experienced in a channel. This leads to the term combined controls, which are

made up of several different confrols, each governing a particular range of stage (and

discharge) in the sfream. A common example of a combined controls was alluded to at

the end of the previous paragraph, where a section confiol exists and confiols the relation

at low stages but is drowned out at high flows. A channel conftol may then connol the

relation. In this case, the two combined controls are also referred to independently as

partial controls, since they do not control the entire S-D relation. With respect to the
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relation itself, it should be noted that in a combined confrol, there is a fransition period

that exists where both partial conh'ols act together.

3"3"2 Effects of FhysÍcafl Charaeteråstücs on Controls

As can be seen in the previous section, olassification terms are usually mixed and

matched to describe the make-up of a station confol. Knowledge of these terrns is thus

essential in S-D analysis when trying to understand the various effects physical

characteristics have on a S-D relation.

The largest problem that exists in S-D analysis is the phenomenon known as a shffing

control. This concept was discussed briefly in the previous section as stability and

permanence. Essentially, a shifting confrol results from gradual or abrupt changes in the

physical features that form the control. The main effect of these changes is that of a

ohange in stage for a given discharge, otr conversely, a change in discharge with no

change in stage. It should be noted that, a relation may not necessarily change if the

characteristics of the confrol are collectively compensating with respect to their effect on

the stage. The following sections discuss corrunon physical features and oharacteristics

of open channels and their conffols, and the individual influence of each on channel

discharge, relative to a fixed stage level.
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Eackwater

Backwater is a common phenomenon resulting from a reduced flow velocity

downsfream of a gauging site. tse it apparent to the eye or not, backwater exhibits a

reduced surface water slope in the direction of the streamflow, in comparison to the

surface slope when no backwater exists. Graphically, this hanslates to a shift to the left

of the normal flow curve"

R.eduction in flow velocity rnay be attributed to conditions such as constricting nÍurow

reaches of the channel or reaches affected by seasonal conditions such as ice, vegetal

growth, beaver activity and moving sediment deposits. Artificial structures such as dams,

weirs and locks can also induce backwater eonditions, at cefiain times or stages" Sfteams

may also experience backwater affects due to increased volume and stage levels in

downsfream üibutaries. Finally, reaches under the influence of tides will, more than

likely, experience backwater.

Depending on the cause of the backwater, varying slopes may or may not exist for

the same stage. Under the former circumstances, discharge is said to be a function of

both stage and water surface slope. In this case, it is common to develop a relation for

stage-fall discharge. This is deternnined empirically by observing the "fa11" of the water

surface in addition to typical stage and discharge pa.rameters. Fall is measured by

observing the difference between the gauging station stage and a stage measured at an

auxiliary gauging site downstream.
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Channel Modífícatíon

Probably the most obvious feature of a station control is its cross sectional and

longitudinal geomefty. Alterations to either of these features above, below or at the

control usually has an adverse affeet on the normal S-D relation at a gauging site.

Depending on the type of modification, the effect may be either a left or right sh¡ft of the

cuve; that is, the discharge corresponding to a given stage may either decrease or

increase, respectively. Channei rnodifications can result from natural or human activity

and may be as unsuspected as mowing or brush cutting in the high-flow area of the

channel. Some examples of natural channel modifications include normal scour and fill

of the channel, sloughing or recession of banks and meander cut-offs. Man-made

modifications include channel realignment, dredging, installed rip-rap and dam

emplacements. In addition channel consfictions such as beaver activity, fallen trees and

debris caught on bridge abutments are considered channel modifications. In the case of

these last examples, the resulting increase in stage is often visibly distinguishable on

analog and digital recorders installed at gauging sites. Non-stable streams (see section

3.4) arc typically the result of continuous, natural channel modifications.

Ranidlv Vamine Stage

It has been shown conclusively from actual measurements that discharges for a given

stage will be greater during rising stage than during falling stage (Rantz and others,

1982b). This fact is derived frorn the fact that rising and falling stages have differing

water surface slopes. At the onset of a flood, the slope is much steeper on the rising limb
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of the flood wave in comparison to the norrnatr flow conditions. This slope causes a shift

of the rating cuwe to the right of the curve derived from normal flow conditions. The

reverse effect occurs on the falling limb but to a lesser degree of magnitude. The falling

stage condition is similar to that of a backwater condition as described above; shifting the

rating curve left of the normal flow curve.

Vesetal and Aauatic Growth

Stage-discharge relations are often affected by the growth of aquatic vegetation on

natural controls and channel banks" Growths of these types directly alter a control by

reducing channetr capacity and by altering the roughness coefficient of the ehannel"

During low flow conditions, aquatic growth on a section control causes a decrease in

discharge for a given stage. During higher flows, a reduction in the effective area of the

cross section is experienced in the presence of vegetal growth along the banks of a

channel control.

In general, the cyclic effect of aquatic growth is gradual in the spring and remains

fairly constant throughout the effective period before diminishing rapidly at the onset of

the first subfreezing temperatures. The magnitude of aquatic growth in a particular

channel may differ from one year to the next, depending on how deviant the temperatures

are from the normals for the particular region at a specific time. It should also be noted

that the distinct effects of vegetal growth (ie: backwater) may be reduced or removed

entirely, due to temporary high velocities and/or flows moving through the controlling

reach. Such is the case, when vegetation exhibiting high roughness characteristics is
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"flattened" or washed away by fast moving water. Flattened vegetation may reduce

channel roughness, ultinnately resulting in a right shift of the curve, (i.e. the opposite

affect of backwater).

[ce Formations

The basic effect of all ice fonnations results in backwater at the station control and

is manifested by a left shift of the rating curve. Three basic formations of ice arc frazil,

anchor and surface ice.

Frazíl ic¿ is formed at the surface of turbulent water as fTne, elongated needles, thin

sheets and/or cubical crystals. Masses of'floating slush form from frazil ice which has

moved to slower moving water, where it has the opportunity to consolidate. Neither

floating slush or frazil ice have a direct affect on the stage-discharge relation; however

the use of current meters under these ice conditions is likelv to induce sisnificant

measurement elTor.

Anchor ic¿ refers to spongy ice or slush which adheres to the rocks of a streambed

and continues to grow upward. Ice growth of this nature tends to change the geometry

of the streambed or control where it forms, thus resulting in an increased stage for a given

discharge in comparison to conclitions without the formation.

Surface ice is that ice which forms a complete cover of the sfream, replacing the

water-air interface of open channel flow. The basic effect on the stage-discharge relation

is again an increase in stage for given discharge. Rantz and others (1982b) explain this

effect is a combination of three conditions, resulting from the ice cover.
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First, the resistance to flow in the channel is increased due to additional area of

friction in contact with flowing water. This resistance to flow may decline over winter

however, as flowing water smooths out the originally rough texftue of the under side of

the ice. Second, in particularly thick ice covers, the cross sectional area available for

flow may be reduced to varying degrees. In small channels, this effect rnay vary over

winter if water levels drop, leaving the ice sheet to hang from the banks, not touching the

water surface. Finally, the increased wetted perimeter of the section reduces the hydraulic

radius of the section.

A final note should be included about ice in channels. Quite often, ice becomes

jammed up on a section control or downsüeam of a gauging site, causing the typical

backwater effect in the channel. The affect of ice jams, (as well as that of any other t¡le

of debris becoming caught in the section) downsfream of the station will result in

backwater, producing a left shift of the stage-discharge curve.

3.4 Stable and Unstable Channels

The relationship between stage and discharge in any given channel is likely to have

some degree of change at one time or another" Changes in a relationship, or shifts as they

are more commonly referred, may be temporary or permanent. This section addresses the

analysis of S-D relations which experience various degrees from shifting.

The previous section discussed general phenomenon which influence hydraulic

controls, governing a stage-discharge relation. Channels are basically distinguished as
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being either stable or unstable by the pattern or trend of the variability in their

relationship between stage-discharge. These ûends of variability, or lack thereof, may be

examined by use of a specific gauge plot. ^A speciftc gauge plot of a station, is a plot of

gauge over time, for a constant discharge. In general, three plots are presented for three

different discharges, representing various flow regimes in the channel. Constant discharge

values are usually selected for the plots corresponding to the 2, 5 and 10 year return

floods.

Figure 1 shows three specific gauge plots for Edwards Creek in Manitoba. The three

plots represent the gauge (stage) in Edwards Creek from 1980 to 1990, for discharge

measurements of 0.40, 0.8 and 2"0 m% respeotively. The gauge is plotted along the

ordinate in metes and time along the abscissa in years. Trends exhibited in specific

gauge plots are used to indicate whether the stage is changing over time or remaining

essentially, for a constant discharge. A constantly level gauge over time tends to indicate

a stable channei. That is to say that the relationship between the stage and discharge is

not changing over time, for the specific discharge indicated.

In Figure 1, each of the three specific gauge plots displays a corresponding gauge

which is essentially constant, over the 10 year period. Individually, each level trend

indicates that the stream is stable at a specific discharge level. Collectively, the three

level trends indicate that the Edwards Creek is essentially stable, since the gauge does not

change over time, irrespective of the discharge level. This conclusion could be further

verified by generating specific gauge plots for different flow values. The three chosen

in Figure I represent the 2,5 and 10 year return floods in Edwards creek.
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Quite often specific gauge plots are not level and may exhibit a varying character over

time, which may be increasing or decreasing in a constant or step-wise pattern. ln other

cases, the plot may fluctuate sporadically over time, with no apparent pattern. Regardless

of the pattern, these manifestations of fends which are not level indicate the relafionship

is changing, or "unstable", witn'time. Any of these types of non-level frends will tend

to indicate unstable channel conditions.

ED\ryARDs CREEK DRAIN BELow JACKFISH CREEK specifïc Guage
guage (m)

1.40

r.20

1.00

0.80

0.60

0.40

0.20

0.00

80.00 82.00 84.00

Figure 1. Specific Gauge Plots for Edwards Creek.
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3"4"1 Stabtre Channels

As was discussed in Chapter tr, the term "stable" is a relative one, when describing

the relation between stage and discharge in a sream. A stable channel will generaliy

exhibit little or no continuous varíabilíry (see section 3"4.2) in its S-D relation over time.

Such an "ideal" relation is often exhibited in channels cut through bed rock and man-

rnade canals lined of concrete. F{owever, stable channels are not limited to such specific

conditions" Rantz and others (1982b) point out that virtually all natural channel a¡e

subject to occasional changes due to various factors. The key with stable channels is that

the general geomety and form of their cross-section is relatively constant from year to

year.

The previous section showed that relationship variability is directly related to the

station control and physical characteristics associated with the connol(s). Stable channels

exhibit temporary changes, generally on an annual basis, which in turn affect the relation.

They are distinguished from unstable channels in that they do not progrossively change

over time, but rather experience sinrilar shifts from year to year. The next section,

dealing with unstable channels, will discuss conditions which continue to evolve over

time, thus causing a continuous change in the relationship between stage and discharge.

In the analysis of stable channels, changes are considered to be somewhat repetitive

from year to year. This means that certain shifts are expected at particular times of the

year. Howevet, magnitudes of backwater effects, for example, will translate to differing

magnitudes of a (left) shift in a relation. Primary sources of confrol shifts in stable

channels include ice; backwater created by beaver activity, weed growth and downsfieam
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tributaries (to name but a few); and rapidly rising and falling stage conditions. hl

addition, channel modifications such as meander cut-offs, either upsû'eam or downstream

of the gauging site may be seasonan and somewhat repetitive.

A final factor must also be considered when performing analysis of S-D relations.

Winds experienced at gauging sites can significantly affect the accuracy of discharge

measurements, resulting in a perceived shift when plotted. This may be exhibited in a

number of different ways. Strong cross winds may obscure the angle of the current in

the channel. Winds blowing against the sfreamflow tend to elevate the water levei in a

sû.eam, while those blowing in the direction of the sfrearnflow may effectively reduce

friction and impart energy in the smeam. Sfream gauging may also be subjected to

several sources of significant error due to wind action. Vy'aves resulting from winds may

conceal the true water level during depth sounding and in shallow sfreams, the velocity

at the 0.2-depth may be influenced, thus distorting the velocity distribution in the

measured vertical.

Whatever the source or sources of the shift are, they must be identified during

analysis to assist in the development of the rating curve. For example, in the case of

temporary backwater, (say from beaver activity), it is common for a \¡/ater level records

to be adjusted according to the amount of shift associated with the backwater. Once

adjusted, the water level record can then be applied to the normal relation, as if no

backwater condition existed. However, depending on the source of the backwater, surface

slopes may vary thus requiring different shifts adjustments to be made based on the type

of the backwater. For these and other reasons, it is of the utmost importance that the
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observation of relevant conditions should always be noted when collecting hydrometric

data and used to understand deviations frorn the expected relation.

Although some deviation is always expected, recurring deviations are often expected

in stable channels. These predictable shifts are often established as separate S-D relations

and used in place of singular flow relations, (which is the typical practice in the DOE).

A typical example of this is the condition of rapidly varying stage. S-D relations often

include separate curves for the conditions of rapidly rising and falling stage, known as a

hysteresís loop" One might expect that flood waves of different magnitudes wiltr produce

differing deviations of the loop frorn the steady flow condition curve. FIowever, this is

only apparent in the case of rapid change in discharge and in channels with a relatively

flat stream slope. Thus, with the exception of fast moving floods, S-D relations should

exhibit one fairly distinct loop. Obviously, the more measruements recorded under

flooding conditions will make this curve more apparent to the technician.

3.4"2 Unstable Channels

In contrast to stable channels, unstable channels are termed as such because they

experience continuous changes in their stage-discharge relations over time. This is most

typical in alluvial channels which, by definition, develop in the bed material which they

ffansport. Analysis is more compiex, since bed formations in alluvial channels are a

function of the flow and the bed material carried by the channel (Rantz and others,

1982b). This means that not only is the flow resisted by the roughness elements, but the

roughness elements are in turn formed by the flow.
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Analysis of unstable channels involves a much more complex process than of the

process used in the analysis of stable channels. The very nature of alluvial channels is

such that there is a continually changing control with time (Rantz and others, 1982). This

is due to scouring and deposition activity of bed material, braiding and meandering

patterns of the channel, and changes in the bed formation. R.esistance to flow caused by

changes in bed formation, (and therefore roughness) influences the form of the stage-

discharge and depth-discharge reXation in alluvial streams. Bed formations (and the

associated roughness) are dependant on parameters such as the properties of the bed

rnaterial, including size, shape and density; the magnitude of shear sftess applied by the

watex on the bed; seepage forces; sedirnent load; and water temperature.

Stage-discharge relations are relatively stable at the high flow condition, if upper

regime bed formations are in effect. The lower end of the relation rnay very well shift

with time due to bed formation influences in the lower regime. It should also be noted

that, in addition to these continuous changes, all of the same physical characteristics of

section and channel controls listed in section 3.3.2 are applicable to unstable channels as

well, complicating matters further.
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4. COMPUTERTZED DECISION SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY

This chapter deals with the concept of computerized decision support systems (DSS).

The first section follows the developmental history of DSS technology from early days

of simple management information systems to present day conceptual structures and

components. The next section introduces the concept of developing ínteúigent decision

support systems with the use of Expert System (ES) technology. The final section

follows, introducing the concept of a modular computer decision support system, for

implementation in the Department of Environment. The design of one module of this

system comprises the major work of this thesis.

4.1 The Evolution of Decision Support Systems

The intent of this fust section is to familiarize the reader with the DSS technology;

its fundamental purpose, history, components, and application.

4.1.1 Early Information Systems

Access to information has always been an essential part to the operation and

management of any company or organization. "During these fast-changing times",

Thierauf (1988) regards information as the "sixth resource" of a typical organization; after

people, machines, money, materials and management. Information regarding a company's

past performance, current conditions and expected nends in the environment provide a

basis on which managers make planning, confrol and operational decisions.
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Early information systems were aimed at producing historical repofts which evaluated

past performance. Sometimes referred to as Electronic Data Process[ng (EDp), these

systems focused on data, storage and processing at the operational level (Simonovic,

1992). Latet, EDP principles were integrated with business functions to produce

intelligent data-retrieval systems. These Management Information Systems (MIS) were

developed to assist managers with short-term planning aspects of an organization.

Emphasis was placed on fast refrieval and processing of timely information, to be relayed

to the conftolling operations of the environment. Systems of this nature were limited to

operating environments definable in well-structured frameworks.

4.1.2 The Essence of Decision Support Systems

Decision Support Systems (DSS) were developed to operate in environments with less

than structured frameworks. They directly addressed the problems of the decision process

requiring human expertise, judgement and intuition. Depending on the degree of the

problem structure, DSS can incorporate computerized decision-making based on

quantitative modelling techniques.

Simonovic (1992) describes the following characteristics, necessary for a DSS:

- assist managers in the decision making process for

unstructued and semi-structured problems;

- suppofr and enhance managerial judgement;

- improve the effectiveness of decision making;
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combine the use of models or analytical techniques with

data access functions:

exhibit flexibility and adaprability to changes in rhe

decision process; and

focus on features which make them easv to be used

interactivelv.

Thierauf (1988) cites DSSs as having an added dimension in comparison to earlier

information systems. As the name suggests, decision suppoft systems emphasize

decision-making, user support and integration of computer and human abilities in a single

framework. He sffesses that DSS must exhibit the following characteristics:

- focus on problem finding and problem solving;

- use of an interactive processing mode; and

- a comprehensive systems approach.

This added dimension has allowed DSS to break into the diverse field of engineering,

allowing the introduction of subjective judgements, trial-and-erïor procedures, and

intuitive approaches to achieve problem solutions (Simonovic, 1992).

4.1.3 DSS Architectures and Components

Simonovic (1992) outlines three design approaches used to assist the DSS designer

with conceptualizing, evaluating and characterizing a proposed system architecture. The

functional approach incorporates a language system for problem formulation, a problem

processing system for elaboration of the problem and a knowledge system for information
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storage. So-called tool-based archítectures conceptualize DSS as an integration of

individual technologies or components. These components include database management,

modelling and dialogue modules. Finally, a combined archítecture is based on the two

previous concepts but incorporates a system manager to handle the overall control of the

specific components.

Traditionally, DSSs have also been described as modular systems consisting of three

components. Not surprisingly, these are similar to those of the tool-based and combined

architectures listed above. The remainder of this section provides a brief description of

the three typical components of a DSS, outlining their respective responsibilities and

make-up. Later, in Chapter 5, a prototype DSS will be introduced, which also applies this

concept to the problem of Stage-Discharge Analysis.

Most DSS application problems deal with tremendous amounts of data, which must

be processed in order to render decisions. The database management component of a

DSS is responsible for the storage and maintenance of factual data. It generally consists

of a management system, data dictionary (containing descriptions of the types of data

stored in the system), a querying facility (for isolating and retrieving specific data), and

a facility for accessing external sources of data as well as connecting the DSS with other

systems (Câmara and others, 1990).

Next, the modellíng componentis composed of various mathematical models available

in the system, used for assisting in the problem-solving process. It is responsible for

operation and execution of mathematical models and provides adequate linkage with the

other system components to facilitate the transfer of commands, data and results.
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Finally, the dialogue component provides a means by which the user may

communicate with the system. All system input and out¡lut is handled through the

dialogue component. Depending on the specific architecture of the DSS, this component

may be as simple as a command language used to insffuct the system to perform certain

tasks, or a complex input/output (I/O) device connected to a central conffol unit, which

handles the assignment of tasks. In this latter case, the central control unit, or System

Control Manager (SCM), acts as the main link between all other system components and

provides the main problem-solving mechanism.

4.2 lntelligent DSS and Expert Systems Technology

The rapid progression of DSSs and their underlying technologies has led to the

development of more sophisticated and intelligent computer support systems,

incorporating ne\ryer and more advanced concepts in the realm of Artificial Intellígence

(AI). Thierauf (1988) noted that future advancements in the area of AI will allow rhe

individual to use new knowledge in order to be even more efficient as a decision-maker.

Thus a fourth component, "knowledge" is acknowledged in Intelligent Decísion Support

Systems, (IDSS). The following section describes the concept of Expert System

technology, and its contribution to the development of IDDSs.

4.2.1 A Brief Background of Expert Systems

Recently, the terms Expert System (ES) and Knowledge-Based Expert Systems (KBES)
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have been receiving "buzz-word" status among professionals since the mid-eighties. The

concept of expert systems stems back over two decades prior to the great interest

recognized in the mid-eighties. They originated as early attempts at developing compurer

programs to simulate and reproduce intelligent problem-solving behaviour. Maher and

Allen (1987) explain that this is attributed to the high profile received by several

relatively successful expeft systems and the potential for development in diverse

applications. Combined with the rapid acceptance and advancement of the personal

computer throughout the 1980s and development of innovative software, expefi system

technology has moved from the once dominated university development environment to

the business community.

Gaschnig and others'(1981) definition of expert systems as "interactive computer

programs incorporating judgement, experience, rules of thumb, intuition, and other

expertise to provide knowledgeable advice about a varíety of tasks" was cited by Maher

and Allen (1987) and is widely accepted. However, Maher and Allen (1987) criticize rhat

this definition fails to delineate the differences between expert systems and conventional

computer programs, as do most definitions, in their opinion. A true comparison reveals

that expert systems focus on the symbolic processing of knowledge using heuristics, rather

than sequential algorithmic processing of numerical data. This discussion will not indulge

in any further comparisons, although the reader is referred to Maher and Allen (1987).

Suffice is to say that ES technology provides an environment for captudng and

representing human knowledge, experience and expertise in logical computer frameworks.

Some of the earliest success stories in ES technology include a medical diagnosis
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system for identifying infectious diseases known as MYCIN and PROSPECTOR, a

geological information inteqpreter (Maher and Allen, 1987). The success of these systems

is attributed to their ability to solve problems in their respective domains at the level of

an expert and communicate efficiently with users.

Several important applications using ES and Knowledge-Base (KB) technology (see

section 4.2.2), in the domain of operational hydrology, were reviewed by Simonovic and

Savic (1989). FLOOD ADVISOR is a computer-based consultant which assisrs

hydrologists with the selection of a suitable model for flood estimation under five general

situations. Model selection is made on the basis of the type and quantity of data

available. The system incorporates the human expertise and judgement of hydrologists

in its knowledge-base. A second ES application in operational hydrology, HYDRO, deals

with the task of describing the physical characteristics of a watershed. The system was

developed to aid in esøblishing numerical parameter values, for subsequent use in a

watershed modelling program. The program simulates the physical processes by which

precipitation is distributed through a watershed.

Another expert system called the Stream Flow Management Advisory System

(SFMAS) was developed for aiding managers in the selection of a suitable method for

measuring flow in open channels (Douglas, 1990a; Douglas 1990b; Simonovic, 1990; and

Simonovic, 1991). SFMAS is based on recommendations published by the International

Organization of Standards (ISO). Physical channel characteristics, flow conditions and

available equipment are used in the selection of the most suited method.

ES technology is related to DSS by the simple fact that they are both concerned with
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assisting in problem-solving tasks. ES provide enhanced problem-solving capability

beyond DSSs because they contain qualitative knowledge of a particular domain.

Knowledge-bases store knowledge within the ES, primarily as symbolic elements rather

than numerical. Problem-solving tasks using Ess are therefore handled in a qualitative

sense, using human expertise and judgement represented in the KB. Thus, DSSs can

benef,rt greatly from ES technology.

With respect to the domain of stage-discharge analysis, many applications for ES

technology exist. Specific knowledge regarding section and channel conüols can be

incorporated into a DSS. Various characteristics and properties, and their effects on S-D

relations, may also be stored as knowledge within an ES. The DSS would be capable of

making inferences on this knowledge, in order to suggest the relative influence on rating

curves. Regression analysis modelling generally requires subjective decision making,

based on human expertise. Such expertise may also be incorporated into a KB, in order

to enhance the modelling procedures of a DSS.

4.2.2 The Architecture of Expert Systems

Expert systems typically consist of 3 main components; a knowledge base, ínference

engíne and user-interface. Within these components, developers can express export

knowledge of both a qualitative and a quantitative nature.

The knowledge base (KB), which is analogous to a data base of an information

system, stores information about a specific problem domain. Information may be

obtained by interviewing experts of the specific problem domain or by including
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heuristics from recorded case studies (Davis and others, 7991). Once obtained,

information is stored in discrete elements known as rules. These logical structures are

based on the same principles as the familiar "if-then" programming structue, often used

in many programming languages.

Each rule stores one elementary piece of information or knowledge, within an "if" and

a "then" clause. The lf-clause, premise or condition of the rule (as it is also referred)

defines the conditions of certain problem parameters, that must exist to infer some result

or piece of knowledge that is stored in the Then-clause. The conditions of the lf-clause

form a logical expression that evaluates to either a true or false value. If the conditions

evaluate to frue, the rule is said to be "fired" and the conclusions, listed in the Then

clause, are established.

The inference engine of the ES provides the methodology for refrieving information

from the knowledge base. KBs ffe sometimes envisioned as massive solution spaces for

a particular problem domain, made up of qualitative elements. In this sense, ES and

linear programming models, (and other optimization models), are very similar, in that a

solution space is defined by problem consffaints and the objective is to search the space

for the best (although sometimes, compromising) solution. The inference engine of the

ES provides a search mechanism for defining the path to an appropriate solution in the

KB, as the Simplex Method does in Linear Programming. So-called backward chainíng

and/or forward chaíning strategies may be used together or independently to link facts

stored in the knowledge base rules to attain the problem solution.
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4.3

The previous two sections have seryed to introduce the concepts of decision support

systems and expert systems technology. These concepts have been proposed for

application in the development of a computer system for use in the Department of

Environment.

A large, modular system was conceived in a joint ventue by Environment Canada and

the University of Manitoba and was infroduced in the late 1980s by Simonovic (1989) as

an íntellígent decision support system (IDSS) for the management of surface water

quantity data. Formulation of the system sÍuctule incorporates;

1) existing databases and practices used within the

Department of Environment;

A Proposed Computer System

Figure 2, shows a conceptualized diagram of the overall IDSS structure, and the relations

among the various elements and operations (Simonovic, 1939). Selection, support, and

integration capabilities were to be provided within the IDSS framework, through the

implementation ES technology. This application resulted from interest generated by a

study which explored the opportunities of Artíftcial Intellígence (AI) technologies in

government organizations (Simonovic, 1989). The study cited ES tools (and techniques)

as the most promising AI concept for improving productivity and efficiency in the

Canadian government.

2) an IDSS for surface water quantity data acquisition; and

3) a set of mathematical models and tools.
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Figure 2. Structure of IDSS, (from: Simonovic, 1989)

Development of the SFMAS discussed in section 4.2.1, was pedormed at the

University of Manitoba and served as a pilot project, intended for integration with the
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Chapter 3. Using statistical analysis techniques, the system considerably reduces the

subjectivity of the "manual" curve-fitting procedure. This is necessary to provide a basis

for consistent and standard work among technicians, as well as to provide a means to

quantify the "goodness of fit" of the curve to the data. The system also incorporates

specialized expertise, based on knowledge obtained from practising technicians. Existing

data bases, compiled over years of monitoring by the Department of Environment, are

used by the SDDSS for the establishment of rating cuwes.

The intent of the system development in this thesis, was to examine the concepts of

the SDA problem, and serve as a learning tool, for later development of a fully

operational SDDSS. For this reason the SDDSS will also be referred to as a Prototype

throughout the remainder of this thesis.
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5.

This chapter discusses the application of DSS technology and concepts to the SDA

process. First, the problems of stage-discharge analysis are outlined and related to the

problem-solving capability of DSS technology. Next, the concept of a prototype DSS for

SDA is introduced and a description of the computer technologies integrated within the

SDDSS prototype. Finally, the operational structure of the SDDSS is presented to the

reader.

A PROTOTYPE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

FOR STAGE.DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

5.1

Chapter 3 presented the reader with a background of the S-D analysis practices

currently used by the Water Survey of Canada, a branch of the DOE. It described the

dynamic complexities of station controls and their changing physical characteristics.

Finally, the chapter outlined the main difference between stable and unstable channels and

the relevant parameters to consider with respect to the analysis of relations in each.

The main purpose of presenting the material and background in chapter 3 was to

outline the complexities involved in S-D analysis. SDA is not simply a process of

plotting stage and discharge measurements on a graph and fitting the most appropriate

french curve to the data. Nor is it a pure statistical problem of regression analysis. SDA

is an involved process, comprised of several fundamental procedures, reinforced with
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v¿trious levels of human judgement, intuition and decision making. For this reason, a

DSS was consider for assisting in the process of SDA.

Some specific aspects of SDA have been identified, which fit neatly within the

conceptual structure of the "combined" DSS architecture, (see section 4.1.3). To begin,

data is the fundamental element of SDA, on which all other procedures and designs are

based. For this reason, the data management component of a DSS provides a facility for

efficient organization, storage and retrieval of S-D data. Statistical modelling using

regression analysis provide the ability to represent rating curves with mathematical

equations, replacing the need for generating hand-drawn curves and rating tables. Various

mathematical modelling techniques may be stored as routines in the modelbase component

of the DSS.

The interaction between the DSS and the user is exfremely important issue in a DSS,

for obvious reasons. Technical knowledge must be transferred to and throughout the

system and results must be relayed back to the user. The dialogue component is typically

responsible for user-interface and the control of information within the system. However,

in the combined approach for conceptualizing a DSS, these tasks are handled by a central

control unit, linking the various components of the system.

A knowledge base was included for the representation of facts and information

regarding the specific problem domain. It is here that specific knowledge with respect

to sDA may be integrated into the development of S-D relationships.
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<i.

The following section infroduces the main design concepts of the Stage-Díscharge

Decision Support System (SDDSS). A system architecture is presented, outlining three

distinct user modes. Aspects of the modelling theory and evaluation are also discussed

in the final section.

Design Framework

5.2.1 Analysis Concept

The basic design of the SDDSS was modelled around several main activities

performed by the Water Survey of Canada in the DOE. From these activities, the system

was divided into three main processes: Curve Development; Curve Use; and Curve

Modification. From a programming perspective, these processes were divided into

separate modules, in order to provide a design framework allowing for future additions

and modifications. Within the system, each process is made up of several smaller

procedures, which may be shared among other processes. Thus, the main system is a

modular architecture consisting of three main user-mode components, each linked to a

main menu and user-interface, as shown in Figure 3.

The main objective of SDA is the development of rating curves from S-D

observations, and is modelled within the first user mode, Curve Developmenl. The SDA

concept designed within the system exhibits a hierarchical nature of data selection, as

shown in Figure 4. Developing a rating curve logically begins with the analysis of all

available data. The data is modelled using statistical techniques and represented with a

mathematical equation. The model is then plotted against the data and evaluated for its
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effectiveness in representing the data. This makes up the highest level of the analysís

híerarchy. Due to the complex graphical nature of most S-D relationships, it is unlikely

that one curve will apply to the entire flow regime of a sfream. Only in cases where a

station is governed by some natüal or manmade control with weir-like characteristics, is

it possible that a single curve is likely to represent an entire flow regime. V/here such

weir-like conditions are not present, it is customary to represent different stage levels

andlor different flow conditions with separate curves.

In order to apply several curves to one stream, the data must be divided into smaller

$oups ot data sels, representative of particular stage levels or flow conditions. Once the

data sets are established, each is modelled individually in the same manner as the

previous data set containing all available measurements. This ability to segregate data

provides the second level of the analysís hierarchy and is shown as Phase 2 in Figure 4.

It is justified as the next logical step in developing a S-D relationship since measurements

are collected under various conditions, which can dramatically influence the shape of the

rating curve, as was discussed in Chapter 3.

Section 3.3 discussed the concept of section and channel controls and their relative

influence on S-D relationships. The geometry of a particular channel, its flood plain and

the nature of flooding in the stream are some of the basic factors which can determine

the overall relationship between stage and discharge. 'When presented graphically, the

relationship may display rough transitions between different flow regimes, making

mathematical modelling difficult. Similarly, rising and falling stage under flood

conditions generally display a hysteresis loop, which can not be represented with a simple
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mathematical function. Therefore, in each of these cases, it is necessary to anaLyze onLy

those measurements which are observed under a particular condition or specific water

level range.

Even within the boundaries of specific flow conditions and water level ranges,

measurements may still be influenced by random or unexpected conditions.

Measurements taken in the presence of such parameters may appear as outliers on the

graphical S-D plot. An ideal plot will not contain any outliers since the data modelled

should be those of one particular condition, with all other variables (parameters) held

constant. The presence of such outliers in a S-D relationship is analogous to the

unexplainable error associated with a laboratory experiment performed under less than

perfectly conffolled conditions.

In S-D analysis, conditions are impossible to control but the errors however, are quite

often explainable. Therefore, segregating these explainable outliers from measurements

not influenced by physical parameters is likely to produce a smoother curve of

observations, which can be modelled for use under specific "pseudo controlled"

conditions. This segregation of explainable outliers comprises the thírd level of the

analysís hierarchy. The influenced measurements may be similarly grouped by their

specific conditions and modelled for application under those more specifi.c conditions, as

shown in Figure 4.
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5.2.2 Operational User Modes

The previous section introduced the concept of a hierarchical analysis scheme, making

up the main SDDSS structure. A general description of each of the three user mode

frameworks will now be presented, followed by a detailed discussion in the next section.

Curve Development. ( CD I

The first main component of the SDDSS is the Curve Development (CD) module. It

is responsible for the creation and storage of new curves for various data selection

schemes. CD consists of four main tasks: data selection; data modelling; model

evaluation and outlier analysis. The procedue captured in this module is also accessed

by the curve modification module (discussed later), for use in reanalysing and updating

existing curves.

Data selectíon involves establishing a selection scheme for retrieving measurements

from the data base for modelling. Initially, the system begins with the selection of all

measurements recorded for the cuffent station, (Phase 1 of Figure 4). However, the user

may skip this general selection scheme, and opt to select measurements on the basis of

specific conditions present during gauging, (Phase 2 of Figure 4). Examples of these

conditions include rapidly rising, falling or stable flow and various ice conditions. Once

the scheme is established, the system reffieves the S-D data, writes it to an external file

and displays it graphically.

The next task, data modellíng, deals with the representation of the selected data.

regression analysis is performed on the data, establishing the mathematical equation
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model, for the S-D relationship. In addition, the analysis outputs several statistical

parameters for evaluating the model. The data modelling framework allows multþle

models to be constructed for the data set, which may be compared for the best fit.

Model evaluation involves the comparison of multiple models with respect to the

statistical pffameters, generated by the regression analysis. One of three parameters is

used for the comparison of models.

Finally, an outlier analysis is performed on the best fit model. The objective of this

task is to establish the condition(s) which may have caused a measurement to plot as an

outlier. Each outlier is isolated from the data set and information ïegrading the conditions

under which the measurement was observed, is referenced from the daøbase. If no

information is available, the system prompts the user with a series of questions, frying to

establish the cause of the deviation.

Throughout the CD process, the framework generates these tasks in sequence but

allows the user to revert back to the initial task (data selection) if the system or user feels

the development is not progressing favourably. Generally, viewing the graphical

presentation of the data set will reveal whether or not the data can be represented with

one model. In the event that a data set exhibits a large amount of scatter, the user may

opt to select specific measuements from the database, relating to a specific condition.

Thus, the sequence of tasks may be restarted, beginning with the establishment of a new

data selection scheme.
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Curve Use

The second component of the SDDSS, Curve Use (CU), is dedicated to the

computation of average daily discharges. Computations are made by applying water level

records to appropriate S-D curves created in the fïrst system component. A table of

average daily flows for each month is displayed on the terminal monitor and is also

available on hard copy.

The procedure begins by having the user select which curve to be used. Next, a file

name is entered in which the water level recordings are stored. The water level records

may represent an entire year of daily water levels or only selected months which may be

specific to a particular curve. For days with active water level fluctuations, the file

format has been designed to allow for multiple water level records for one day. Once the

file name is entered, an external program is then executed by the system to compute the

table of average daily flows. The system displays the table to the user on the terminal

monitor, offers to print a hard copy if so desired.

Curve Modifícation

The third component of the prototn)e, Curve Modífication (CM), is concerned with

updating curves as additional S-D data becomes available.

Curve modification begins with the selection of a curve and retrieving all S-D

measurements matching the curve definition scope. As measurements are retrieved, old

measruements (those used in the initial creation of the curve) and new measrrements are

sorted and stored in two external files for plotting. Upon completion of the retrieval, both
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sets of measurements are plotted in different colors with the curve. Upon viewing the

new measruements, the user may decide to re-model a new curve based on the addition

of the new measurements. In this case, the sets are combined and the svstem calls the

curve development system.

In the case that the new measurements are scarce or deviate significantly from the

curve, the user may choose to abort the curve modification procedure. Such action may

be chosen in order to either create an entirely new curve or wait for additional data to be

collected. The latter case may be necessary if a shift in the curve is suspected, with very

little data to substantiate the assumption.

5.2.3 Modelling and Evaluation

The statistical process of curve fitting can be very complex. Therefore, the design of

the SDDSS prototype has tried to organize the fitting process into a series of simple steps,

in order to simplify matters in the early stage of system's overall development. The

modelling process described below, is contained within the framework of the CD module.

The first step of modelling involves linearizing the S-D data by fransforming one or

both of the variables. In the current development state, the SDDSS uses a simple power

transformation of the independent variable, stage. Transformed stages are computed by

raising the measured stage values to the power of a value "T", ranging from 1.0 to 4.0.

This value range is based on experimentation with various rating curves, developed for

Manitoba rivers by the Department of Environment. At the present time, other

transformation methods are not available in the SDDSS. However. the SDDSS
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framework was developed with an open architecture to the allow for additional inclusion

of different fransformation methods. Optional transformation methods were not included

in the current system due to time constraints and due to the fact that the emphasis of this

work was to provide "logical framework", demonstrating the entire stage-discharge

analysis process, (as stated in Chapter 1). Future enhancements to the current

ffansformation procedure, as well as additional methods of ffansformation are discussed

in Chapter 7.

Next, a simple (linear) regression analysis is performed on the transformed stage and

discharge data. Output from the analysis includes the cofficíent of determínation (R2

value), the standard error of estimate (SEE) and the number of outliers (NOO). The first

two parameters are defined below, taken from Neter, Wasserman and Kutner (1989).

The coefficient of determination is computed from the standard statistical equation,

where SSE is the sum of squared variations due to model

squared variations due to the regression and SSTO is the total

terms, used in equation [1], are calculated as follows,

¡) SS712-SSE SSRK-:-

ssro ss70

ssn:Elri-4'

error, SSR is the sum of

squared deviation. These
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and where

ssE':Eg¡-r¡F

ssro:E(Yi-Y)z

where Xt is the independent variable (transformed stage data) of the regression analysis

and Y, is the dependant variable (discharge data).

The Standard Error of Estimate is calculated as follows,

":rr*)

i,:bo*brx,

[3]

where n is the sample size of the regression analysis and SSE is defined as above.

Graphically speaking, the Number of Outliers is defined as the number of data points

which lie outside allowable error limits defined for the model. In the current desisn of
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the system, the allowable error limit for any particular model is supplied by the user as

a percentage. A default value of 30 percent is provided on the basis of experience with

several stations. Data points are then identified as outliers if the percent error between

the measured discharge and the model estimation of discharge exceeds the allowable error

limit.

These three output parameters are used within the system as a means of measuring

the goodness of fit of the model to the data, and will therefore be referred to as

evaluation parameters. Each is temporarily stored in the system for evaluation later in

the Curve Development process.

Within the curve development framework, the two main steps of modelling, (data

transformation and regression analysis) may be repeated multiple times to allow for cuwe

fitting using different fransformation exponents. The ouçut parameters from each

regression analysis, are all stored within the system with their respective fransformation

exponents and a model identifÏcation label, for later comparison. Future development of

the system will include an automated routine to perform this iterative process, and more

elaborate methods of modelling, (see Chapter 7).

After performing one or more iterations of the modelling process, with varying

transformation exponents, the next step requires a comparison of the models with respect

to the three evaluation parameters. In the ctuïent version of the system, comparison of

models is required to be performed by the user. Depending on the data set and the

transformation exponents used, models may or may not differ significantly with respect

to one or more parameters. For example, the R2 parameter may indicate an insignificant
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difference between two promising models whereas the NOO values for the two models

may be significantly different. In this case the NOO parameter may be used as the

deciding factor in selecting the "best f,it" curve. Similarly, parameters may contradict

each other with respect to comparison of "goodness of fit". It is the responsibility of the

user to compare the relative differences in the parameter values for selection of a "best

fit" curve. Therefore, the user must have a good understanding of the statistical

parameters; their meanings and relative importance. A major goal of future development

of the system will be directed at automating this comparison procedure, (see Chapter 7).

5.3

Although the concepts of DSS have been around for many years, only in the past

decade has computer technology evolved to the stage where it could challenge the many

imaginations of its users. The design of computers with greater processing speeds and

memory capacity seems to be continuously accelerating. Computer programmers and

application developers have more power on their desktops today, than most companies

or government departments had in their off,rces only ten years ago. Combined with an

equally fast development of specialized computer software and support devices, today's

computers are providing numerous possibilities.

One might think that such advanced technology comes at avery high price. This may

be true to a certain extent, in the case of new innovations. However, one dominant

attitude prevails among all computer buyers; no matter how fast and powerful one

Technology
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machine or softwale is today, there will inevitably be one that is even more so tomorrow.

The reality of this statement, combined with the exÍemely competitive market, has made

computer hardware and software products evermore affordable for the majority of

consumers.

The following sections will introduce several products used in the development of the

SDDSS plototype. These products have been chosen on the basis of their widelv

accepted reputations and capability of integration with other products.

5.3.1 OperatingPlatform

At the end of section 4.1, the concept of DSS was innoduced as an integration of

three main components; a database system, a modelbase, and a system control manager.

The tasks of each of these components may be performed by one or several software

products and/or programming languages. Deciding on a method of integrating different

software and programming languages can be a serious issue for DSS developers.

Generally all software tools and languages use their own specific format for reading and

writing data to and from f,rles. Thus, the problem of making it possible to move data

between several different tools or languages in one application, (known as software

integratio n) becomes obvious.

In some cases, prograrnmers may choose to avoid integration problems, and develop

their application using one programming language or software tool for all components of

the DSS. A disadvantage to this alternative is that it is usually a lengthy process since

some tasks which may be easily performed by other specialized software tools, must be
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prograrnmed from scratch in the one unique tool or language selected. This method is

typically used for creating full-blown operational systems from specific detailed plans,

rather than for experimenting in the initial stages of system development.

The obvious alternative to the above method requires the developer to deal with the

problem of integration of several tools or languages. This usually requires the developer

to program customized routines to link the various tools, so that data may be transfer¡ed

and shared in the application. Many commercial software is equipped with utilities for

allowing data to be transferred between other well known tools, using standardized or

coffunon data formats. Thus using such highly integratable software is highly

advantageous to a developer, since the amount of customized programming required is

reduced. For this reason, integrating specialized software is a suitable method for early

development of DSS applications.

Due to the amount of experimentation required in the early development stages of the

SDDSS, it was decided that the system should be developed by integrating several

different software and languages, while handling integration problems as they arose. In

order to attain this type of software integration, a workstation platform was selected for

the development of the SDDSS prototype.

The development of the SDDSS was performed on a Sparc 1+ workstation, by Sun

Microsystems. The machine is equipped with a 340 megabyte (MB) hard drive for data

and software storage and 28 MB of random access memory (RAM) for processing. Other

peripheral equipment includes a 150 MB tape drive, a Sparc postscript laser printer and

an Epson LX-810 dot mafix printer. In addition, the workstation is connected to the
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University of Manitoba's mainframe Unix system, by means of an Ethernet connection.

The OpenWin 2 (X Windows) graphical windowing environment was used as the

operational platform in the SDDSS, for bringing the various software tools together.

Workstation computing environments, such as the Sparc 1+, possess several benefits

(in comparison to the common desktop personal computer or PC) which facilitate the

integration of multþle software components. To begin with, workstations are

fundamentally equipped with exfremely fast and powerful microprocessors than PCs, thus

providing faster and more efficient mechanisms for managing large processing tasks.

They are equipped with sophisticated mechanisms for multi-task processing, enabling

several programs, procosses and/or software to run simultaneously. 'Workstation

platforms, such as the Sparc 1+, are also not as confined as PCs in the amount of random

access memory (RAM) available and are easily expandable to larger amounts. Combined

with user-friendly windowing environments, developers are able to program very

efficiently and produce applications which incorporate the processing of simultaneous

duties.

In addition, workstations generally feature large display monitors with high resolution

screens, enabling windowing environments to utilize their full potential. Applications can

employ several windows of significant sizes simultaneously, allowing users to visually

comprehend information without having to resize or close windows.

Finally, the networking capabilities associated with most workstations are highly

sophisticated, allowing developers to create applications which stretch beyond the

boundary of office walls. Organizations using workstation platforms can link machines
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from opposite ends of a counffy with relative ease and also maintain applications from

any remote site.

5.3.2 System Control

Having selected the operational platform for the DSS, the next step of the prototyping

process involves the selection of the various tools, which witl be assigned the tasks of the

DSS system. Typically, the main task of a DSS involves the overall control of the

system, performed by a system control manager (SCM). From an operational perspective,

it is the SCM which is responsible for the coordination of specific processing øsks of the

various DSS components and the integration of their information. It is also responsible

for communication between the system and the user, through the use of devices such as

mouse, keyboard, monitors and printers.

From the design perspective, the ty¡le of DSS architecture used to conceptualizethe

problem domain and the various types of components employed will determine how the

SCM is represented in the overall system. It may be a programming language such as

C or ForÍan, capable of integrating various data structures and modelling routines. In

other cases, developers often employ a specialized software product or "tool", which

supports integration with other products. Expert system shells are one type of tool which

have been gaining popularity over recent years with application developers. They

specialize in providing programming environments for the modelling of real-life problems.

One of the largest dilemmas of the software engineering process, and similarly in the

DSS development process, is that there are always inevitable mistakes to be made during
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the process. Fundamental mistakes are generally the result of misunderstanding between

developers and end users and by poor or incomplete specifications provided by the end

user (Sommerville, 1985). It is the occrürence of fundamental mistakes which often

plague and slow down the development process. Mistakes such as these, often require

developers to redesign and reprogram large segments of their systems or in some cases,

rest¿.rt from scratch. This common dilemma has been termed the "water fall effect" of

software engineering, since the process is directed by an fureversible (gravitational-like)

force.

Expert system shells are particularly useful in the early stages of DSS development.

They provide developers with the ability to perform rapid prototyping of an application,

exploring many facets of the entire problem domain, in a fast and comprehensive manner.

As a result, potential problems can be recognized faster, without the need for exhaustive

hours of programming. Depending on the degree of development problems, in the event

that any exist, and the amount of reprogramming required, the prototype may either

evolve into a finalized operational system, or discarded and used as a model for a new

system, programmed from scratch.

The ES shell, Nexpert Object by Neuron Data Inc. (1991), was selected as an

efficient tool for the development of the SDDSS. This decision was based on its

reputation, availability and its ability to deliver completed applications in different

(computer) usable forms, (ie: DEC-vax, PC, Maclntosh and unix). Nexpert provides

several distinct representation mechanisms which allow developers to capture and model

non-algorithmic, decision making problems.
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In Nexpert Object factual, procedural and descriptive information of an expert's

domain is modelled using the two basic structures of Nexpert Object: rules and objects.

Rules form one of the basic elements of a knowledge base, which stores the domain

knowledge of specific experts. Nexpert rules are made up of two parts. The first part

or condítíon block, is made up of boolean expressions or lf-claøs¿s which verify a

particular situation. They must be satisfied in order for the inference engine to activate

the second part of the rule, the actions block. This second part of the rule may contain

one or morc Do-actions related to the specific conditions of the situation. In addition, all

Nexpert rules are assigned a hypothes¿s which is established upon the conclusion of the

condition block. Hypothesis may be used in rule conditions to form logical links between

rules, thus enhancing the knowledge framework.

Descriptive knowledge is stored in the objects of a Nexpert knowledge base. The use

of objects within Nexpert is analogous to that of variables in an algorithm, programmed

in a language such as Forffan. Objects may contain any number of property s/o/s, which

describe the characteristics of a particular object. Nexpert's classes are used to group

specific objects which share common characteristics or properties. Classes may be used

to fransfer knowledge among objects by means of the Nexpert inherítance mechanism.

The inference engine of Nexpert Object is the main element responsible for the

processing of rules. Information of a problem domain is stored in the knowledge base

as rules, with no particular solution path. It is the responsibility of the inference engine

to determine the strategy and perform a logical search of the problem space, in order to

reach a solution.
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Creating knowledge-based applications in Nexpert Object may be accomplished by

means of various graphical editing windows. Alternately, developers may program

knowledge-base sfiuctures in Nexpert's proprietary language code. An Applícation

Programmíng Interfac¿ allows developers to incorporate external routines (programmed

in C, Fortran, Pascal, etc.) within their applications, or alternately, to embed Nexpert

Object knowledge-base frameworks directly into their own object-oriented (C++)

application code.

The design of the SDDSS employed Nexpert Object as the system control manager

of the system framework. Thus, Nexpert provides the integration between the various

elements shown in the system architecture in Figure 3. Each of the three user modes (see

Section 5.2.2) is contained within an individual knowledge-base. The overall confrol of

these knowledge-bases and external program calls are managed by an additional

knowledge-base and the Nexpert Object inference engine.

5.3.3 Database Management

Developing a DSS for SDA requires the management of considerable amounts of

streamflow data. The Oracle Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) by

Oracle Co¡poration was selected to provide the database management component in the

SDDSS prototype. This utility was selected on the basis of its widely accepted reputation

as an industry leader in the domain of database systems. In addition, testing of the

SDDSS during development required hydrometric data which was available and provided

in the Oracle format from the Department of Environment.
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One final reason for selecting Oracle was because it is directly supported by the

Nexpert Object development tool. Data may be easily transferred between Oracle tables

and Nexpert Object propefry slots, via the Nexpert-Oracle Brídge, provided by Neuron

Data. Nexpefi supports the use of SQL commands (discussed below) directly in its rule

structures, to perform necessary read, write and miscellaneous maintenance duties in

Oracle tables. The bridge thus provides an essential integration mechanism within the

SDDSS.

Relational systems, such as Oracle, are made up of one main organizational structure;

the table. Data records are stored in individu al rows of a table, and organi zed by specific

record information in table columns. Oracle uses single relational commands to reffieve,

update and delete records in tables. These commands make up the ANSI standardized

structured query language (SQL, pronounced "sequel") used in all relation database

management systems. Using SQL, users specify what actions are to be performed on data

tables, rather than how the actions should be performed.

5.3.4 User Interface

Another essential characteristic of a DSS is its ability to communicate with its end

user(s). This characteristic alone may determine the ultimate success or failure of a DSS,

since a system which is difficult to use, most likely won't be. Therefore, the user-

intedace component of a DSS must present information which is easy and simple to

comprehend. Graphícal user interfaces (GUI) incorporate computer graphics and colors

to display information to users in logical and visually pleasing formats. GUIs also
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emphasize the simplification of user input by means of menus with selection items and

buttons. Data and results are presented as pictures to improve user comprehension.

Several of these GUI concepts \Ã/ere incorporated in the SDDSS to demonstrate their

potential application. S-D data and rating curves are displayed visually using an external

graphing utility called XGraph (Harrison, 1986). This program was developed for use on

X Windows Systems. The XGraph window is capable of presenting multþle sets of data

simultaneously, each represented in a different colour.

Two additional windows are provided by Nexpert Object, for the user interface. User

input is handled exclusively by the Sessíon Control window, which is responsible for

prompting the user for input and providing options to be selected whenever possible.

NexpertApropos windows provide the second window for displaying processing messages

and numerical results to the user.

The two Nexpert Object windows and Xgraph window make up the basic

"workbench" of the SDDSS prototype, shown in Figure 5. Nexpert Object directly

controls the information displayed in the two windows on the left of the workbench. It

is also responsible for the arrangement of S-D data and curves, and subsequent calling of

the XGraph window for presentation.

5.3.5 Modelling

The final component of the DSS, deserving particular attention is the modelling

facility. As was mentioned previously, the SDDSS represents S-D relations as

mathematical (regression) models. With respect to the protoqrye design, the modelling
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procedure is an external process, called from the system control component.

This modelling task is performed by a Unix script and Forfan program. Nexpert

Object is responsible for executing the script with a sn-ing of necessary command

pilameters. A Unix script is simply a collection of Unix commands, executed

Stetion - 05LJ047
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sequentially. It is the responsibility of the script to prepare an input file from the

parameter string, execute the regression analysis (Fortran) program, and redirect the

analysis ouq)ut, for input by Nexpert once the script has terminated. It should be noted

that this technique of combining of Unix scripts and Fortran programs is used repeatedly

throughout the DSS, for other assorted tasks such as message production and formatting

data.

5.4 Operational Structure

The previous sections discussed the framework of processes designed within the

system and the technologies incorporated in the SDDSS. This section will discuss the

various responsibilities of Nexpert Object, Oracle and the other programs in the overall

framework. Each user modes and the main menu is introduced as a separate knowledge-

base controlled by the Nexpert Object system. Two additional knowledge-bases make up

the master system, controlling the loading, unloading and execution of all other

knowledge-bases. This control structure is shown in Figure 6.

One note should be made regarding the following discussion of the system processes.

All references made to processes performed by knowledge-bases are controlled by the

Nexpert Object tool.
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5.4.1 Main Menu

The main menu knowledge base is automatically loaded when the master system is

stafied. This KB has two main purposes. First, it is responsible for setting the current

station for study. Second, it marks the starting point of the three user modes. It also

contains the framework for the Curve Us¿ module, which is discussed later in this

chapter.

When started by the master KB, the first task of the main menu KB is to establish the

current study station. The KB performs a sequential query of the Oracle table containing

the list of available stations in the system. As each station is read its identification

number and name are printed to a Unix file. After all stations are printed, the file of

station names is displayed. The user is then prompted to input the identification number

of the station to select as the current study station. A verification of the input is

performed by the KB and if accepted, the current study station is appropriately set.

Setting the current station involves establishing the Oracle table names holding all

data corresponding to the selected station. Each individual station has a group of tables

dedicated to it uniquely. Tables include information such as S-D observations, curve

definitions and observation attributes and usage. One main station list table contains the

available station name, identification numbers and the names of the information tables

associated with each station. 'When setting the current study station, the KB retrieves the

list of table names into specific system variables. These variables provide the table names

to be queried by the system control manager, when information is required to be

retrieved.
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Figure 6. Nexpert Object organization of SDDSS.
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5.4.2 Curve Development

Master System

The Curve Development (CD) module is comprised of two individual KBs, one for

the modelling process and the other for outlier analysis. Each is ioaded and executed

independently from the main system KB. Upon selecting Curve Development from the

main menu, the master system unloads the main menu KB and loads the modelline KB.

Figure 7 shows a diagram of the entire CD process.
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Modellíne

Once loaded, the modelling KB begins with establishing the data selection phase. The

data selection phase refers to one of three data query schemes, indicating the level of the

CD process. Phase 1 and 2 deal with the selection of all data and specific data from the

database, respectively. Data transferred from the outlier analysis back to curve

development is referred to as the third selection phase. CD always begins with either

phase 1 or phase 2 data selection, depending on the user's preference.

Establishing the phase number informs the modelling KB of what type of SQL query

string to construct. Selecting phase 1 instructs the system to simply select all available

S-D measurements from the database. The phase 2 option insfructs the system to

construct a more complex query statement to select specific measurements from the

database, (eg. open water or complete ice cover measuements). In the latter case, the

system prompts the user for details regarding the type of query that is desired. Further

explanation of the types of Phase 2 queries, is discussed in detail in section 6.2.I.

In either case, once the selection phase and query string are determined Nexpert

Object begins a sequential refrieval of data from the Oracle measurement tables. Only

measurements matching the conditions of the query string are reffieved by Nexpert. Each

S-D measurement record is retrieved into a temporary variable in Nexpert and processed

before the next measurement is reffieved. Processing tasks include checking for

maximum and minimum stage and discharge values and writing the stage and discharge

values to a Unix file for plotting and modelling. After all measruements are retrieved,

a summary sheet is displayed and the system calls the plotting utility (XGraph) to display
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the S-D measruements selected. Data selection is thus complete and the user may

continue to the modelling step or choose to re-select a different data set.

A brief introduction at the end of section 5.2 discussed the modelling process

involving a series of three simple steps. In brief, in the first step (fransformation), the

system prompts the user for a real number and then checks that it is within the allowable

limits (1.0 - 4.0). Next, the KB activates an external Unix script (LRM) to execute rhe

linear regression analysis program. A string of input parameters is included when LRM

is called from Nexpert.

LRM is responsible for three distinct tasks. Firstly, it prepares the input file for the

forran program, LR2, which performs the simple linear regression analysis. The input

file is constructed from several input parameters transfer¡ed to LRM when it is called

from Nexpert. The second task is to call LR2, to perform the regression analysis.

Finally, LRM copies the ouþut files of LR2 to filenames listed in the LRM paramerer

string.

The Fortran program LR2 has additional tasks, aside from computing the model

parameters. Several evaluation criteria are also computed, including the number of

outliers in the data set. An additional task is to create an "outlier file" of S-D

measurements which do not fall within the allowable error limits of the curve. These

limits are user specified, with a default value of 30 percent, as described in section 5.2.3.

The allowable limit in percent is input to LR2 in its input file prepared by LRM. As

outlying S-D points are identified, they are counted and copied to the outlier file for

plotting later.
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After the execution of LRM is completed, Nexpert refrieves the output from LRM and

stores it temporarily as a separate model. The outlier file name is additionally stored with

the model. The system then calls a second Unix scrþt called GC, to generate a curve

ftle, to be used in presenting the curvo graphically. A curve file is simply an ASCII text

file of X-Y coordinates, representing the curve equation. This is required since XGraph

cannot plot mathematical equations directly. Nexpert prepares a string of parameters for

GC including the transformation exponent, the model parameters and the maximum srage

of the data set used in generating the model.

Similar to LRM, GC prepares an input file and calls a FORTRAN program (GCRV)

to generate a file of X-Y coordinates based on the model equation. Once GCRV

generates the curve file, GC writes it to an output filename (specified in the GC parameter

string), and returns confrol to Nexpert. Finally, Nexpert executes XGR, a third Unix

script, to plot the data, outliers, and the curve. In order to do this, the KB first merges

the data set file, the curve file, and the outlier file into one file, with titles for each data

set. Like LRM and GC, XGR receives an input parameter string which it inte{prets. This

string contains the merged file name, the extreme axis limits and a graph title. XGR

transfers these parameters to Unix system variables to be used as options in the XGraph

command sfring. 'When 
executed, XGraph temporarily suspends input to Nexpert. The

XGraph window must be closed in order for Nexpert to regain control.

As was mentioned in section 5.2,the process of data modelling and plotting may be

repeated multþle times, in order to generate several models for comparison. Therefore,

after each model is stored in Nexpert, the KB prompts the user to either continue with:
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Option two obviously restarts the modelling process described above. The first option

exits the modelling process and starts the evaluation process.

The single objective of the evaluation process is to establish which of the multiple

models (assuming more than one was generated) is the "best fit" curve. In order to

compare the models, three evaluation criteria are presented to the user. R2, SEE and

NOO values are displayed for each separate model after each call of the LRM script. A

similar combination Unix script/Forfran program routine performs the formatting of the

regression results in the model summary table. The system will allow the user to specify

by which criteria the models should be judged. As discussed in section 5.2.3, the current

system requires the user to compare the evaluation parameters and selecting one that will

be used as the selection criteria. Once determined, Nexpert compares the curves with

respect to the selected criteria and displays the name of the selected "best fit" curve at the

bottom of the model surilnarv table.

1) evaluating the models or;

2) generating another model.

The selection of the "best fit" model marks the end of the modelling process. At this

point in the system framework, the user may select one of three possible actions:

1) re-define the data set;

2) store the "best fit" model or;

3) perform an outlier analysis.

In the case of the first option, the system resets the CD module variables and

automatically restarts in the phase 2 data selection scheme. Option 2 causes the system
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to store the model as a curve in the Oracle RDBMS using a Nexpert Object "atomic"

vffite statement. The information stored includes the model parameters, the query

definition, and limitations of the model's use. Control is then returned to the main system

KB. Option 3 sets the outlier analysis as the next process to be initiated by the main

system. The modelling KB is then exited and confol returns to the main system KB.

Once there, the main system KB loads and starts the Outlier Analysis knowledge base.

Outlier Analvsis

To begin the Outlíer Analysís (OA), the SCM performs the identical sequential query

used in either the phase 7 or 2 data selection schemes of the modelling process. This

time as each measurement is retrieved from the Oracle table, the measurement is analyzed

with respect to the "best fit" model determined previously. To begin, the measurement

is classified as either an "accepted" measurement, that is within allowable error limits, or

an outlier. In the former case, the stage-discharge measurement pair is written to a data

file of "accepted" measurements. If it is recognized as an outlier from the "best curve",

the system tries to establish the cause of the deviation.

A window displays the outlying measurement values for stage and discharge, the date

of the observation, and other related information. The OA system then checks the

measurement information regarding conditions of the observation. If none exist in the

database with measurement records, the user is questioned for the information. The goal

of the questions is to classify the outlier in one of eight possible categories, relating to

a specific cause of deviation. Possible causes of deviation and their respective codes
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include:

1) beaver activity (BV);

2) meander cut-offs in the channel (CO);

3) debris in the channel (DB);

4) rapidly falling stage (RF);

5) rapidly rising stage (RR);

6) weed growth in the channel (S¡E);

7) strong wind during measurement (WI);

8) flow from nearby tributaries (TR); and

9) unexplainable error (UX).

Once classified, the measruement is stored in a corresponding data file for plotting later.

Outliers with multiple causes of deviation are coded as MU and stored in a separate file.

It should be noted that other sources of deviation exist, however they were not included

in the current system for simplicity. The system is in no way limited to the addition of

other sources. Future work should consider grouping influences of deviation into

categories such as backwater related, (eg. beaver activity, debris, tributaries, ice jamming,

etc.), slope change related, (eg. meander cut-offs and channel modifîcation) and friction

change related, (eg. weed growth, and wind), for further analysis.

In addition, as each measurement is analyzed, (and categorized if it is an outlier) its

measurement identification number is stored in a separate Oracle table with its

attribute(s). The atffibutes are used to indicate the cause of the deviation, using the codes

listed above. A curve identification number is also stored with the measurements. to
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distinguish which curve the measurement was used in developing. These records are

stored for use in future developments of the overall system.

Upon completing the sequential retrieval of all the measurements, the KB presents a

sulrtmary of the outliers identified during the previous analysis. The system also displays

all measurements and the curve using XGraph. Assorted outlier categories are shown in

different colours for identification, along with the accepted measurements and the curve

created in the modelling process. The XGR Unix script is used for the plotting of the

various S-D measurements. Nexpert merges the various outlier and accepted measures

files with the curve file into one file for XGraph to read as input.

After viewing the plot, the system allows the user to either abort the curve

development process entirely or continue with remodelling of only the accepted

measurements. In either case, the Outlier Analysis KB is unloaded and control returns

to the master system KB. If the remodelling option is chosen, the OA system sets the

selection scheme to Phase 3, and instructs the master system to re-call the modelling KB.

Once loaded, the modelling KB executes the modelling process loop as described earlier.

The data set used contains only accepted measurements defined in the outlier analysis.

A final note should be made regarding the execution of the modelling process using

Phase 3 data. Once the model evaluation has been completed and a new "best fit" curve

is chosen, the system does not permit another outlier analysis. This restriction was

included to avoid a second or several iterations of modelling and stratification of outliers.
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5.4.3 Curve Use

The sole purpose of the Curve Use (CU) user mode is to compute average daily flows

from a rating curve, and report them in tabular form. In the current design, the simple

framework of this module was easily incorporated within the main menu KB. Later

development of the system will see this mode as a separate KB as its options become

more diverse.

Computing average daily flows consists of three simple steps. First, the curve to be

used in the computation of discharges is selected. Next, a file name is entered by the

user, containing a series of water level records. Finally, the discharge table is computed

and displayed to the user. A hard copy of the table is also available upon request by the

USET.

To begin the process (Figure 8), the KB forms a summary of curves currently stored

for the previously selected study station. The system uses a sequential retrieval to

compile the curve listing. As each curve is retrieved from Oracle, its definition and

attributes are written to an external Unix file. The previous integration method of

combining the use of a Unix script and Fortran program is adopted here to perform this

task. Once the list is compiled it is displayed to the user and the system prompts the user

to select the curve to be used. Within the listing, each curve is catalogued by its curve

identification number. 'When 
the user inputs a curve id number, the system verifies it and

then retrieves all relevant curve information into a group of "current curve" variables.

Next, the system continues the process by prompting the user for the file name

containing the water level records. The file format was designed as a preliminary
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prototype, proposing a possible structue to be used in the system. Each day in the

records is included on one line in the file, with a maximum of l0levels allowed per day.

Input water level- 
file name

Figure 8. SDDSS Curve Use process.

Leoend of Utilities

N = Nexpert Obiect
o = oraðte RDdMS
U = Unix / Forlran Proorams
G = Xgraph Utility



Using multiple records in one day allows for the representation of rapidly fluctuating

water levels. Months of records are separated by a single blank line.

Computation of daily flows and the formatted flow table is performed using a Forffan

program. Again, a Unix script is called from the KB with a string of parameters

containing the model parameters and the input file name of the water level records. The

script interprets the input string and formats an input file for the forfran program. It then

executes the fortran program which compiles the formatted table of flows. When

completed, confrol returns to the KB, which in turn displays the table to the user in a

viewing window. A hard copy is also made available to the user, after the display

window is closed. Printing the table is performed using the Unix "lpr" command, directly

from the KB. Ouþut is sent to the local default printer. An example of printed table is

shown in Figure 9.

5.4.4 Curve Modification

The Curve Modfficatíon (CM) module of the SDDSS is concerned with updaring

existing curves with additional S-D observations as they become available. The

processing framework is shown in Figure 10.

Processing begins in the main menu KB, with the selection of a curve from the curye

listing. The procedure for compiling and displaying the curve list, as well as the selection

process is identical to that used in the previous section. Once the curve is selected it is

set as the current curve and control is returned to the master KB.

Next, the master KB loads the Curve Modification KB. The latter is responsible for
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the retrieval of S-D measurements for updating the current cuwe. A query string

reconstructed from information retrieved with the curve. The reconsffucted query

exactly the same as that used in selecting measurements, which in turn were used

defining the current curve.

During the retrieval process, the system classifies measurement as either old or new.

Old measurements are defined as those that were used in the development of the current

curve at some earlier date. To distinguish the transition between old and new

measurements, the last old measurement date is stored with the curve information. at the

time of curve development. Any measüements recorded after this date are classified as

new measrrrements.

Classification is performed during a sequential retrieval of measurements from the

appropriate Oracle table for the current study station. As each measurement is classified,

it is written to one of two Unix files of old and new measurements. In addition, both old

and new measurements are stored in a third file, used later in the modelling phase or the

Curve Development module.

After the reftieval has been completed, a curve file is generated using GCRV (section

5.3.2) for graphical representation of the current curve. This file is merged with the two

Unix measuement files for use as XGraph input. Finally, the system displays the curve

with the old and new measurements shown in different colours.

At this point in the CM framework, the user may continue with the updating process

or abort the system, without changing the current curve. The latter option simply sends

confrol back to the master KB which ends the session.

1S
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in
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Continuation of the process, involves implementing the Curve Development KB using

the combined set of old and new measurements as the model data. The CM KB sets the

CD phase number to 4 prior to exiting to the master KB. Setting phase 4 as the selection

scheme indicates to the CD module that the data to be modelled has been transferred from

the CM module. The modelling process within the cuwe development framework follows

the same procedures as the phases 1 and 2. The only difference is that phase 4 indicates

to the system that an existing cuwe is being modified rather than created from scratch.

This condition is only relevant in the case where the user decides to store a curve

modelled on the combined data set. In this case, the system performs a SQL "delete"

command to remove the curve from the Oracle tables. The new model is then stored

using the normal CD procedure.
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6.

APPLICATION OF SDDSS TO ED\ryARDS CREEK

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the Curve Development and Curve Use

modes of the system. Data collected from Edwards Creek, located near Dauphin,

Manitoba, was selected for the demonstration of the system components.

CASE STUDY

6.1

Upon entering the SDDSS, the user is immediately prompted to select a current

station from a list of possible stations. For this study, data collected at three stations was

obtained from the Winnipeg Water Resources Branch of the DOE. A list of these stations

and their respective identification numbers are shown in Figure 11.

The gauging station at Edwards Creek Drain, below Jackfish Creek (No. 05LJ047)

was established in the early 1980s and began producing streamflow data in 1981. Figure

12 shows a sketch of the site, including equipment and benchmarks. It was originally

controlled naturally and later in 1983, a steel sheet pile weir was installed, 50 meters

downstream of the gauge. The station is equipped with a cableway for high flow

conditions, otherwise wading is the typical method for stream gauging. The relation for

the station is categorized as stable, based on the specific gauge plots shown in Figure 1,

(see section 3.4). Approximately 12 measurements are recorded each year; the majority

of which are taken during open flow conditions. 'Water level records are often adjusted

to compensate for frequent shifts caused by ice and aquatic vegetation. As of 1991, seven
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curves had been constructed to account for permanent curve shifts experienced, since the

establishment of the station, almost 10 years prior.

05LH005

05LJ047

05LH006

0508007

05cK004

1 1 Ê4001

STÊTÏON LÏST SUMMARY SHEET

UATERHEN RIVER NEAR UÊTERHEN

EI]I,JÊRNS CREEK I]RÊTN BELOI,J JACKFTSH CREEK

DÊUPHIN RIVER NEÊR DÊUPHIN RIVER

JTUBERT CREEK ÊT ST-PIERRE-JOLYS

REI] I]EER RÏVER NEAR EINDLOSS

NORTH MILK RIVER NEÊR INT. BOUNI]ÊRY

Figure 11. Example station list.
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6.2 Development of a Rating Curve

Selecting the Make New Curve option from the main menu starts the curve

development system. An additional KB is loaded and the system presents two options.

Curve development commences with the selection of stage-discharge measurements.

6.2.1 Selecting Measurements

Initially, two options are presented to the user regarding S-D measurement to be

selected. The system allows the user to select either all measurements (Phase 1) from the

database or select specific measurements according to one of several predefined schemes,

(Phase 2). It is recommended that the user begin with the All Measurements option, and

view the entire data set. Later, after the measurements are viewed, the user is given the

opportunity to switch to the Specific Measurements option Figure 13 is a plot of all

measurements recorded for Edwards Creek, obtained using the former option.

Upon viewing this plot, it becomes apparent that there is considerable scatter. It is

likely to be associated with backwater conditions created by rapidly rising and falling

stages, and/or ice conditions. Terminating the display continues the session with the next

step.

At the current state in the development process the user is prompted to either continue

with the modelling stago or return to the selection stage to Reselect Specific

Measurements. Modelling such scattered data is not likely to produce a meaningful

representation of the true stage-discharge relationship. Therefore, the latter option was

chosen in the case study to reduce the scope of the data selection process.
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Several selection schemes are currentþ supported in the SDDSS for selecting specific

measüements (Phase 2). Each scheme is intended to focus on specific measurement

conditions. The main schemes include:

1) ice conditions;

2) open flow conditions;

Unfortunately, the remark data and comments obtained from the DOE for this study

were incomplete with respect to information regarding the first three selection schemes.

The time range scheme uses the date of each measurement as delimiting information,

which was included in the data obtained. Therefore, this fourth option was used for

selecting specific measurements. It should be noted that the future success of the SDDSS

will require a more sophisticated coding system for recording specific site conditions by

technicians. Such a testructuring of a coding system for organizations like the

Department of Environment, may cause significant implications within the organization,

but none the less, willbe essential to allow the SDDSS to perform the complex analysis

procedures, necessary for accurate rating curves.

The Ttme Range option requires the user to specify two dates (month and day) in the

calender year representing staft and stop dates for the rango. All measurements recorded

between the two days (in any year) are selected for the current data set. Figure 14 shows

the reduced data set, based on measurements recorded between the first day in May and

the last day in August. This time range was selected as such to simulate the selection of

3) rapidly changing stage conditions and;

4) time range.
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Figure 14. Specific measurements selected, May to August observations.
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measurements recorded during open flow conditions. In comparison to Figure 13, the

reduced data set displays a more definite shape. A summary of results from the data

selection procedure is shown in Figure 15. The reduced data set shown in Figure 14 was

accepted as the data set to be used in the next modelling stage.

It should be noted that the Open Flow Conditíons option is intended to provide this

type of selection scheme. In fact, a more accurate selection of data would be expected,

since the Tíme Rang¿ scheme is based on dates and is therefore likely to erroneously

exclude some open flow measurements recorded outside the time range or include ice

conditions recorded within the time range. On the other hand, the Open Flow Conditíons

scheme bases its selection criteria on information codes stored with each measurement.

As was mentioned previously, this coded information was not available at the time of this

case studv.

6.2.2 Modelling Selected Data

Continuing with the modelling procedure, the next information required from the user

is an integer value for the allowable error limit. This value integer defines the tolerance,

in discharge percent error, allowed before a measurement is considered an outlíer. A

default value of 30 percent is provided, as described in section 5.2.3. After supplying a

value for the allowable error limit, the user must enter arealnumber between 1.0 and 4.0

(known as the transformation exponent), to be used in transforming the data set for the

regression analysis. Once entered the system relays a modelling message to the user

while it performs a simple regression analysis on the fansformed data. 'When completed,
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¡ATÊ RETRTEVAL SUMMÊRY

Selection Tgpe
# S-D msrs = 46
# zero Êlow msrs . Excfuded From dataseL

Figure 15. Summary of results from Phase 2 selection procedure.

a summary of the analysis results is displayed in the bottom left window. In addition, the

data is re-displayed using XGraph along with the modelled curve. After viewing the

curve produced by the system, the user may choose to repeat the ffansformation process

to generate a slightly different curve.
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Figure 16 shows a regtession analysis summary for three models generated using the

procedure described above. The outlier column of the summary reflects the number of

measurements which did not fall within the allowable er¡or limit, previously entered by

the user at the beginning of the modelling stage. Outliers are defined by the absolute

percent error between the true discharge measurement and the model discharge response.

MOTEL SUÞ1I'IÊRY SHEET

TransForm
Exponent

Number
0ut1 i ers

CI ose

Figure L6. Summary of SDDSS results for 3 models.

0.433
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0.330

n qq77

0.9997

0. 9986
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A plot of the second curve in the surnmary listing (ldLZ), is shown in Figure 17. It

should be noted that the computer monitor uses different colors to distinguish the curve

and data. Red points are used for discharge measurements that fall within the allowable

error limits of the modelled discharge. Such points are referred to as "accepted"

measurements. Measurements falling outside the allowable error limits (outliers) are

displayed as blue points. Green points are used to represent the fitted curve.

Once the user is satisfied with the models generated, (having attempted several

transformations using a range of exponents), control may be directed to the model

evaluation stage in the process.

6.2.3 Evaluating The Modets

To recap, at this stage in the process the system has generated three models for the

curlent data set, selected on the basis of measurements recorded between May 1 and

October 31. The model summary sheet displayed the regression analysis results for each

model fit to the current data set. At the present stage, the system attempts to choose one

of the models as the "best-fit", according to one of the three analysis parameters listed in

the summary sheet. The current state of the SDDSS prototype prompts the user to specify

by which analysis parameter the models should be judged. These options are displayed

to the user in the session control window, shown in Figure 18 . Once chosen, the

selected model is shown below the summary tabie and the system continues to the next

task. For the case study, the}{L2 model listed in Figure 16 was chosen as the "best-fit"

model according to the Standard Error of Estimate criteria.
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Figure 18. Session Control Window displaying options for model evaluation.

Next, three options are presented to the user after the selection of the "best fit" model.

Option I, Identify Outliers, begins an analysis of the outliers relative to the "best fit"

model. This procedure is discussed later in this section. If the user is not satisfied with

the results of the modelling procedure, the second option may be chosen to Select a

Dffirent Dataset. This option returns the user to the data selection stage, to specify a

different selection scheme. All models generated and the current data set are cleared from
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the system, in this case. The third option, Store Model, may be selected if the user is

satisfied with the best fit model. This option simply instructs rhe system to store the

model in the data base. The SDDSS is then exited automatically.

To demonstrate the outlier analysis procedure, the first option was selected in the case

studv session.

6.2.4 Analyzing Outliers

The outlier analysis is a somewhat automated process. As was discussed in Chapter

5, the analysis considers each outlier individually and tries to establish the cause of its

deviation, from the best-fit curve selected. The system accesses measurement information

for each outlier as it is encountered. In the absence of the necessary information, the

system resofts to user input to establish the cause of the outlier's deviation.

In order to establish the cause of an outlier deviation, via user input, the system

directs a series of questions to the user in the session control window. First, the date of

the measurement and the type (either a left or right shift from the curve) of outlier

encountered are displayed in the dialogue window as shown in Figure 19. Next, questions

and possible responses are displayed in the session control window. An example question

used in the analysis of outlier deviation is shown in Figure 20. Once all responses to the

question series are completed, the system continues to flag outliers and repeat the question

process until all measruements have been considered. Upon completion of the analysis,

a report is displayed in the dialogue window, summarizing the classification of the

outliers. A summary of the 24 outliers classif,red in the analysis, is shown in Figure 21.
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STÊGE-D]SCHARGE MERSUREMENT OUTLTER

0ublier # 3 oF 24 plots ABSVE curve.

Date: 26-ÊUG-80
Stage: 0.32

Discharge: 0.07

ReFer to Field notes and answer questions displaged in the
SESSI0N C0NTROL winoow ...

Mode1 responsel O,t2

Figure 19. Dialogue window displaying outlier information.

UÊ5 THE HEHSUREHENT TÊKEN BURINE Rapidlg
EONIIITIONS ?

Figure 20. Example questions used for analysis of outlier deviation.

Falling Stage
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MEASUREI"IEI.IT ATTRIBUTE SUMMRRY FOR CURREN-T CURVE

11 neasurements influenced bg BEÊVER ACTIVITY.
6 measurements inFluenced bg t^JEED GR0trlTH.
2 rneasurements inFluenced bg t^JIND ACTIVITY.
2 measuremerrts ui th UNEXPLÊI NED i nFl uerrce.
3 measurements wibh MULTIPLE inFLuences.

24 TotaI 0utliers

22 Accepted Measuner¡ents.

46 Total Number oF l4easurements.

Figure 21. Summary of outlier analysis, showing causes of deviations.

The system then offers to re-plot the current data set with the outliers stratified into

categories, corresponding to their cause of er¡or. Three options are presented in the

Nexpert session control window. If either option I or 2 is selected, the XGraph window

is displayed. Measurements are shown in various colours corresponding to their

classification. The legend in the top right comer of the XGraph window explains the

colow coding. Selecting option 1 causes the current curve to be displayed with the

measurements. Option 3 disregards plotting and continues to the next menu. A figure

depicting this sÍatification has not been included here, as a color rendering was not

available at the time of this publication's prinAng.

î"t 

final options are displayed after the outlier plot has been closed. The main
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intent of the system at this point is to allow a new model to be fit to the accepted

measurements only, (Option 2). Ttre other options allow the user to abort all processing

(Options 1) or review the stratified data plot (Option 3).

Continuing with the remodelling option repeats the modelling procedure discussed

earlier in section 6.2.2. It should be noted however that the data set to be modelled here

only contains those measurements which were not considered outliers to the previous

"best-fit" curve. The previous curve is thrown away at this point and the accepted

meastues are remodelled. Again, sevetal models may be generated for the accepted data

set.

In this case, there are 24 outliers and 22 accepted measurements. This large

proportion of outliers is due to the fact that the smooth parabolic curve cannot

accommodate the sharp "bend" in the data, which occurs in the low flow regime. This

indicates the need for representation of the stage-discharge relationship with multiple

curve sogments. From a statistical standpoint, there is little reason to continue with

modelling, since more data would be removed than would remain. However, in order to

exemplify the outlier analysis system, the modelling of accepted measurements will be

continued. It is acknowledged that this method is tending to fit the data to the curve

rather than the curve to the data. Reference to this problem will be made in section 6.4.

Continuing with the case study analysis, the outlier analysis identified 24 deviant

measurements. The system was then instructed to return to the curve development

procedure and remodel only the accepted measurements.

The remodelling procedure behaves exactly the same as that of phase I and 2
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schemes. However, upon completing the modelling and the evaluation of the "best fit"

curve, the system does not permit another outlier analysis. Instead, the user is only

allowed to either abort the svstem or store the final curve.

6.2.5 Storing a Curve

Figure 22 shows the final curve produced from the remodelling procedure performed

on the accepted measurements separated in the outlier analysis. This cuwe is based on

the same data set used prior with the exclusion of the 24 outliers identified. The model

was stored in the data base for future use in computing average daily discharges. It

should be noted that the time range selection scheme was stored with the curve.

Therefore, the curve should only be used to apply to water level records obtained for the

specified period between May and October.

6.3 Using a Rating Curve

The "Compute Daily Discharge" option of the SDDSS system requires three simple

steps. First, an input file of water level records must be prepared for use in the

computation of daily flows. The format of the "water level file" was explained briefly

in Chapter 5, and is intended to represent the format of data produced by digitizing a

continuous water level record. A sample file has been included in Figure 23 for

reference. It is assumed here that the user has prepared such a file, prior to entering the

system and is now ready to begin the computation procedure. For the case study, the
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Figure 22. Final stored curve, with outliers omitted from modelling.
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input file shown in Figure 23 cont¿ins artificial water level records for the months of May

and June.

The second step involves selecting a curve to be used with the water level records.

A list of curves is compiled for the current station and displayed to the user. Each cuwe

is displayed with a unique curve id number and its relative attributes. Figure 24 displays

the cuwe list summary for the Edwards Creek station. Model ML2 was developed

previously in section 6.2 of this chapter is shown in the list as curve 3. The user is

prompted to enter the "id" number of the corresponding curve to be used.

Curve Date oF Lurve
Id. Last Msr. Tgpe

1 8-MÊY-89 TIME; 91 to 151

2 22-JUN-89 TIME: 121 to 181

3 29-AUG-89 TIME¡ 121 Lo 243

CURVE LIST SUMMÊRY SHEET

Figure 24. List of curves created for Bdwards Creek.

STAGE
Min Max

0.32 t.4t
0.28 I.41

0.19 L,4r

DI SCHÊRGE
Min Max

0.10 47 .to

0.00 47 .ro

0.00 47 .Io
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The final step requires the user to enter the file name of the water level records. A

t¿ble of average daily discharges is computed and displayed to ttre user in alarge window

filling the entire working surface of the monitor. Once displayed, the user may use the

scroll bar of the window to view the entire t¿ble. A portion of this table is shown in

Figure 25, showing discharges computed from the water level records of May and June

shown in Figure 23.

1

7

9
lo

11
t?
13

15

16
t7
t8

DAILY D¡SCHNRGE ¡B CUBIC ù1ETERS PER SECOIO FOR 1992

27
2A

30

31 .512 20.663
38.813 18.745
62.776 17,r45
67.309 16.535
64,332 t4.452

55.87e 10,1r8
57.r29 10,848
5t,229 8.418
46.407 6,092

40.218 5,7t4
52.722 4.010
s5.393 2.639
50,681 1.995
45.743 2.06S

Mg
HIH
HEÊH

HnXIHtfi Dôrls Fl@ = 67.3O9 c!.ilÊ
HIXIH& Dôll9 Fld = 1.366 cu./s

40,519 2.552
37.244 2.729
33.794 2.50r
33.918 2.056
30.634 1.653

34,025 1.605
38,307 2.356
42.464 2,505
37.Sr6 2.941
34.8S9 1.889

34.283 1.366
29,662 2.rO4
26,700 2,L34
25.465 3, 106
24.379 4.145

22.806

Figure 25. Example of computed flow table.

Close I KÊêp

67,309 20.663
22.406 1.366
42,36A 6.255
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6.4 Examination of Results

The purpose of this section is to make a citical assessment of the ability of the

SDDSS to accurately model S-D relationships. The discussion will focus on comparing

the relative shape of the cuwe produced in section 6.2 with one produced by the Water

Survey of Canada (WSC) office in Winnipeg.

Figure 26 presents a visual comparison of the two rating curves. A spreadsheet tool

was used to plot the curves as corresponding S-D points. Each curve was produced by

the same stage values, using one centimetre increments. A rating table prepared by the

Water Resources Branch in Winnipeg was used for the WSC cuwe. The table itself was

created from a manually drawn cuwe, which was computer digitized into a S-D rating

table. The SDDSS curve is based on the mathematical model formulated earlier in

section 6.2.

where D is the discharge in m'/s and S is stage in meters.

Upon first glance the curves seem very closely matched. The SDDSS curve tends to

over estimate flows, with the exception of the extremely low flow regime. Two reasons

for the discrepancy come to mind. Firstly, the SDDSS system is not capable of producing

complex ratíng curves. Such relationships are typical where river controls create distinct

1r6

D:-L.2+20.0x52'6
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Figure 26. Comparison of SDDSS and hand rendered (WSC-90) curves.

tansitions between different flow regimes. They are manifested in rating curves by

rapidly changing slopes connecúed by a distinct bend. The manual method of using

french curves to draw S-D relations can easily represent data wluch exhibits such
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relations. However, these bends are difficult to reproduce with one mathematicalequation

in the prototype system. This is because the current SDDSS is only capable of producing

smooth parabolic curves. These smooth curves are inappropriate for modelling such

abrupt transitions. As a compromise, regions of the curve will tend to over- and under-

compensate the relation, in comparison to a complex curve.

Figure 27 shows a close-up comparison of the two curves for the low flow regime.

A distinct ftansition in the slope of the WSC curve is visible at a flow of 0.10 m3ls. The

smooth parabolic curve generated by the SDDSS was not able represent this phenomena.

However, if the SDDSS was applied to only measuroments obsewed in this exfremely low

flow regime, (below 0.32 m of stage), a smooth parabola could be fit to this shape,

providing the data itself exhibits such a shape.

The second reason for the discrepancy is that the SDDSS does not discriminate

between the date of particular measurements. Regardless of the date of the observation,

each measurement is given equal weight. However, it was pointed out in Chapter 3 that

all rivers are subject to at least some small degree of shifting. The manual nature of the

WSC procedure, allows technicians to observe visual shifts in a relationship and

subsequently shift a crrrve up or down graphically, while retaining its basic shape of the

curve. Again, such shifting procedures are generally based on the most recent

observations, while those from yeffs past are given significantþ less (subjective) weight.

Therefore, from this comparison, it becomes apparent that the system requires

improvement in its ability to accurately model S-D relations. The overall SDA process

modelled in the DSS should facilitate the representation of complex rating curves, and
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Figure 27. Comparison of curves, Iow flow regime.

guide the user into disceming the appropriate flow and/or stage for transitions between

curves. The computer system HYDSYS, discussed j¡ section 2.3, is capable of modelling

rating 

:*"t 
with multiple curve segments, based on the cross-sectional geometry of the
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channel. Transition points are distinguished and justified by plotting the channel cross

sectional shape with the stage-discharge measurements. A similar utility is thus

recommended for inclusion into the SDDSS in future development. In addition, the

system should be capable of modelling specific years of data, to account for recent shifts

in the relationships.
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7. CONCLUSIO¡{S

7.1

The research work presented in this thesis has introduced the development of a

prototype computer-based decision support system (SDDSS) for stage-discharge analysis.

In the development of this system, several related topics were studied in detail.

First, the study of stage-discharge analysis and specifically the procedures used within

the Department of Environment in Canada exhibited a sfiong potential for the application

of DSS technology. A semi-sfructured problem was defined and used to conceptualize

the system. The prototype system was designed as a framework of procedures,

encompassing the activities performed by the Water Resources Branches of the DOE,

throughout Canada. It has been intended to explore and experiment with the concepts of

SDA process within a computer environment and pave the way for a fully operational

system. A much larger intelligent decision support system for the management of surface

water quantity data has been proposed, and shall include a fully developed SDDSS, as it

is developed over the next several years.

Mathematical modelling is recognized as an effective representation of S-D

relationships. The SDDSS is currentþ a prototype system but the framework design

allows for future advancements of the SDDSS to facilitate the modelling of relationships

with complex curves and more sophisticated and comprehensive analysis techniques.

Nexpert Object has proven to be a successful tool for prototyping DSSs to deal with

r2l
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problem-solving and reasoning. Nexpert is not necessarily efficient for structured

problems which follow a discrete executional path to solve a problem. Conventional

prograrnming languages such as C, are better suited for this type of programming.

However, in the prototype stage of this research, Nexpert did provide a good environment

for modelling the semi-structued natwe of SDA. It also allowed for easy and efficient

database integration with Oracle tables. Later development of a fully operational SDDSS

system is recommended to be programmed in object-oriented C++ code. This will allow

for integration among all elements of the DSS including knowledge base sffuctures

modelled in Nexpert.

7.2 Future Research Work

The development of the SDDSS has experienced several iterations of planning,

designing and programming in order to completely define the entire problem. In light of

these numerous iterations, the resulting work has managed to focus on specific details of

Stage-Discharge analysis. As mentioned earlier, the current system design presents a

logical framework for S-D analysis, lending itself to future additions. Further

development of the SDDSS prototype is recommended, in order to further examine the

SDA problem domain, before developing a fully operational system. The following

sections present some plans for future work and experimentation in the SDDSS prototype.
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Automated Modellínp

Section 5.2 described the modelling procedure as an iterative process requiring the

user to provide input; specifically transformation exponents for modelling. One future

advancement in the area of modelling should include an automated process for selecting

the optimal exponent for stage transformation. A routine would generate a series of

models based a ran5e of transformation exponent values, increment in small steps.

In attempt to be more intelligent, the routine would step through the rango in an

efficient manner, frying to converge upon the optimal value with the least number of

iterations. Decision support would also be incorporated for selecting the best model based

on all three evaluation parameters. The system would analyze the data, with respect to

all three analysis parameters and recommend the best transformation to the user.

Graphical displays of the evaluation parameters would be presented to the user, allowing

them to override the system recorunendation.

The intent of such a routine is to remove from the user, the burdens of arbinarily

choosing exponents and having to specify one single evaluation criteria. Other

transformation functions such as logarithmic and exponential, and methods such as

fransformation of the dependant variable (discharge) or both, should be included in the

modelling process, as well as attention to statistical analysis of regression residuals for

evaluating model validity. The system should also contain specific knowledge of statistics

and regression analysis which may be used in the selection process or which the user may

consult in order to obtain a preferred model.
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Curve Sepmentatíon

Presently, the system does not include the ability to handle complex curves. To recap,

complex cutnes refer to relationships which are can not be represented with one smooth

parabolic cuwe. Such cuwes are indicative of S-D relationships which are governed by

several station conÍols for different flow regimes. Complex curves may graphically

display one or more inflection points occurring at the point in the relation where two

controls are governing the relation simultaneously; ie: a combined control.

Representing an entire flow regime of this type with one curve is inappropriate. This

is especially Íue if one control is shifting at a greater rate than an adjacent one, resulting

in a more pronounced transition point over time. Variable shifting between two conffols

is likely to occur since different characteristics define different confrols.

Future development of the system should incorporate the ability to deal with the issue

of complex curves. This would be achieved by allowing curve data to be segmented by

flow or stage ranges and modelled separately. A mechanism would also be included, to

provided smooth transitions between adjacent curve segments. Decision support could

be provided to assist in the selection of appropriate flow level values, for defining

transitions. The plotting utility and database should be further developed to allow channel

cross-sectional geometry to be plotted with the stage-discharge measurements to assist in

the identification of transition in different flow regimes, as adopted in the HYDSYS

computer system (HYDSYS Pry Ltd, 1991).

The above development recornmendations raise a critical issue which must be

addressed in the near future by organizations such as the Department of Environment.
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The ability of the SDDSS to evolve into a sophisticated tool, requires a rigorous and

organized program for the collection and documentation of site data to accompany each

stage-discharge measüement. A coding system for documenting conditions at the site

and surrounding areas, should be defined, standardized and adopted which allows for

descriptions by technicians, without allowing variation between different individuals.

Introducing such a program is of paramount importance to the development of the

SDDSS, as well as the quality and accuracy of rating curves produced.

Decísíon Support for Unstable Channels

Further development of the system is expected to include special analysis techniques

for developing S-D relationships in unstable channels. The basic design framework of

the system will be used for curve development. Additional knowledge-bases will address

the identification of unstable conditions and incorporate the use of physical and

morphological parameters of the channel into the development process.

Intellipent Interface

Due to the rapid pace of the prototyping stage of the SDDSS development, only minor

attention was directed at providing a sophisticated user interface. As was mentioned in

section 5.3, graphical user interfaces play a key role in the ultimate success of a DSS.

For this reason, further development of the SDDSS should experiment with the topic of

efficient GUI. Improvements on the current prototype could include more elaborate

messages and instructions for the user, better graphical presentation of relationships and
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data, using continuous lines (rather than discrete points) for curves, and a more extensive

user input system, utilizing menus, selection items and buttons. An on-line help and

instruction manual is also recoffunended for consideration in future work.
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The following list contains the names of the Unix program scripts referenced in

Chapter 5 of this thesis. LRM is used to format an input string for the forhan program

LR2, from a sfting of command line parameters. Ouþut from LR2 is also re-formatted

by I-RM into Nexpert data format" GC is used in a similar manner with the forfian

program GCRV to format input and output. XGR is used to call the XGraph ploning

utility with preset options. Prograrnming code for each script begins on the page number

indicated below.

APPENÐIK A - Unix Scripts

LRM (Linear Regression Model)

GC (Generate Curve)

XGR (Xgraph Run)

Page

735

136
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#*{<****<***************{<{<t<{<**{<**{<{<{<****4*****{<*******{<*************{<{<

#{< Unix Script: [,RM $1 $2 $3 $4 *
#* {<àk{<{<* {<{<r<{<* {<r<r.*{<* {<{<*{< ***c*****¡1r***{<{<tr{c4<* *******{<**{<{<{<**{< {<{<***{<**c***

#*
#tc Farameters:
#r<

#x
#*
#*
#x
#*
#*
#* Note:
#*

$1 = input file eontaining s/d data

#*
#*<

#*(

#*
#*

format: D S (one line per "D S" pair)

= exponent for Stage data transformation (Float)
= ouqrut frle iisting (fields: b0, bl, corr,

ss_error) in NXFDB format, (eg: MD_tr.NXP)
= outfile listing model report (eg: MD_l.txt)

$2
$3

$4

LRN4 creates a generic I-R.MOD.in input file from $1 and
$2, calls LRMOD fortran program and then copies the
ouþut file LRMOD.oUtX & ...oat2 to $3 and $4 file-
names respectively.

#* {<

#{< {<{<{< {<{< {<*{r{<{<*********** *** *{<{< {<*d<**{<{<***{<**{<{<{<d<{<{<{<{<* {<* * {< {<****:F * {<{<{<{<{<

Example use:
> LRM SDl.in 2.5 SDI.N)(P SDl.txt

# Construct LRMOD input file;
echo $2 > LRMOD.in
cat S1 >> LRMOD.in

# Model data in LRMOD.in:
T-R,2

# {<*{< Move LRMOD.out data into ouþut file, $3;
cp I-RMOD.outi $3

# {<** Move LRMOD.out2 data into ouþut filec $4;
cp LRMOD.our2 S4

# {<** Remove LRMOD.in file
rm -f LRMOD.in

*
*
{<

{<

{c

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
{<

{É

#* **{<{<{<**{<t<t<*{<*{<**{<*{<*t<***{<àk{<d<{<{<t<{r{<{<******{<d<***{<t<**** *{<àk{<{<{<{rX*** ***

#* End of LRM script. {<

#*t<{<{<{<{<{<{<**********{<{<{<{<*dr{<{<{<{<{<*8***{<{<{<*{<*{r*****t<r<d<d<{<*{<**{<{c*********
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#****{<{<{<****{<*****åk*t***{<***{<{<**c*****({<{<{<{<{<{<*({<*{<X{<{<{<{<{<*{<{<******{<****

#* T-lnix ScrÍpt: GC $L $2 $3 $4 $5 {<

#{<{<*t<*{<{<{<{<{<*{<{<{<{<**{<{<{<{<t<{<t<d<d<*tk*dc*{<{<{c{c***(**{<{<{<{<{<{<{<d<t<*{<**d<*{<**{<{<**d<d<{<*

#* {<

#* Parameters: $1 = B0 modetr parameter

#*
#8
#*
#*
#**
#******************{<{<***tr*{<{<*{<X{<{<{<{<{<*c{<{<*{<{r{É{<*{<{<{r*{<{r************)k***

S*** f¡s¿te GENCRV.in input file ...
echo 51 > GCRV.in
echo $2 >> GCRV.in
echo $3 >> GCR.V.in
echo $4 >> GCRV.in

#**{< Run GCR.V program to generate points
GCRV

$2 = B1 model parameter *
$3 = Exponent used in Y (stage) hansformation tÊ

$4 = Upperbound of Y (stage) defining curve {<

$5 = Output file for generated curvo. tr

#*** Transfer generate curve points (GCRV.out l&2) to
#*** output files with file extensions

cat GCRV.outl >> S5.mdl
cat GCRV.out2 >> S5.cl

#*** Clean up files
rm -f GCRV.in
rm -f GCR.V.outl
rm -f GCRV.out2

#{<*{<rÈ**{<****{<****{r{r{<*{<*{i{<{<**àt**àl****{<{É{<*{<{<*{<{<{<*{<{<{<{<{<***{<******{<{<{<{<{<

#* End of GC script. {<

#*x*************{<***t<*{<*{<{<**{<t<{<{<*************************8**x******
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#****(***{<******àt:&*****8****td<*******{<********{<***{<*{<******{<****}F**{<
#{< Llnix Script: XGR $1 $2 $3 $4 {<

#x****************{<{<{<**{<**c***{<*€**{<*c*{<{<{<{<{<{<{<**{<**{<**********{<***{<*{<{<

#*(

#* This script oalls xgraph program to plot a set (or sets) of data.
#*
#* Pa.rameters: $1 = station name for xgraph main title
#{< $2 = filenarne of data set(s) to be plotted in xgraph
#* $3 = upper ünnit of Y axis
#* $4 = upper limit of X axis
#*
#* Note: The $2 filename is an xgraph data file of one (or rnore) *
#* data sets, each with a legend title preceeding it. {<

#* Data sets are separated by a blank line. *
#x
#* Example:
#r
#x
#*
#*
#*
#*
#* {<

#*{<{<{<{<{<d<àk********{<*{<{< {<*{<{<*{<** **{<{<t<{<*{<**{<{<*{<**rFrF*****{r*{<{<{<{< {<*{<{<{<{<{< **

# xgraph -nl -P -M -ly 0,$3 -lx -0.5,$4 -m -t "Station - $1"
# -x "Discharge (cms)" -y "Stage, (m)" =600x585+530+280 $2

xgraph -nl -P -bb -M -ly 0,$3 -lx -0.5,$4 -n-r -t "Starion - gi."
-x "Discharge (cms)" -y "Stage, (m)" =605x575+535+285
-display $DISPLAY $2

#***{r{<**{<{<*4<*{<{ç{<{r{<*{<*********t**{<{<{<{É{<***{<rk{<{<{<*{<{<*******{<{<{<*{<{<{<*{<{<**

#* End of XGR scrþt. *
#{<{<{<{<àk*{<{<{<********{<{<{<{<**{<***{<{<***{<**{<{<{<*********{<{<{<{<{<**{<{<{<*{<*******

"legendtr

:"

"legend?

:"

*
{<

{<

*
{<

*
*
*

{<

*<

*
{c

{r

*
*
*
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The following list contains the names of the Fortran programs referenced in

Chapter 5 of this thesis. LR2 is used to perform a linear regression analysis. GCRV is

used to generate a set of data points representing a curve, for plotting in the XGraph

utility. Programming code begins on the page number indicated below.

APPENÐHX B - FonÉrar¡ Prograrns

LR2 (Linear Regression 2)

GCRV (Generate Curve)

Page

139

143

138



c
c

c

c
c
c
c
c

c
c

c

{<{<{<{ç{ç{<{<d<{<*<*{<**{<*********{<**{<*{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<*{¿{<{<{<{<*{<{<d<*{<{<{<{<{<*{<*{<

* F"ortran Fnogram: [,R.2 {<

***{<***{<*****{<{<*t<* {<{<*c{<***{<tt<*c{c***{c{<**c{<{c{<r<*(****{<{<{< {<{<{<{<*{<*rk**{< {<{r

*
* R.eads X,Y data from a file "I-R.in", ffansforms the
* X data (X'=X pow) and creates a linear regtession
* models of the X',Y data" Severan output files
* store the results of the modelling.
* Formats of the progranx parametes are as follows:
t<

* LR.in: fpow (X-axis transfonnation exponent)
* err (error allowance for rejects)
* Y X (X-Y coordinate point)
* YX
*
**
{<*{< {<* 4<*{<{<{< **{<{<** * {c ***ç**{<{<*{<*{<*{<{<{<*****{<* *{< *{<{< **t<{<*{<* {<{<** {<***{<

{<t<t<{< Main Program: LR2

REAL*4 Þow, alwerr, p_err
DIMENSION ydat(200), xdat(200)

C {<àt* {< d<{<*X{<{< {<{< {<{<{<* * **********{<{<*{<{<**t(*t<{<{<{<{<{<{<***{<*{<{<{<{<*{<{<**{<{<{< *

c * Read Transformation power and error allowance (LR.in) *
C ***{<{<{<{< tr{<{<*<t<t< ******{c*{<* **d< *{< *åk* **lk{<{<{ç{.Xt<{<r<{<{<{<*{r*{rd<*á<X {< *{< {< *{<{<*

OPEN(3,FILE='I-R..in')
READ(3,'(F4.1)') çow
READ(3,'(F4. 1)') alwerr

{<

{<

*
*
*
*
*
{<

{.

*

*

c
c
t/

** {<**{<**{< * *{<{<{< * {<**t<{ç{.*{<{<{<{<***************{< {<d<{< t< * {< {<** {< t<* t<{< {<{<t<*{<

* Calculate Regression patameters
***** * {<{<{<{<{<{< d<*t<{.{ç{<{<* * * * {<{< ** t{<** {<{<*{< {< *{<{<{<{<{<*t<**t<{<t<**t<**{<4<{<{r {<{< *

i=1
XSIIII = 0
lSum = 0
xysum = 0
lmâx = 0
xtÏlâx = 0
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DO WHrLE ( i .LT. 200 )
READ(3,*, END=10) ydat(i), xdat(i)
txdat = xdat(i)**tpow
ysum=lsurrÌ+ydat(i)
xsum=xsum+txdat
xysum = xysurn + txdat * ydat(i)
x2sum = x2sum + txdat**2.O
y2sum - y2sum + ydat(i)**2.O
IF ( ydat(i) .GT. ymax ) ymax = ydat(i)
trF ( xdat(i) "GT. xmax ) xmax = xdat(i)
i=i+1

END DO
10 nobs = i-l

xmean=xsum/nobs
ymean = ¡rsüfil/ nobs
51 = ((xysum)-(xsum*ysunn)/ nobs) / (x2sum - xsum**2/nobs)
b0-ymean-bl*xmean
cr-osE(3)

C * **{<**{< t<{<* {<**d<t<*d<d<**d<*****t<*d<d(d<*{<{<{<*t<*{<t<*X* **{<*{<** {<{<{<**t<*****

c * Print Regression parameters {<

C *{<{<*{<*{<rk{<{<d<)kd<d<{<{<t<dcr<trdr***d<d<{ç*{<tk{.drdct<{<**{<*á<*{<**{<t<{c{<{<**c*****{<*X*{<

wRrTE(*,160) b0, bl
160 FORMAT('B0= ', F6.3, 5X, '81 = ', F6.3)

C *X****{<{<{<***d<d<*****d<**d<*d<t<*d<***d<*{<**d<r<d<**d<*{<**{<{<**{<**********

c * Calculate SSE and R2 values and perform reject check. *
C * **** *{< ***{< {<**{<* *àt{<*{<{<{<{r{<*{< {ç{<{<* {< {< {<t<{<t<d<{<d<{<{<*{<*{<{<{<*d< {<{<*******{<{<

OPEN(4,FILE='LR.o11')
sse = 0.0
ssr = 0.0
numol = 0
DO 100 j = 1, nobs, L

*** Calculate response of "ymod"
txdat = xdat(i)**tpow
ymod=b0+bl *txdat

*** Calc. Sqrd. dev. of rnodel from reg.line.
edev = ymod-ydat(j)
sse=sse+edev*edev
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*** Calc. Sqrd. Dev. of reg"line. frorn mean
ssr = ssr + (ymod-ymean) * (ymod-ymean)

{<*t Flag current pair as rejected tf Vo enor of "edev"
*** is larger than Error Allowance "alwsrr"

p_en = ABS(edev / ymod) * 100
XF ( p_err .GT" alwerr ) TT{EN

WRITE(4, 1 10) ydat(j), xdatfi )
numol=numol+L

ENDIF

c
c

lOO CONTINUE
*** Caiculate R2 and STDEE values
stdee = (sse/(nobs-2))*,*g.t
12=ssr/(sse+ssr)

110 FORMAT( F9.3, ' 
" 

Fg.3)
cLosE(4)

c
c
c

* *{<{<* * {< * * *d< {<{<****x**{<{<{<***{<{<*{<{<***** {<{<{<**{<{<{<{<{<* ** {<**** * * ** {<{< *

* 'Write b0, bl, corr, sse, numol "LR.outl". {<

******* ***{< X**{<*{<****t<{<{<**** tk4<* *{<{<{<{<{< *{<{<{<****** {< {< t< t<{<* {<{< * {<{< {< {<{ç

OPEN(4,FILE='LR.outl')
WRITE(4,210)

zra FORMAT(' bOl

+ 'numoll')
V/RITE(4,220)

220 F'ORMAT( 511'*'¡ 

'WRITE(4,240) b0, b 1,r2,stdee,numol
240 F'ORMAT( 3(F10.4,'1',), F10.3, '1" 16,'l')

wRITE(4,220)
cl.osE(4)

c
c
c

x****{<{<{<***t<r<*{<* * {<* * {< {<{<{< {<*{<t<{<{<***** *{<{<{<{<t<{<{<* * ** **:t<*{< {<{<{<{< d<{<* **
* Write Results for display text file (LR.out2). {c

*{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{r{<*{<{<**{<****{<**{<{<*c{<**{<**t<{<{<*{<{<{<{<{<*{<****d<{<{<*{<{<d<{<{r{<{<{<*

OPEN(5,FILE='I-R..out2')
WRITE(5,*)
WRITE(5,*)
WRITE(5,310) tpow

bll corrl stderestl'.

310 FORMAT(' Model Name: LRM_', F4.2)
WRITE(5,320) bl, tpow, b0
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320 FOR.MAT(' Eqn: D = (',F7.2,') * S ^ (',+ F3.1 , ') * (', W.2 ,')' )
UTRITE(5,330) 12

330 F'ORMAT(' R.2: ', F6"4 )
\4fRffE(5,340) sse

340 FORMAT(' SEE: ', F8.3 )
wRmE(5,*)
\\IRITE(5,350) xmax

350 FORMAT(',
WRITE(5,355) ymax

355 FORN4AT(' Max Discharge = ', F8.3)
WRITE(5,*)
WR.ruE(5,360) numol, nobs, alwerr

360 FORMAT(' ' ,I3, ' of ', 13, ' observations were NOT ' ,

+ 'within allowable limits of +/-', F4.1, ' Vo.')
wRmE(s,*)
cl-osE(s)

STOP
END

Max Stage - ', F8.3)

C d<*{<**t<*{<{<{<{<{<{r*{<***********<{<{<{<{<t<{<{<{<{<*{<*{<*{<*{<*{<**(*t<{<*{<{<{<{<t<{<{<d(*Êt<

c 4< End of program LR2. *
C ***ltc**{<{<{<àk{<{<t<***{<*t<*r<t<*{<*********************************t<***
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ç
ç

Ç

Ç

c

c
c

c
o

c

c

c

********{<{<{<{<******{<{<************{<****{<{<{<{<{<*{<*{<{<*{<{<{<*{<*{<*{ç***{<

* Fontran Fnognam: GCR.V {<

{< {< t< {<*{<{<{<{< t<{.*c{<**{ç*{<{<**{<**{<******t{< **{<{<*t<{< {< {<**{<{<{<{<*{<{<{< *{<**** {< {<{<

*
*
{<

*
d<

*
*

{<

{<

*
{<

*
*
{<

*
*
{<

{<

Accepts parametes b0, bl, and pow and generates a
set of 100 X,Y points. The generated 100 points are
stored in an ouput file" The X data is generated
frorn Y values from 0 to 1.00 according to the fol-
lowing formula:

X = b0 + b1*( y**pow )

The input and ouþut data are stored in GCR.V.in
GCRV.out respectively, as f,ollows:

GCR.V.in: b0 (x-intercept)
bl (inv slope = x/y)
pow (transformation exponent)
ymax (max y axis used in generation)

GCRV.out: X Y
100 lines

{<*

{<***{<* {<{<{<**t<{<{< {<{<{<******** {< ************{<{<{<{<{<* {< ***t<** * **** {<{<*{<*

*c{<* Main Program: GCRV

{<{<t' Read input from "GCRV"in"
OPEN(2,FILE='GCRV.in')
READ(2, '(F9.5)',) b0
READ(2, '(F8.5)') bl
READ(2, '(F4.n)') pow
R.EAD(2, '(W.2)') ymax
cr.osE(2)

*
*
*
*
{<

{<

{<

t
*
{<

*
*
*
*
{<

{<

*
*

{<{<{< Generate X points from Y points and write to file.
OPEN(3,FILE='GCRV.outl')
yincr = ymax/100
ypoint = 0
DO 100 i = 0, 100

xpoint = b0 + b1*(ypoint)**(pow)
WRITE(3,'(F8.3, X, F8.3)') xpoint, ypoint

ypoint=ypoint+yincr
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IOO CONTTNUE
cr.osE(3)

x** Generate allowance limits, +/- 2.5Vo of model response

OPEN(4,FILE='GCRV.out2')
ypoint = 0
DO 150 i = 0, 100

xpt_pos = 7.CI25 * ( b0 + b1*(ypoint)**(pow))
xpt-neg :0.975 *' ( b0 + bl*(ypoint)**þow))

WRITE(4,'(F8.3, X, FB.3)') xpt_neg, ypoint
WRITE(4,'(F8.3, X, F8"3)') xpt_pos, ypoint

ypoint=¡rpoint+yincr
150 CONTTNUE

cl-osE(4)

STOP
END

C {<*r(*{<{<{<{<{<{<****{<****{<{<**)k{c*<**{<{<{<***{<{<{<*t<t<{<{<{<{<{<{<**t<{<*{r{<{r*dr{<*{<{<{<

c * End of program GCRV. *
C {<***{<{<*******************t<{<{<*{<{<{<{<{<*t<{<{<{<{<{<*d<{<*{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<*d<{<{<
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The following list contains the names of the Nexpert Object knowledge bases

referenced in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis. Programming code begins on the page

number indicated below"

APPENÐD( C - F{expent Object Knowledge Eases

A0_main.tkb

,41_main.tkb

A2_main.tkb

A3_main.tkb

A4_main.tkb

A5 main.tkb

(Defïnitions)

(Systern Operations)

(Nlain foTenu & Curve Use Modules)

(Curve Development Module)

(Outlier Analysis Module)

(Curve Modification Module)

Fage

r46

160

165

r79

232

255
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#{<{<{<*{<{<{<{<{r***:k{<{<d<*d<**{<*{<*******Ë**{<*****{<******{<*d<****d<***X****{<t<{<*{<

#* l{expert Object KB Code: A0_main.ttr<h {É

#àk*******{<****{c{r{<*{<{<*{<{<*{<{<{<**)k{<t<{<{<********{<*{<**********{<{<**{<{<*{<{<{<{<{c

#* DEFI¡{ITIONS - lVlasten System *
#*{< ***{< {<{<{< **{<******************** *{<{<{< *{<{< {<{<d<d<d< **d<*{<***rk {<{< *{<{<{<**** * {<*

(@VERSION= 020)
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PR.OPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=

AE_Tbl @TYFE=Sring;)
B0 @TYFE=Floati@FORMAT="u.0000";)
ts1

Crv_Id @TYPE=Integer;)
Crv_Tbl
Crv_Type
Current @TYPE=Boolean;)
Cu¡sor @TYPE=Integer;)
Dat_Tbl @TYPE=String;)

@ TYPE=FIoat!@FORMAT="u.0000" ;)

Datemade
Description @TYFE=String;)
Discharge @TYFE=FIoaU@FORMAT="u.0000";)
F_Day @TYFE=Integer;)

@TYPE=String;)
@TYPE=String;)

Filename
FN_Conlirn @TYPE=String;)
FN_Curve @TYPE=Sring;)

@TYFB=DaIe;@FORMAT="c\*'-\'Mfufr /il"-\'yy";)

FN_Data
FN_Outliers @TYPE=Sring;)
FN_R.esults @TYFE=String;)
Index @TYPE=Integer;)
L_Day @TYFE=Integer;)

@TYFE=Sring;)

Last Msr

@TYPE=Sring;)

Max_D @TYPE=FIoaI;@FORMAT="u.0000";)
Max_S @TYPE=FIoat;@FORMAT="u.0000";)
Min_D @TYPE=Floati@FORMAT="u.0000";)
Min_S @ TYPE=FIoaI;@FORMAT="u.0000";)
Msr_Date

@TYPE=Datei@FORMAT="d\*'-\'MMIVÍ\"-\'yy";)

Msild @TYPE=Integer;)
Msrs_to_date @TYFE=Integer;)
No_Flow_Stg @TYPg=Float;@FORMAT="u.0000"i)
Num_Msrs @TYPE=Integer;)
Num_obj
Num-OL

@TYPE=Date;@FORMAT="d\*'-\'MMI\A"-\'yy";)

Obj_names @TYPE=String;)
Plot @TYPE=Boolean;)
Query @TYPE=Sting;)
R2 @TYPE=FIoat;@FORMAT="u.0000";)
Set @TYPE=String;)
Stage @TYPE=Floatt@FORMAT="u.0000";)
StdEE @TYPE=Float;@FOKruA-T="u.0000";)
Stn_Id @TYPE=Sring;)
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(@PROPER.TY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPER.TY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=

(@CLASS= Best_models
(@PROPERTIES=

BO

B1
F_Day
FN_Conlim
FN_Curve
FN_Data
FN_Outliers
FN_Results
L_Day
Num_OL
Flor
R2
StdEE
Title
TX

)

Stn_Name
Title
TX
Type
ZF_Count

@TYFE=Sn'ing;)
@TYFE=Sming;)
@ TYPE=FIoat;@FORMAT="u.00" ;)
@TYPE=String;)
@TYPE=Integer;)

(@CLASS= Curves
(@PROPERTIES=

BO

B1
Crv_Type
Daternade
F'_Day
FN_Curve
I-_Day
Last_lMsr
Max-D
N{ax_S

Min_D
Min_S
Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@CLASS= Datasets
(@PROPERTIES=

Current
Description
FN_Data
Last_Msr
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Max_D
Max_S
Min_D
Min_S
No_Flow_Stg
Num_À¿lsrs

Plot
euery
Title
Type
ZF_Count

)
)

(@CLASS= Models
(@PROPERTIES=

BO

B1
Crv_Id
Crv_Type
F_Day
FN_Conlim
FN_Curve
FN_Daø
FN_Outliers
FN_Results
L_Day
Num_OL
piot
R2
StdEE
Title
TX

)

(@OBJECT= A_Begin
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= A_Begin_SysO
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Allow_err
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(@FR.OPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Float;
)

)

(@OBJECT= answer
(@PR.OPER.TIES=

Value @TYFE=Integer;
)

(@OBJECT= BEST_Model
(@FROPERTIES=

BO

B1
Crv_Id
Crv_Type
F_Day
FN_Conlim
FN_Curve
FN_Dara
FN_Outliers
FN_R.esults
L_Day
Num_OL
plot

R2
StdEE
Titie
TX

)

(@OBJECT= Bool_Answer
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= C_Crv
(@CLASSES=

Curves

)
(@PROPERTIES=

BO

B1
Crv_Id
Crv_Type
Datemade
F_Day
FN Curve
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L_Day
Last_Msr
Max_D
Max_S
Min-D
Min_S
TX
Value @TYFE=Integer;

)
)

(@OBJECT= C_Stn
(@PROPERTIES=

Atr_TbI
Crv-Tbt
Dat-Tbl
Msrs_to_date
Stn_Id
Stn_Name
Value @TYPE=Sting;

(@OBJECT= Cnst_time1
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= Cnst1ime2
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TVm=5¡¡tt

(@OBJECT= Connol_Next
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=SFing;

(@OBJECT= Control_Retum
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Count
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
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(@OBJECT= Counter
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integeri
)

(@OBJECT= Crv_Entry
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
I

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Call
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Control
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Call
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Conrol
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Cursor
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= CurveDevelopment_Open
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

)

(@OBJECT= CurveDevelopment_Start
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(@PROPERTIES=
Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CurveModify-Open
(@FROFERTIES=

Vaiue @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CurveModify_Retum
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CurveModify_Start
(@FROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= db_access
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= dummy_string
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= dummy¡arams
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sn'ing;

(@OBJECT= Lock_CrvDev
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= Lock_CrvMod
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
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(@OBJECT= Lock-IvfainMenu
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= I-ock-OutAnal
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Sting;
)

(@OBJECT= MainMenu-Conúol
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= tuIainMenu-OPen
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= MainMenu-Start
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= New-msr
(@PROPERTIES=

Discharge
Msr-Date
Msr-Id
Set
Stage

)

(@OBJECT= OutAnal-Call
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sring;
)

(@OBJECT= OutAnal-Conrol
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= OutlierAnalysis-Open
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
I

(@OBJECT= OutlierAnalysis-Retum
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= OutlierAnalysis_Start
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Phase
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= Phsl
(@CLASSES=

Datasets

)
(@PROPERTIES=

Current
Description
FN_Data
Last_Msr
VIax-D
Max_S
Min_D
Min_S
Num_Msrs
Plor

euery
Tirle
Type

)

(@OBJECT= Phs2
(@CLASSES=
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Datasets
I

(@PROPERTIES=
Current
Description
FN_Data
Last_Msr
Max-D
Max-S
Min-D
Min_S
Num_Msrs
Plot
Query
Title
Type

)

(@OBJECT= Fhs3
(@CLASSES=

Datasets

)
(@PROPERTIES=

Current
Description
FN-Daø
Last-Msr
Max-D
Max_S
Min-D
Min_S
Num_Msrs
Flor
Query
Title
Type

)

(@OBJECT= Phs5
(@CLASSES=

Datasets

)
(@PROPERTIES=

Current
Description
FN_Data
I-ast-Msr
Max D
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I\dax_S

Min_D
Min_S
Num_Msrs
Flot
Query
Tirle
Type

(@OBJECT= Plotjnfo
(@PROPERTIES=

Filename
Index
Max-D
n{ax_S
Num_obj
Obj_names
Title

)

(@OBJECT= Qry_Str_hefix
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sring;
)

(@OBJECT= Query_String
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= Start_day
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
)

(@OBJECT= Stop_day
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
)

(@OBJECT= System_Call
(@PROPERTIES=
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(@OBJECT= System_Control
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

Value @TYPE=Shing;

(@OBJECT= System_Return
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Temp_Crv
(@CLASSES=

Curves

)
(@FROPERTTES=

ts0
B1
Crv_Type
Datemade
F_Day
FN_Curve
L_Day
Last_Msr
Max_D
Max_S
Min_D
Min_S
Vaiue @TYPE=Infeger;

)

(@SLOT= Datasets.Max_D
(@TNITVAL= 0)

)

(@SLOT= Darasets.Max_S
(@INiTVAL= 0)

)

(@SLOT= Darasers.Min_D
(@INITVAL= 1000000)

)

(@SLOT= Datasets.Min-S
(@INITVAL= 1000000)
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(@SLOT= Datasets.Num_Msrs
(@IMTVAL= 0)

)

(@SLOT= Datasets.Plot
(@INITVAL= TRUE)

)

(@SLOT= Allow-err
(@INITVAL= 30.0)

)

(@SLOT= Cnst1imel
@ COMMENTS="See Get_Phs2_A hypothesis";
(@INITVAI-= " (TO_NUMBER(TO_CHAR.(date_of_msrI

'DDD')) ¡= @V(Start_day) AND TO_NUMBER.(TO_AHAR(date_of_msr,\
'DDD') <= @V(Stop_day) ) ")
)

(@SLOT= Cnst1ime2
@ COMMENTS="See Get_Fhs?-A hypothesis" ;
(@INITVAL= " (TO_NUMBER(TO_CHAR(date_of_msr)

'DDD')) ¡= @ V(Start_day) OR TO_NUMBER(TO_CHAR(date_of_msr)
'DDD")) a= @V(Stop_day) ) ")
)

(@SLOT= db_access

@INFCAT=2O;
(@INITVAL= "glen/mac")

)

(@SLOT= Srat_day
(@INITVAL= 0)

)

(@SLOT= Stop_day
(@IMTVAL: 0)

)

(@GLOBALS=

@INIIVALIIP=FALSE'
@INIIVALDOWN=TRUE;
@INHOBJTIP=FALSE;
@INHOBJDOWN=FALSE'
@INHCLASSUP=FALSE;
@INHCLASSDOWN=TRUE;
@INHBREADTH=TRUE;
@INI{PARENT=FALSE'
@PWTRUE=TRUE;
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@P\\IFALSE=TRUE;
@PWNOTKNOWN=TRUE;
@EXIIBWRD=TRUE;
@PTGATES=TRUE;
@PFACTTONS=TRUE;
@SOURCESON=TRUE;
@CACTIONSON=TRUE;
@SUGLIST=A_Begin;

#*****X**{<t<{<{<{<{<****{r*{<X************************************{<****{<{<{<

#ài End of Kts Code: A0_maím"tkb {<

#***{<{<{<{<{<*{<{<{<{<t<*{<{rt<{<{<*{<{<*******************************{<{<***{<{<{<*t<{<*
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#{<{<{<***{<{<****{<************{<****{<**{r**{.*{<{<**{<{<{<{<)F****{<************{<d<

#* Nexpert Object KB Code: Á.X_mai¡r.tkb *
#àk****{<*àl** *****{<)k {<{<***{<*****r*c***<*****{<*r{<{<{<{<{< *{<t<{<{<{<{<****{<*{<{<{<{<**** *

#*( SYSTEM OPÐRATION - Master Systena *
#{<{<*{<*{<{<*{<t<***{<*d<d<*******{<***{<*c{c*{<t<*{r{çd<{<{<X{<{<{<********{<*{<{<**{<{<{<{<{<{<t<{<

(@VERSION= 020)

(@OBJECT= System_Resets
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

)

(@sl-or=
(@CACTIONS=

@eset
@eset
freset
@eset
@eset
S.eset
(Reset
(R.eset

@eset
(Reset

@eset
)

Systern_R.esets

(CurveDevelopment_Open))
(CurveDevelopment_S tart))
(CurveModify_Open))
(CurveModify_Start))
(C urveModify_R eturn))
(MainMenu_Open))
(MainMenu_Start))
(OutlierAnalysis_Open))
(OutlierAnalysis_S t¿rt))
(OutlierAnalysis_Return))
(System_Resets))

(@RULE= Ri
(@LHS=

(- (1) (1)
I

(@HYPO= A_Begin)
(@RHS=

(Strategy (@EXHBWRD=fALSE;))
(Do ("MainMenu_Stârt") (System_Call))

(@RULE= R2
(@LHS=

/_\-

(Do (System_Control)

(1)

(System_Return))

(1)
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)
(@HYPO= CurveDevelopment-Open)
(@nns=

(Show ("msg 20.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE'@RECT=5,400,650I

(LoadKB ("43-nnain.tkb") (@tr EVEL=ENABLE;))
(Show ("msg-23.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))

400))

(@RI"ILE= R3
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1)
)
(@HYPO= CurveDevelopment-Start)
(@RHS=

@eset (CurveDevelopment-Open))
(Do (CurveDevelopment-Open) (CurveDevelopment-Open))
(Do ("ON") (Lock-CrvDev))
(Do (C-Sh.Dat-Tbl) (Qry-Su'-Prefix))
(Do (1) (Phase))
(Do ("CrvDev-Ctl-0") (CrvDev-Call))
(R.eset (CrvDev-Control))
(Do (CrvDev-Control) (CrvDev-Conrol))
(UnloadKB ("43-main.tkb") (@LEVEL=WIPEOUT;))

(@RIJLE= Rll
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1))

)

(@HYPO= CurveModify_Open)
(@ruts=

(Show ("msg-40.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;@RECT=5,400,650)
400))

(@RULE= R13
(@LHS=

(=

)
(@HYPO=
(@n-I{s=

@eset
(Do
(Do
(Do

(LoadKB
(Show ("msg-41..txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))

("45-main.tkb") (@LEVEL=ENABLE;))

(1) (1)

CurveModify_Start)

(CurveModify-Open))
(CurveModify-Open)
("CrvMod_Ctl-2")
("ON") (Lock_CrvMod))

(CurveModify_Open))
(CrvMod_Call))
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(R.eset (CrvMod_Control))
(Do (CrvMod_Conrol) (CrvMod_ConEol))

CUnloadKB ("45-main.tkb") (@I-EVEL=WIPEOUT;))

(@RULE= R20

@COMMENTS="This rule is run after reh¡rning frorn Curve Modification, if the modelling
procedure was required. It continues by re-calling Curve Development with Phase=S. This starts a specific
set of actions within Curve Development to model the newly combined OLD & NEW daøsets. These are
stored in ds.OLD_NEW.";

(@LHS=
(= (1) (1))

(@HYPO= CurveModify_Return)
(@RHs=

(Reset (CurveDevelopment_Open))
(Do (CurveDeveþment-Open) (CurveDevelopment-Open))
(Do ("ON") (Lock_CrvDev))
(Do (s) (Phase))
(Do ("CrvDev-Ctl-0") (CrvDev-Call))

@eset (CrvDev_Control))
(Do (CrvDev_Control) (CrvDev-Control))
(JnloadKB ("43-main.tkb") (@LEVEL=WfPEOUT;))

)

(@RULE= R4
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1))
)
(@HYPO= MainMenu_Open)
(@RHS=

(Show ("Txt/title.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=TRUE;@RECT=O,0,600,4001

))
(Show ("msg_5.8t") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;@RECT=5,400,650I

400))
(LoadKB ("42_main.tkb") (@LEVEL=ENABLE;))

)

(@RIJI-E= R5
(@LHS=

(- (1) (1)
)
(@HYPO= MainMenu_Start)
(@rurs=

(Do (MainMenu_Open) (System_Return))
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(Do ("Contol-3") (Conroi_Next))
(Do ("ON") (Lock_MainMenu))
(Reset (MainMenu_Conrol))
(Do (MainMenu_Conmol) (tofainMenu_Conrol))
(JnloadKß ("42_main.tkb") (@LEVEL=WIPEOUT;))

(@RULE= R6
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1))

)
(@HYPO= OutlierAnalysis_Open)
(@RHS=

(Show ("msg_30.txt") (@KEEF=FAI-SE;@WAIT=FALSE;@RECT=S,400,650I
400))

(@RULE= R7

@COMMENTS="ThiS rule is run afær returning from Outlier Analysis" It continues by re-calling
Curve Development with Phase=3. This starts a specific set of actions within Curve Development to model
the non-outlier measurements filtered out in the Outlier Analysis";

(@LHS=
(= (1) (1))

)
(@HYPO= OutlierAnalysis_Return)
(@RHS=

@eset (CurveDevelopment_Open))
(Do (CurveDevelopment_Open) (CurveDevelopment_Open))
(Do ("ON") (Lock_CrvDev))
(Do (3) (Phase))
(Do ("CrvDev_Ctl_0") (CrvDev_Call))
(Reset (CrvDev_Control))
(Do (CrvDev_Conrrol) (CrvDev_Conrot))
(UnloadKB ("43_main.tkb') (@LEVEÞWIPEOUT;))

(LoadKB
(Show ("msg 3l.txt") (@KEEP=FAISE;@WAIT=FALSE;))

("44_rnain.tkb") (@LEVEL=ENABLE;))

(@RUI-E= R.8

(@LHS=
(-\-

)
(@HYPO=
(@RI{s=

(1) (1))

O u tlierAn alysis_S tart)

@eset (OutlierAnalysrs_Open))
(Do (OutlierAnalysis_Open) (OutlierAnalysis_Open))
(Do ("OutAnal_Ctl-0") (OutAnai_Call))
@o ("ON") (Lock_OutAnal))
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400))
(Show ("pointer.txt") (@KEEP=ptrl$l;@$rdlf=FALSE;@RECT=5,400,650I

(Reset (OutAnal_Conrol))
(Do (OutAnal-Conrol) (OutAnal-ControÐ)
(UnloadKB ("44-rnain.tkb") (@LEVEL=WIPEOUT;))

(@RULE= RiO
(@LHS=

(Is (System-Call) ("EndSession"))

)
(@HYPO= System_Conmol)
(@RI{S=

(Show ("msg-7.8t") (@KEEP=FALSE'@'WAIT=FALSE))

@xecute ("ConholSession") (@STRING="@RESTART";))

(@RULE= R.9

(@LHS=
(IsNot

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Reset

)

(System_Call) ("EndSession"))

System_Control)

$System_CalNValue) (System-Return))
(TRUE) (System_Resets))
(System_Control))

#lk * * ***{<*{<{< {< {< {<*{<**{<{< {<{< t<{<d<{<d({<*{<************** {<* ** *d< *{< {<* * ***{<** ****t<{<

#* End of KB Code: Al_main.tkb {<

#*{<{<**{<{<{<{<t<{<{<{<{<{<{<*{<{<*****{<*lkX**d<**{<{<*{<t<{<{<{ç{.***t<{<*****{<**t<{<*{<{<{<{<{<***
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#*{<***************tF****{c***{<**{c*{€*{<***({<*{<{<*àk**{<*************àk******

#*€ Nexpert Object KB Code: A2_r¡raim.tkb *
#{<* t< {< {<àtt<X{<{<* ** ** *<** * **{<X* t{<**X*{<***{<{<***{<*{<{<{<{<{<*{<*{<{<*{<t<{<{<{<*{<{<{<*{<*{<*

#* Main Menu & Curve Use Modules {<

#******àt{<***{<**t<*{<{<{<{<****¡þ******{<***************{<****{<***{<rk{<***{<{<{<{<

(@VERSION= 020)

(@OBJECT= Control-20
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
ì

(@OBJECT= Conrol_3
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYFE=Boolean;
\

(@OBJECT= Connol-3O
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
I

(@OBJECT= Control-4
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Connol_7
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Conrol_8
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Conûol_Complete
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)
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(@OBJECT= Conrol_Resets
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
t

(@OBJECT= Crv_Check
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
I

(@OBJECT= Crv_Duties
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
I

(@OBJECT= Crv_Exist
(@PROPERTmS=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Crv_Logl
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
ì

(@OBJECT= Crv_LogZ
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Crv_Log3
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= DDTBL_File
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sfing;
)

\

(@OBJECT= dum_bool
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(@PROPER.TTES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Get_DDTBL_File
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= l¡fain_Frocess
(@PROPER.TTES=

Value @TYPE=Sring;
)

, (@OBJECT= Pl
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Print_DDTBL
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Frint-Prompt-l
(@PROPERTTES=

Value @TYPE=String;
ì

(@OBJECT= Seq_Ret_Curves
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Seq_Ret_Stations
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
ì

(@OBJECT= Show_Stn
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)
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(@OBJECT= Stn_Check
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Stn_Duties
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Stn_Entry
(@PR.OPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Su'ing;
I

(@OBJECT= Stn_LogX
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Stn_Log2
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Stn_Log3
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@SLOT= Confrol_Resets
(@CACTIONS=

(Reset (Conrol_3))
(Reset (Contol-4))
(Reset (Connol-20))

@eset (Conrol_30))
(Reser (Connol_7))

@eset (Conrol_8))
(Reset (Conrol_Resets))

)
)

(@SLOT= Crv_Entry
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ì

(@sLor=

@PROMPT='ENTER. Curve Id. NUMBER TO SELECT ANYACTIVE CURVA" ...";

)
)

(@sl-or=

(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("ca$ clsurn.hd > clsum.h.t")

@eset (Crv_Logl))

Crv_Logl

(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("echo @V(Temp_Crv.Value) > clsum.IN") (@TYPE=E>(E))
@xecute ("echo @V(Temp_CrvJ-ast_Msr) >> clsum.IN") (@TYPE=E)G))
(Do ( S TR C AT ( T e m p_C rv. C rv_T yp e, S TR.C A T ( ":

",STRCAT(INT2STR(Temp_Crv.F_Day))
STRCAT(" to ",INT2STR(Temp_Crv.n _DaV)))))) (dummy_string))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_string) >> clsum.IN") (@TYPE=E)(E;))

Cw_Log2

(Execute

@xecute
@xecute
(Execute

@xecute

)
)

(@sl-or=

@xecute ("cat clsum.OUT >> clsum.fxt") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Reset (Crv_Log2))

(@TYPE=E)(E;))

("echo@V(Temp_Crv.Min_S)>>clsum.IN") (@TYPE=E)G))
("echo@V(Temp_Cru.Max_S)>>clsum.IN") (@TYPE=Ð(E;))
("echo@V(Temp_Crv.Min_D)>>clsum.IN") (@TYPE=Ð(E))
("echo@V(Temp_Crv.Max_D)>>clsum.IN") (@TYPE=E)(E))
("clsunn") (@TYPE=E)G;))

(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("cat clsum.ft >> clsum.txt")
(Reset (Crv_Log3))

Cw_Log3

(@SLOT= DDTBL_File
@PROMPT="Enter File Name containing water level records ...";

(@SLOT= Main_Process

@PROMPT="WIIAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO DO NEXT ...":
)

(@sLoT=
@COMMENTS="Prepare DDTAB input files and execute.";
(@CACTIONS=

@xecute
@xecute
(Execute

@xecute
(Execute

P1

(@TYPE=E)(E;))

("cat @V(DDTBL_File.VaIue) > ddtbl.IN2") (@TYPE=E}(E))
("echo@V(C_Crv.TX)>ddtbl.INl") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
("echo@V(C_Crv.8O)>>ddtbl.INl") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
("echo@V(C_Crv.Bl)>>ddtbl.INl") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
("ddrbl") (@TYPE=EXE;))
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(@SLOT= hint_h'ompt_1
@PROMPT="WOULD YOU LIKE A HARD COPY OF TIIE DISCIIARGE TABI-E ?";

@xecute ("cat ddtbl.Ol-J'f") (@TYPE=E}(E;))

@xecute ("cæ ddtbl.OUT > ddtbl.txt") (@TYFE=EXE;))
(Reset (P1)

)

(@sl-or=
(@CACTTONS=

(Do (STRCAT(""',STRCAT(C_SIn.Stn_Name,""'))) (dummy_string))

Show_Stn

@xecute

(@SLOT= Stn_Entry

@PROMPT="ENTER

(Show ("msg_l.8t") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WÆT=FALSE;))

@eset (Show_Stn))

)

(@si-or=

("mgt @V(C_Stn.Stn_Id) @V(dummy_sEing)") (@TYPE=E>(E))

I
)

(@sl-or=

(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("cat stnlst.hd > stnlst.Bt")
(Reset (Stn_Log1))

Stn_Logtr

Station Id. TO SEI.ECT ANYACTIVE STATIOI.{\" ...":

(@CACTTONS=

@xecute ("echo @V(C_Sh.Stn_Id) > stnlst.IN") (@TYPE=E)G;))
@xecute ("echo @V(C_Sh.Strr_Name) >> sûrlsr.IN") (@TYPE=E)(Eì)
@xecute ("stnlst") (@TYPE=E)(E;))

@xecute ("cat strrlst.OU-f, >> stnlst.rxr") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(R.eset (Srn_Logz))

Stn_Log2

)
)

(@sLoT=
(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("cat strrlst.ft >> sbilst.txt")
@eset (Stn_I-og3))

Stn Log3

(@RULE= Modify_Curve_Partl
(@LHS=

(Is (Main_Process)

)

(@TYPE=E)G;))

("Modify an Existing Curve"))

(@TYPE=E)G;))
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(@HYPO= Conrol_20)
(@RHS=

(Do ("Conrol-7") (Conu'ot_Next))

)

(@RIJLE= Make_New_Curve_Farttr

@COMMENTS="SignaIs to MainMem¡_ConEol to exit ftom rnain menu and Start the Curve
Developrnent Module";

(@Li{s=
(Is (Main_Process) ("N{ake New Curve"))

)
(@HYPO= Conrol_20)
(@RI{S=

(Do ("CurveDevelopment_Start") (System_Call))

@o ("OFF') (Loclc_MainMenu))
)

(@RLILE= Exit_System

@COMMENTS="Signals to MainMenu_Control to exit from main menu and End the system
session":

(@LHS=
(Is (Main_Process) ("Exit System"))

)
(@HYPO= Conrol_20)
(@nus=

(Do ("EndSession") (System_Call))
(Do ("OFF") (Lock_MainMenu))

\

(@RULE= Compute_Dishcharge_Table_Partl
(@LHS=

(Is (Main_Process) ("Compute Daily Discharges"))
)
(@HYPO= Conrol 20)
(@RHS=

(Do ("Conrol_7") (Control_Next))

(@RULE= Retrv_Station_List
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1)
)
(@HYPO= Conrol_3)
(@RHS=

(Show ("msg_9.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Do (0) (Counter))
(Do (0) (Cursor))
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400))

)

(Do
(Do
(Reset
(Do
(Show

(Do

(TRUE) (Srn_I-osl))
(Seq_Ret_Stations) (Seq_Ret_Søtions))
(Seq_Ret_Søtions))
(TRIiE) (Stn_Los3))
("stnlst.txt") (@KEEP=FAI-SE;@WAIT=FALSE;@RECT=5,400,650I

("Conrol 4") (Conrol_Next))

(@RUI-E= Modify_Curve_Pm2
(@LHS=

(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHs=

(Do
(Do

)
)

(@R.[ILE= Compute_Dishcharge_Table_Par0
(@LHS=

(Main_Process) ("Modify an Existing Curve"))

Conrol-30)

("CurveModify_Start") (System_Call))
("OFF") S-ock_IüainMenu))

(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Show
(Show

))
(Show
(Reset
(Do
(Reset
(Reset
(Do
(Do

)

(Main_hocess) ("Cornpute Daily Discharges"))

Conrol_30)

(Get_DDTBL_File) (Get_DDTBL_File))
(TRUE) (P1))
("msg_6.trt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=TRUE;))
("ddtbl.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=TRUE;@RECT=S,5,1150,820I

("msg_6.8t") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=TRIIE;))
(PrinI_DDTBL))
(Print_DDTBL) (hint_DDTBL)
(DDTBL_File)
(Main_hocess))
("Contro1-?9"¡ (Connol-Next))
("ON") (Lock_MainMenu))

(@RULE= Assign_Station
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1))

)
(@HYPO= Control_4)
(@RI{S=

@eset (Stn_Enry)
(Do (STRUPPER(Stn_Entry) (Srn_Enry)
@eset (Cursor))
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(@TYPE=ORACLE;@END="RELEASE" ;@ SLOTS=C_Stn.Srn_Idl
@FIELDS=" STN_ID" ;@ QUERY= " Sfi{_LIST where STN_ID ='@ V(S tn_Enûry)' " ;\
@CURSOR=Cursor;))

(Reset (Stn_Check))
(Do (Stn_Check) (Stn_Checþ)

\

)

(@RULE= Retrv_Curve_List

@ehieve ("@V(db_access)")

(@LHS=
(-

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Show
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Reset
(Do
(Reset
(Do

)

(1) (1)

Conu'ol-7)

("msg_l2.txt") (@ KEEF=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(0) (Counter))
(0) (Cursor))
(TRUE) (Crv_Loel))
(Seq_Ret_Curves) (Seq_Ret_Curves))
(Seq_Ret_Curves))

(@RULE= Get_Current_Curve
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1))

)
(@HYPO= Connol_B)
(@RHS=

(Reset (Crv_Entry))
(Do (Crv_Entry) (Crv_Enrry))
(Reset (Cursor))

(TRrrE)
(Crv_Exist))
(Crv_Exist) (Crv_Exist))

(Crv_Log3))

(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@ END= "RELEASE " ;@ SLOTS =C_Crv.Valuel
@FIELDS="COUNT(CRV-ID)";@QUERY="@V(C-Stn.Crv_TbI) where CRV_I¡ = @V(Crv_Enrry)"I
@CLIRSOR=Cursor;))

(Reset (Crv_Check))
(Do (Crv_Check) (Crv_Check))

(Renieve

(@RULE= Valid-Curve
@INFCAT=10;
@COMMENTS="SeIs the CURRENT CURVE ...":
(@LHS=

("@V(db_access)")

(>= (Cursor) (0)
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(Reset (Cursor))
(Retrieve ("@V(db_access)")

(@ TYPE=OR ACLE;@ END="R.ELEASE" ;@ SLOTS=C_Crv"Crv_Id,C_Crv.Last_Msr"
C_Crv.Crv_Type,C_Cru.80,C_Crv.B I 

"C_Crv.F_Day,C_Crv.L_Day,
C_Crv.Min_S,C_Crv.Max_S,C_Crv.Min_D,C_Crv.Max_D,
C_Crv.Datemade,C_Crv.TXi@FIEI-DS="CRV_ID' ""LAST_MSR",
"TYPE","B0"""B 1","F_DAY","L_DAY","MIN_S ",
"MAX_S"""MIN_D",'h/Ír{K_D","DATEMADE","TX";@QLIERY="@V(C_SIn.Crv_TbI) where CRV_ID

@ V(Cìrv_Entry) ";@ CURSOR=Cursor;)
(Do ("Conhol_30") (Conu'ol_Next))

(@HYPO=
(@rurs=

Crv_Check)

(@RULE= Invalid_Curve
@h{FC,A.T=S;
(@LHS=

(< (Cursor)
(> (C-Crv)

)
(@HryPO= Crv_Check)
(@nus=

(Show ("msg_l1.txt")
300))

(Show ("clsum.txt")
(Do ("Control-8")

)

(@RULE= Curve
(@LHS=

(>=
(>

)
(@HYPO=
(@RI{S=

(Do

(0)
(0)

)
)

(@RULE=

(@ KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=TRUE;@RECT=5,400,500I

(@ KEEF=F.ALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Conmol_Next))

_Write_Check

(Cursor)
(Temp_Crv)

Crv_Duties)

(TRUE)

@COMMENTS="Checks for at least one curve stored";
(@LHS=

(<=

)
(@HYPO=
(@ngs=

(Show
(Reset

No_Curves Exist_chk

(0))
(0)

(Crv_Log2))

(Counter) (1)

Crv_Exist)

("msg_l3.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Main_Process))
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(@RULE= Curve_Exist_check

@COMMENTS="Checks for at least one curve stored";
(@LHS=

(> (Counter) (1))
I

(@HYPO= Crv_Exist)
(@RHS=

(Show ("clsum.txt") (@KEEF=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Do ("ConEol_8") (Control_Nexr))

)

(Do ("Control-2Q"¡ (Conu'ol_Next))

(@RULE= R116

@INFCAT=5;
(@LHS=

(Name (DDTBL_File) (DDTBL_File))

@xecute ("FileExist")
(@ S TRING="@ FILE=@ V(DDTBL_File"Value),@ RETURN=dum_bool" I
))

(Yes (dum_bool))

)
(@HYPO= Get_DDTBL_File)

)

(@RULE= R115
(@LHS=

(lt{o (dum_bool))

)
(@HYPO= Get_DDTBL_File)
(@RHS=

(Show ("badfile") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))

@eset (DDTBL_File))
(Reset (Get_DDTBL_File))

)

(@RIJLE= R118
(@LHS=

(Is (Lock_MainMenu) ("OFF"))
)
(@HYPO= MainMenu_Conûol)

)

(@RULE= R117

@INFCAT=5;
(@LHS=

(Is (Lock_MainMenu) ("ON"))
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\
(@HYPO=
(@ngs=

(Do
(Do
(Reset

)

(@RULE= R120
(@Lt{s=

(Is (Print_Prompt_1)

(@HYPO= Print_DDTBL)
(@RHS=

MainMenu_Conrol)

(\Conrol_Next\Value) (Conrol_ComptetÐ)
(TRIIE) (Conu'ol_R.esets))
(MainMenu_Control))

(@RIJLE= R119
(@LHS=

(Is (Print_Prompt_l) ("NO"))
I

t@UypO= Frint-DDTBL)

@xecure ("lpr -Fsparc -h ddtbl.OuT")
(Reset (Print_Prompt_X))

(@RULE= R121
(@LHS=

(>= (Cursor)

("YES"))

(@HYPO= Seq_Ret_Curves)
(@nrts=

(Do (Counter+l) (Counter))

(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@ END= "RELEASE " i@ SLOTS=Temp_Crv.Value)
Tem p_Crv.Crv_Type,Temp_Crv.F_Day,Temp_Crv.L_Day )
Temp_Crv.Dâtemade,Temp_Crv.Min_S,Temp_Crv.Max_S )
Tem p_Crv.Min_D,Temp_Crv.Max_D,Temp_Crv.Last_Msrf

@FIELDS="CRV_ID","TYPE","F_DAY","L_DAY","DATEMADE" I
"MIN_S ","MAX_S ","1\4n{_D","N4_,rÐK_D",uI-AST_MSR,' }
@ QUERY="@ V(C_S tn.Crv_Tbl)" ;@ CURSOR=Cu¡sorl
)

(Do (Crv_Duties) (Crv_Duries))
(R.eset (Crv_Duties))

fr.eset (Seq_Ret_Curves))

(@TYPE=E>(E))

(Retrieve

(0)

("@V(db_access)")

(@RULE= RI22
(@LHS=
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)
(@HYPO= Seq_Ret_Søtions)
(@RHS=

(Do (Counter+l) (Counter))

(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@FWRD=TRUE;@END= "RELEASE" I
@ SLOTS=C_Stn.Stn_Id,C_Stn.Stn_Name;@FIELDS="STN_ID"I
"NAME" ;@ QUERY="STN_LIST";@ CUR.SOR=Cursor;))

(Do (Stn_Duties) (Stn_Duties))
(R.eset (Stn_Duties))
(Reset (Seq_Ret_Søtions))

I

(>= (Cursor)

(Retrieve

(@RULE= Valid_Søtion
@INFCAT=10;
@COMMENTS="Sets the CURRENT CUR.VE ...";
(@LHS=

(>= (Cursor) (0)
)
(@HYPO= Stn_Checþ
(@RHS=

(Reset (Cursor))

(0))

("@V(db_access)")

(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@END= "RELEASE " ;@ SLOTS=C_S tn.S tn_Name)
C_Stn.Dat_Tbl,C_Stn.Crv_Tbl,C_Stn.Ar_TblI
@FIELDS="NAME","NXP_VIEW","LRM_TAB ","ATR_TAB " I
@ QUERY= " STN_LIS T where STN_I¡ ='@V(C_S ur. S tn_Id)' " I
@CURSOR=Cursor;))

(Do (TRIJE) (Show_Srn))
(Do ("Contol-20") (Conrol_Next))

(Retrieve

(@RI-ILE= Invalid-St¿tion
@INFCAT=S;
(@LHS=

("@V(db_access)")

(<

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Show
300))

(Show
(Do

)

(Cursor)

Stn_Check)

("msg_10.txt")

("stnlsLbrt")
("Conrol 4"¡

(@RIJLE= Station_Write_Check
(@LHS=

(0)

(@ KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=TRUE;@RECT=5,400, 500)

(@ KEEP=FALSE;@ WAIT=FALSE;))
(Control_Next))
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(>= (Cursor) (0))

)
(@HYPO= Stn_Duties)
(@RHS=

(Do (TRUE) (Stn_Log2))

)

#*{<{<{<{<{<{<{<****t<*{<**{<{<{<{<{<t<{<{<****c*{<d<*{<{<****{<rk{<*{<{r{<***{<{<{<**{<{<{<***{<**{<**

#* End of'KB Code: A2_rnain.tkb *
#{<***{<àlàt{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<*t<{<*{<***{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<**{<**{<{<t<{<{<{<{<{<{c{<{<t<{<*{<****{<********
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#***{<*****{<*************{.*******************************(**<*****{<***
#* Nexpert Object KE Code: .43 rnain"tkb {c

#**{<t<{<*{<*{<{< {<{< *d<****r<{rd<**{<{< ****l*.***rl.**{r{<***{<** ******{<{<*{<**)F*****{<{<{<

#* Curve Ðeveloprnent Moduls *
#***{<*********{<{<{<{<{<t<{<t<{<t<t<rk*{<*******x*{<{<d<{<{<{<***t<{<****t<********{<*{<{<{<{<

(@VERSION= 020)
(@PROPER.TY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@FROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PR.OPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=

Date_Made @T'YFE=Date;)
F'D @TYFE=Integer;)
FM @TYFE=Integer;)
LD @TYFE=Integer;)
Level I
I-evel2 @TYPE=Integer;)
LM @TYPE=I¡¡sgs¡;¡
Opt_pl @TYPE=String;)
Opt_p2 @TYPE=String;)
Opt_p3 @TYPE=String)
Opt_p5 @TYFE=Shing;)

(@OBJECT= Alter_Progress
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

@TYPE=Integer;)

Start_Day
Stop_Day

(@OBIECT= Another_model
(@PROPERTIES=

Va]ue @TYPE=$ffig;

@TYFE=Integer;)
@TYPE=nnteger;)

(@OBJECT= Best_Model_Crit
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYFE=String;

(@OBJECT= Best_NOL
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
)

)

(@OBJECT= Best R2
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(@FROPERTIES=
Value @TYPE=Float;

I

(@OBJECT= Best_StdEE
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Float;
I

(@OBJECT= Best_Xras
(@PR.OPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
I

(@OBJECT= Chk_Exponent
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Choose_best
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
ì

(@OBJECT= Clear_Files
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Created_New_Curve
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_O
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_tr
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
\
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(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_2
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_3
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_4
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_M
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvDev-Ctl-Ol-Load
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_R
(@PROPERTIES=

Vaiue @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_Resets
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_SBM
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

)

(@OBJECT= CrvDev_Ctl_SW2

I Of
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(@PROPERTIES=
Value @TYPE=Boolean;

)

(@OBJECT= Ctr1-0
(@PROPERTIES=

Opt-p1
Opt-p2

)

(@OBJECT= Ctrl_l
(@PROPERTIES=

Opt-p1
Opt_p2
Opt_p3

)

(@OBJECT= Cú12
(@PROPERTIES=

Opt_p1
Opt_p2
Opt_p3
Opt_p5

)

(@OBJECT= Ctrl-3
(@PROPERTIES=

Opt_p1
Opt_p2
Opt_p3

)

(@OBJECT= crl_inits
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Cu¡rent_DS
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sring;
)

(@OBJECT= Cursor2
(@FROPERTIES=
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(@OBJECT= Deactivate_plofs
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= Do_Next_Task
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=tsoolean;

(@OBJECT= DS_Create
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
I

(@OBJECT= DS_Name
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= DS_num
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
'l

(@OBJECT= DS_Remove
(@PROPERTTES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

'

(@OBJECT= DS_Reset
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= dummy_file
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sring;
)
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(@OBJECT= dummy_float
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Float;
)

(@OBJECT= dummy_infile
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Shing;
)

(@OBJECT= dummy_integer
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
I

(@OBJECT= durnmy_obj
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= dummy_outfile
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sring;
\

(@OBJECT-- dummy_title
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sring;
)

(@OBJECT= File_Erase_l
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Find_best
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Find_best_R2_AD
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= Find_best_R2_SD
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Find_best_SSE_AD
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Find_best_SSF_SD
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= First_day
(@FROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= First_monttr
(@PROFERTIES=

Vaiue @TYPE=Integer;
)

(@OBJECT= Gen_Models
(@FROPERTIES=

VaIue @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Get_Seq_Data
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Init_CEls
(@FROPER.TTES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)
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(@OBJECT= Input_Exp
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Float;
)

(@OBJECT= Input_TimeRange
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Last_day
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
)

(@OBJECT= I-ast_month
(@PROPERTIES=

VaÌue @TYPE=Integer;
)

(@OBJECT= Level_l
(@PROPERTIES=

Type
Value @TYPE=Integer;

\

(@OBJECT= List_curve_A
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= List_curve_B
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
¡

(@OBJECT= List_data_A
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= List_data_B
(@PROPERTIES=
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(@OBJECT= Loop_l
(@FROFER.TTES=

Value @TYPE=Eoolean;

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= MakeNewCurve
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= MD-Name
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYtn=5¡¡gt

(@OBJECT= Misc_duries
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Ml-Create
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= ML_Name
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=5¡'¡¡tt

(@OBJECT= Ml-Remove
(@PROPERTXES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Ml_Remove_All
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= Model
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= Model_Count
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= Model-inc
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= Model_response
(@PROPERTTES=

Value @TYPE=Float;

(@OBJECT= neglimit
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Float;

(@OBJECT= New-Task2
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Next-CrvId
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Next_DS
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= Next_MD
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
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(@OBJECT= No_Accepted_Model
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
ì

(@OBJECT= Num_models
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= Ol_Report
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
I

(@OBJECT= Out_side
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=SEing;
)

(@OBJECT= Outlier_count
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= P2_Ice
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPe=S6¡g;

(@OBJECT= P2_Stage
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Suing;

(@OBJECT= P2_Time
(@PROPERTIES=

FD
FM
LD
LM
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(@OBJECT= Phase_ljunk
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBIECT= Fhase_2_route
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Phs2_A
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
I

(@OBJECT= Plot_Senings
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Prepare_For_Evaluation
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Print_Record
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Qry_Str_Suffix
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sning;
I

(@OBJECT= Query_hefix
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)
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(@OBJECT= Query_Suffix
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= Run-Xgraph
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Reset_Darasers
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

)
(@OBJECT= Seq_ML_Remove

(@PROPERTIES=
Vaiue @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Set_Axis
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Set_Qry_Suffix
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Show_Phase_Title
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Start_Progress
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Station-Entry
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
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(@OBJECT= Store_Outlier
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Stored
(@FROPER.TIES=

BO

B1
Crv_Id
Crv_Type
Date_Made
F_Day
L_Day
Last_Msr
Max_D
Max_S
Min_D
Min_S
No_Flow_Stg
TX

(@OBJECT= Sub_Dat¿
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
ì

(@OBJECT= T1
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= T10
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= T11-A
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= Get Zero_Flow
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Tl2
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= T13
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
I

(@OBJECT= T15
(@PROFER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= T2O
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Eoolean;
)

(@OBJECT= T2I
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
ì

(@OBJECT= T22
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= T23
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= T24
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= T3
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= T40
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= T41,
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= T42
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

',
(@OBJECT= T8

(@PROPERTIES=
Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= T9
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Tmp_String
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= Total-Ols
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
)

)

(@OBJECT= Trib_High_DS
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(@PROFERTIES=
Value @TYPE=Boolean;

,

(@OBJECT= Trib_High_US
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Trib_Low_DS
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
t

(@OBJECT= Trib_Low_US
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Tributary_ql
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= tweetie
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
)

(@OBJECT= Weed
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
\

(@OBJECT= Wind
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Wind_direction
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=SFing;
ì
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(@OBJECT= XG_put_curve
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= XG_put_data
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
\

(@OBJECT= XG_put_outliers
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Zero_count
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
ì

(@SLOT= Another_model

@PROMPT="Would your like to run another model?";
)

(@SLOT= Best_Model_Crit

@PROMPT="What method is to be used in determining ttre BEST MODEL ?";
)

(@SLOT= Best_R2

@FORMAT="u.0000";
I

(@SLOT= Best_StdEE

@FORMAT="u.00(X)";
)

(@SLOT= Best_Xtras

@COMMENTS="This slot renames the tlNIX filenames of the BEST model files. All model files
(ML?.*) are removed when this KB is unloaded.";

(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("mv @V(BEST_Model.FN_Curve) bMl.mdl") (@TYPE=E}(E))
@xecute ("mv @V(BEST_Model.FN_Ourliers) bMl.ol") (@TYPE=Ð(Eì)
@xecute ("mv @V(BEST_Model.FN_Conlim) bMl.cl") (@TYPE=E}(E))
@xecure ("mv @V@EST_Model.FN_Results) bMl..rxr") (@TypE=E)G))
(Do ("bMl.mdl") (BEST_Model.FN_Curve))
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(@ TYPE=ORACI-E ;@ END="release" ;@ SLOTS=BEST_ModeI.Crv_IdI
@FlElDS="rnax(crv_id) + tr";@ QtIERY="@V(C_Sh.Crv_Tbl)";\
@CURSOR=Cursor;))

(Do (\DS_Name\Type) (BEST_Model.Crv_Type))
(Do ("BEST") (\DS_Name\Title))
(R.eset (Best_Xtras))

(Do ("bMl.ol") (BEST_Model.FN_Outliers))
(Do ("bMl.cl") (BEST_h{odel.FN_Conlim))
(Do ("bMl.u.t") (BEST_Model.FN_R.esults))

@eset (Cursor))

@erieve

)
)

(@sl-or=

("@V(db_access)")

(@CACTIONS=
(Do (Find_besr_SSE_AD)

@eset @nd_best_SSE_AD)
(DeleteObject (<lModelsÞ)
(Reset (Choose_best))

)
)

(@sl.or=

Choose_best

(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("nn -f Pl.dat") (@T'YPE=E)G;))
@xecute ("rm -f n.dat"\ (@TYPE=E)G;))
@xecute ("rm -f xg.dat") (@TYPE=E)G;))
@xecute ("rm -f OL_*") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
@xecute ("rm -f AD_*") (@TYPE=E)G;))
@xecute ("rm -f SD_*") (@TypE=E)G;))
(Reset (Clear_Files))

Clea¡_Files

)
)

(@sLor=

@nd_best_SSE_AD))

(lModelsl))

(@CACTIONS=
(Reset (CrvDev_Ct1_0))
(Reset (CrvDev_Ctl_1))
(Reset (CrvDev_Crl_2))
(Reset (CrvDev_Ctl_3))
(Reset (CrvDev_Ctl_4))
(Reset (CrvDev_CtI_M))
(Reset (CrvDev_Ctl_R))
(Reset (CrvDev_Crl_SW2)

@eset (CrvDev_Ctt_SBM)
(Reset (CrvDev_Crl_Resets))

CrvDev_Ctl_Resets

)
)

(@sl-or= Crl_0.Opt_pl
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@PROMPT="You are at l-evel 0 (Data Selection) of Phase 1. PROCEED WITTI ...";

(@SLOT= Cul-l.Opt-pl
@PROMPT="You are at Level i (lvfodelling) of Phase 1. PROCEED WITTI ...";

(@SLOT= Cu'l_l.Opt¡2
@PROMPT="You are at Level I (Modelling) of Phase 2. PROCEED 'WITI{ ...";

)

(@SLOT= Ctrl_l.Opt¡3
@PROMPT="You are at Level I (Modelling) of Phase 3. PROCEED WITTL."";

(@SLOT= Ctrl-2.Opt¡l
@PROMPT="You are at l-evel 2 (Model Evaluation) of Phase 1. PROCEED 'WITT{ 

...";
)

(@SLOT= Cnl;p.Opt_p2
@PROMPT="You a¡e at Level 2 (Modet Evaluation) of Phase 2. PROCEED WITH ...";

)

(@SLOT= Cnl_2.Opt_p3

@PROMPT="You are at Level 2 (Model Evaluation) of Phase 3. PROCEED WITH ...";
t

(@SLOT= Cul_2.Opr+5
@PROMPT="You are at Level 2 (Model Evaluation) of Phase 5. PROCEED 'WITH ...";

)

(@SLOT= Cul-3.Opt_pl
@PROMPT--"You are at Level 3 (Modet Processing) of Phase 1. PROCEED WITTI ...";

)

(@SLOT= Cfrl_3.Opr_p2

@PROMPT="You are at Level 3 (Model Frocessing) of Phase 2. PROCEED WITFI ...";
)

(@SLOT= Cnl_3.Opt33
@PROMPT="You are at Level 3 (Model hocessing) of Phase 3. PROCEED WITH ...";

I

(@SLOT= Deactivate_plots
(@CACTIONS=

(Do GALSE) (\Current_DS\Ptot))
(Let (<lModelsÞ.Plot) (FALSE)
@eset @eactivate¡rlots))

)
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(@sLoT=
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (STRCAT(DS_Name,".*")) (dummy_sring))
@xecute ("rm -f @V(dummy_sring)") (@TypE=E)G;))
(R.esee (DS_CreatÐ)

)
)

(@sl.or=

DS_Create

(@CACTIONS=
(Execute ("R.esetFrame") (@ATOMID=\DS_Name.vaIue\))
(Do (STRCAT(DS_Name,".*")) (dummy_sning))

@xecute ("rrn -f, @V(dummy_string)") (@TYpE=E)(E;))
(Do (0) (Starr_day))
(Do (0) (Stop_day))

@eset (DS_Remove))

DS_Remove

)
)

(@sl-or=
(@CACTTONS=

(Execute

DS_Reset

(@SLOT= dummy-float
@FORMAT="u.0000";

(Do (STRCAT(DS_Narne"".dar")) (dummy_sning))
(Execute

)

(@sLoT=

(R.eset (DS_Reset))

("R.esetFrame") (@ATOMID=\DS_Name.vaIue\))

("rm-f,@V(dummy_shing)") (@TYPE=E)G;))

(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("rm -f xgdat") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Reset (File_Erase_1))

File Erase 1

(@SLOT= First_day

@PROMPT='\'Enter DAY of First Day in the time range (value = 1..31) ..."i

(@SLOT= First_month

@PROMPT='\'Enter MONTII of First Day in the time range (value = !..12) ..j,;
)

(@SLOT= Init_Crls
@COMMENTS="This Slot is used to Rest all Control option values.,';
(@CACTIONS=

(Reser (CEl_O.Opr_pi))
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(Reset (Cfrl-0.Opt_p2)
(Reset (Ctrl_l.OptJ1))
(Reset (Ctrl_l.Opt_¡t2)
(Reset (Cd_l.Optg3))
(Reset (Cúl_2.OptJl))
(Reset (Crl-2.Opt+2))
@eset (Ctrl_2.Optp3)
@eset (Cnl_2.Opr45))
@eset (Crl_3.Opt_Bl)
(Reset (Cd_3.Opt_p2))

@eset (Cnl_3.Opt_p3)
(R.eset (Init_Crls))

(@SLOT= Input Exp

@PROMPT="Please enter a REAL number for the Transformation Exponent (TX), in the box
provided ...";
)

(@sLor=
(@CACTTONS=

(Execute ("resetfuame") (@ATOI4ID=P2_Time;))
(Do (P2_Time.FÞl) (P2_T'ime.FM))
(Do (P2_Time.FD) (P2_Time.FD))
(Do (P2_Time.LM) (P2_TimeIM))
(Do (P2_Time.LD) (P2_TimeID))
(Do (STRCAT("1900,",INT2STR@2_Time.FM))) (Tmp_Sring))
(Do (STRCAT(Tmp_Srring,",")) (Tmp_Sning))
(Do (STRCAT(Tmp_String,INT2STR(P2_Time.FD))) (Tmp_Sning))
(Do (YEARDAY(STR2DATE(Tmp_Sring,"yyyy,m,d"))) (Stårr_day))
(Do (STRCAT("1900,",INT2STR@2_Time.LM))) (Tmp_Sning))
(Do (STRCAT(Tmp_SÍing,",")) (Tmp_String))
(Do (STRCAT(Tmp_String,fi.{T2STR(P2_Time.LD))) (Tmp_Sring))
(Do (YEARDAY(STR2DATE(Tmp_String,"yyyy,md"))) (Stop_day))
(Reset (Input_TimeR.ange))

Input_TimeRange

(@SLOT= Last_day

@PROMPT='\'Enter DAY of Last Day in the time range (value = 1..31) ...";

(@SLOT= Lasr_month
@PROMPT='\'Enter MONTH of Last Day in the time range (value = 1..12) ..!,;

(@SLOT= Ml_Creare
(@CACTIONS=

(CreateObject (WfL_Name\) (lModelsl))
(Do (STRCAT(ML_Name,".*")) (dummy_srring))
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(Execute

(@SLOT= Ml_Remove
@COMMENTS="Deletes Object and lJnix files named by ML_Name ";
(@CACTIONS=

(DeleteObject (\N4L_Name\)
(Do (STRCAT(ML_Name,".*")) (dummy_string))

@xecute ("rm -f @V(durnmy_string)") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Reset (Ml_Remove))

(Do (Stårt_day) SNIL_Name\F_Day))
(Do (Stop_day) $ML_Name\L_Day))
(R.eset (ML_CreatÐ)

("rrn-f@V(dummy_shing)") (@TYPE=E)G;))

)
)

(@sr,or=
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (1) (Counter))
(Do (Seq_Ml_Remove) (Seq_Ml_R.emove))

@eset (Seq_Ml_R.emove))
(Reset (Ml_Remove_All))

ML_Remove_All

(@SLOT= Next_DS
(@INITVAL= 1)

)

(@SLOT= Next_MD
(@INITVAL= 1)

)

(@SLOT= Num_models

@PROMPT="How many Linear Regression models would you like to fit to the dÃ;6i!";

(@SLOT= YZ_Ice

@PROMPT="Data should be stratified under one of the following conditions. Select ONE ...";

(@SLOT= P2-Stage

@PROMPT="Daûa should be stratified under one of the following cond.itions. Select ONE ...";
)

(@SLOT= P2_TimeFD
@PROMPT='\'Enter DAY of First Day in the time range (value = 1..31) ...";

)

(@sl.or= P2 Time.FM
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(@SLOT= P2-Time.LD
@PROMFT='\'Enter DAY of Last Day in the time range (value = 1..31) ..."i

I

(@SLOT= F2_Time.LM
@PROMPT='\'Enter MONTH of Lasr Day in rhe time range (value = 1...12) ..)';

)

(@SLOT= Phase.Type

@PROMPT="How should the da[a be stnatified, specifically? By ...";
)

(@SLOT= Fhase
(@INITVAL= 1)

)

(@SLOT= Phs2_,A,

@PROMPT="How should the data be stratified? By ...";
)

(@SLOT= Plot InfoFilename
(@INITVAL= "xg.dat")

)

(@SLOT= Prepare_For_Evaluation
(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("cat mmsum.foot >> mmsum.txt") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Show ("mmsum.B.t") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Reset (Best_Model_Crit))
(Reset (Prepare_For_Evaluation))

\

@PROMPT='\'Enter MONTI{ of First Day in the time range (value = 1..12) ..!';

(@SI-OT= Run_Xgraph
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (C_SE.Sûì_Id) (plot_Info.Title))
(Do (Set_Axis) (Ser_Axis))

@eset (Set_Axis))
(Do (STR.CAT(FLOAT2STR(PIor_Info.Max_S*1.25),STRCAT(,, "I

FLOAT2STR(Plot_Info.Max_D*1.25)) (dummy_string))
(Execure ("XGR @V(plot_Info.Title) @ v(plot_Info.Filename)

@V(dummy_string)") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Reset @un_Xgraph))

I

(@SLOT= Reset_Datasers
(@CACTTONS=
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)
)

(@sLoT=

(Do (1) (count))
(Reset (Plot_Settings))
(Do (Plot_Settings) (Plot_Settings))
(Reset @eset_Datasets))

(@CACTIONS=

@xecute ("cat mmsum.head > rnmsum.txt")
(Reset (Start_Progress))

Stârt_Pro$ess

(@SLOT= Stored.Date_Made

@ FORMAT= u 
d \"' -\' MMI\il\" -\' yy " ;

)

(@SLOT= Stored-F_Day
(@INITVAL= 0)

ì

(@SLOT= Stored.L_Day
(@bIITVAL= 0)

)

(@SLOT= Sub_Data

@PROMPT="What daüa set would yor¡ like to model next?":
)

(@sl-or=
@ COMMENTS="Retreives data according to QUERY_STRING." ;
(@CACTIONS=

(Do ("xgdat") (Plotjnfo.Filename))

@xecute ("rm-f@V@lot_Info.Filename)")(@TYPE=E)G;))
(Execute ("rm -f mmsum.Et") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
(Do (ïRUE) @S_Create))
(Do (0) (Model_Count))
(Do (TRIIE) (Saart_Progress))
(Reset (T10)

T10

(@TYPE=E)G;))

(@SLOT= T11_A
@COMMENTS="Object dummy-file stores the tlNH filename into which the extrated

measurements are copied.";
(@CACTIONS=

(Show ("msg_8.u.t") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Do (STRCAT(DS_Name,".dar")) gDS_Name\FN_Dat¿))
(Do (\DS_Name\FN_Data) (dummy_file))
(Do (Phase.Type) gDS_Name\Type))
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(Do (0.0) $DS_Name\No_Flow_Stg))
(Reset (Get_Zero_Flow))
(Do (Get Zero_Flow) (Get_Zero_Flow))
(Reset (Cursor))
(Renieve ("@V(db_access)")

(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@ SLOTS=\DS_Name\Max_D)DS_Name\Max_S,
\DS_Nam e\Num_Msrs,\DS_Name\Min_S )DS_Nam e\ Min_D,
\DS_Name\Las I_Msr;@FIEI-DS = "MAX(DtrSCHARGE) ",
"MAX(STAGE)","COLINT(DATE_OF_MSR)","MIN(STAGE)",
"N{IN(DISCIIARGE)","MAX(DATE_OF_MSR)" ;@ QUE¡¡y="@ V(Query_Sring)" ;

@CURSOR.=Cursor;))
(Do (0) (Cursor))
(Do (0) (Count))

@eset (Get_Seq_Daø))
(Do (Get_Seq_Data) (Get_Seq_Data))
(Reset (T11_A)

(Do (STRUPPER(\DS_Name\FN_Data)) (\DS_Name\Title))
(Do (TRUE) (rDS_Name\PloÐ)

(@SLOT= T12
@ COMMENTS="Prepare Datasets for XGRAPH plotting";
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (List_data_A) (List_dat¿_A))
(Reset (List_data_A))
(Do (STRCAT(INT2STR(\DS_Name\.Num_Msrs),STRCAT("

",STRCAT(INT2STR(Zero_count),STRCA.T(" ",Phase.Type))))) (dummy_params))

@xecute ("mg2 @V(dummy_params)") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
(Show ("mg 2.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))

(@SLOT= T13

@COMMENTS="Special slot for creating the Phase 3 data set. Its routine is similar to slots T10,
T11_4, mdTI2 executed in sequence from CrvDev_Ctl_R rule.";

(@CACTIONS=
(Do (0) (Model_Coun)
(Do (TRUE) (Start_Progress))
(Do (TRIIE) (Phs3.PloÐ)
(Do (Phs3.FN_Data) (dummy_file))
(Do (STRCAT('\\"'f,hs3.Title)) (dummy_ritle))

@xecure ("echo@V(dummy_ritle)>@V(PlotInfo.Filename)")

(Do (TRUE)
(Reset (T12))

(@TYPE=E)G))

@xecute
(@TYFE=E)G;))

(Do (TRUE)

S.eset (T13))

@un_Xgraph))

( " cat @ V(dummy_file) >> @ V(Plotjnfo.Filename) ")

fr.un_Xgraph))
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)

(@SLOT= Tls
@COMMENTS='SpeciaI slot for readying rhe Phase 5 dara ser, creared fiom

CrvMod ¡nodule. Its routine is similar to slots T10, T11_4, and T12 executed in
CrvDev_Ctl_R ruIe.";

(@CACTIONS=
(Do (0) (Model_Count))
(Do (TRUE) (Srart_hogress)
(Do (TRUE) (\Ds_Name\Plor))
(Reset (T15))

)
)

(@SLOT= r20
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (STRCAT(ML_Name,".*")) (dummy_string))
(Execute ("rm @V(dummy_string)") (@TYPE=E)C))
(Show ( " Txt/inpexp.txf')

(@KEEP=FAI,SE;@WAIT=FAISE;@RECT=S,39g,ttaa
3s0))

(Reset (Input_Exp))
(Do (Chk_Exponent) (Chk_Exponent))
(Reset (Chk_Exponent))
(Do (Input Exp) gML_Name\TX))
(Show ("msg_4.fi.t") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=ra¡58¡¡
(Do (\DS_Nane\FN_Dara) (\ML_Name\FN_Data))
(Do (STRCAT(ML_Name,STRCAT("_",FLOAT2STR(Input_Exp))))

OLD_NEW in
sequence ftom

(\ML_Nâme\Title)
(Do $lr4l_Name\FN_Data) (dummy_infite))
(Do (STRCAT(ML_Narne,".txt")) gMl_Name\FN_Resutrs))
(Do (STRCAT(ML_Name,".ol")) (\Ml_Name\FN_Outtiers))
(Do (STRCAT$ML_Nane\FN_DâTa,STRCAT("',,STRCAT(ML_Name,\

STRCATC' ",STRCAT(FLOAT2STRô\aL_Name\TX),\
STRCAT(.'',FLOAT2STR(Allow_en))))))) (dumrnySarams))

(Execure ("LRM2 @V(dummyJararns)") (@TypE=E)(E))
(Do (TRllE) (Ml_Name\Plot))
(Reset (r20))

)
)

(@SLOT= Tzr
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (0) (CuIso¿))
(Do (STRCAT(ML_Name,".NXP")) (dummy_outfile))

@etrieve (''LR2_a,NXP')
(@TYPE=NXPDB;@ SLOTS=\ML_Narne\B0,\tr,{L_Name\B 1,\
\ML_Name\R2,\Àll-_Name\S tdEE,\ML_Name\Nun_OL \
@FIELDS="b0','b 1 ","corr","srderest","nunol":\
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@CUR.SOR=Cursor2;))
G.eset (T21))

(@SLOT= '[22

@COMMENTS="Adds new model to FR.OGRESS LISTING and Disptays I-ISTING";
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (Alær_Progress) (Alter_Progress))

@eset (Alter_hogress))
(Show ("mmsum.B.t") (@KEEF=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Reset Qn))

)

(@SLOT= T23
@COMMENTS="Generate Curve Points for Ploning, based on Model Parameters Generated.";
(@CACTTONS=

(Do (STRCAT(FLOAT'2STR.(\ML_Name\.80),STRCAT(" ",
STRCAT(FLOAT2STR(IML_Name\81)," ")))) (dummy_params))

(Do (STRCAT(dummy-params,STRCAT(FLOAT2STR(tML_Name\TX),STRCAT("
",STRCAT(FLOAT2STR(\DS_Name\Max_S), STRCAT(" ",ML_Name)))))) (dummy_params))

)
)

(@sLoT=

@xecute
(Do (STRCAT(ML_Name,".mdl")) (\N4L_Name\FN_Curve))
(Do (STRCAT(ML_Name,".cl")) glr4l_Name\FN_Conlim))
(Reset $n))

@ COMMENTS="Display Current Model, Dataset and Outliers";
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (TRUE) (XG_put_dara))
(Do (TRUE) (XG_pur_curve))
(Do (TRllE) (XG_pur_ourliers))
(Do (TRIIE) @.un_Xgraph))
(Reset GU))

)

("GC @V(dummyjarams)") (@TYPE=E)(E;))

TU

(@sLoT= T3

@ COMMENTS="Prepare Query S trin g S pecification" ;
(@CACTIONS=

@eset
(Do
(Do

)

(Set_Qry_Suffix))
(Set_Qry_Suffix)
(STRCAT(Query_Prefix,Query_Suffix)) (Query_Sring))

(Set_Qry_Suffix))
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(@SLOT= T40
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (STRCAT(" Model... ""ML_Name)) (dummy_string))

@xecute ("echo @V(dumrny_string) >> mmsum.Et") (@TYPE=Ð(E))
@xecure ("echo selected as BEST cuRvE by @v@esr_Model_crit) >>

mmsum.txt") (@TYFE=E)G;))
(Show ("mmsum.trt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Reset (T40)

\

(@SLOT= T41,
(@CACTIONS=

(Show ("msg_3.txt") (@KEEF=FALSE'@IMAIT=FALSE;))
(Do (Start_day) (Stored.F_Day))
(Do (Stop_day) (Stored.L_Day))
(Do (BEST_Mode1.ts0) (Stored.B0))
(Do @EST_Model"B1) (Stored.Bl))
(Do @EST_Model.TX) (Stored.TÐ)
(Do (\DS_Name\V[ax_D) (Stored.Max_D)
(Do (\DS_Narne\Max_S) (Srored.Max_S))
(Do (\DS_Name\Min_D) (Stored.Min_D))
(Do (\DS_Name\Min_S) (Srored.Min_S))
(Do (\DS_Name\Last_Àufsr) (Storedlast_Msr))
(Do $DS_Name\No_Flow_Stg) (StoredNo_Flow_Stg))

(Write ("@V(db_access)")
(@TYPE=ORACLE;@FILL=ADD;@END="commit" ;@NAME=" ! crv_id! ";
@PROPS=Crv_Id,Crv_Type,B0,B 1,Max_D,Max_S,No_Flow_Stg,
F_Day t_Day,Min_D,Min_S,Date_Made,TX,Last_Msr;
@FIELDS="CRV_ID","TYPE","B0","B L ","MAX_D",
"MAX_S ", "NO_FLOW_STG","F_DAY","L_DAY","MIN_D", "MIN_S ","DATEMADE",
"TX","LAST_MSR" ;@ QUERY-"@ V(C_Stn.Crv_Tbl)" ;

@ATOMS=Stored;))
S.eset (T41)

)

(Do (BEST_Model.Crv_Type)
(Do (BEST_Model.Crv_Id) (Stored.Crv_Id))
(Do (Now0)

(@SLOT= T42
@COMMENTS="This Slot performs an Oracle SQL DELETE of the current curve from the

CRV-TBL table, to be replaced by the new updated cuwe (see RULE: Phase5_Store_Curve).";
(@CACTIONS=

@etrieve ("db_access") (@TYPE=ORACLE;@BEGIN="DELETE FROM
@V(C_Stn.Crv_TbÐ WIIERE CRV_ID = @V(C_Crv.Crv_Id)";@END="COMMIT;RELEASE";))

(Reset (T4Z))

(Stored.Date_Made))

(Stored.Crv_Type))

)
)

(@sl-or= T8
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(@cAcrToNS=
@eset (Do_Next_Task)
(Do (Do_Next_Task) @o_Next_Task)

(@SLOT= tweetie

@INFCAT=50O;
)

(@SLOT= XG_put_curve
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (rtu1l_Name\FN_Curve) (dummy_file))
(Do (STRCAT('\\"',\NlL_Name\Title) (dummy_title))
@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_title) >> @V(Plotjnfo.Filename)")

(@TYPE=E)G;))
(Execute

(@TYPE=E)G;))
(Do (") (dumrny_string))

(@TYFE=E)(E;))

)
)

(@SLOT= XG_put_daø
(@CACTIONS=

(Do $DS_Name\FN_Data) (dummy_file))
(Do (STRCAT('\\"'ÞS_Name\Title))(dummy_title))
@xecute ("echo@V(dummy_title)>@V(Plotjnfo.Filename)")

@xecute

@eset (XG_put_curve))

("cat @ V(dummy_file) >> @ V(Plotjnfo.Filename) ")

(@TYFE=E)G;))

@xecute

("echo @V(dummy_sring) >> @V(Plot Info.Filename)")

(@TYPE=E)G;))
(Do ("") (dummy_string))

(@TYPE=E)G;))
(Reset CXG_put_data))

(@SLOT= XG_put_outliers
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (\N4l_Name\FN_Outliers)

@xecute

("cat @ V(dummy_file) >> @ V(Plotjnfo.Filename) ")

(@TYPE=E)G;))

(@TYPE=E)G;))

("echo @ V(dummy_string) >> @ V(Plot Info.Filenam e) ")

(Do ('\\'Outliers") (dummy_ritle))
(Execute ("echo @V(dummy_title) >> @V(Plotjnfo.Filename)")

@xecute ("cat @V(dummy_file) >> @V(Plotjnfo.Filename)")

(Do ("") (dummy_string))
(Execute
(Reset (XG_put_outliers))

("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @V@lot Info.Filename)") @n@

(dummy_file))
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)
)

(@R.ULE=

@COMMENTS="Adds each model successively to the MODEL SUMMARY I-IST";
(@LHS=

(>=

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

Rl5

(Model_Count-Counter) (0)

Alter_Progress)

(Do (STRCAT("ML",INT2STR(Counter))) (ML_Name))
@xecute ("echo @V(ML_Name) > mmsum.in") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Do (WL_Name\Tþ (dummy_float))
(Execute ("echo @V(dummy_float) >> mmsum.in") (@TYFE=E)G;))
(Do (\N4L_Name\Nurn_OL) (dummy_integer))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_integer) >> mmsum.in") (@TYPE=E)G))
(Do $ML_Name\SrdEE) (dummy_float))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_float) >> mmsum.in") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Do (tlvfl_Name\R2) (dummy_float))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_float) >> mmsum.in") (@TYFE=E)G;))
@xecute ("mrnsuffi") (@TYPE=E)G))
@xecute ("cat rnmsum.out >> rnmsum.mid") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Do (Counter+l) (Counter))

@eset (Alter_Progress))

)
)

(@RIJLE=

@coMMENTS="Adds model to MODEL SUMMARY LIST";
(@LHS=

(Is (CrvDev_Call) ("CrvDev_Ctl_M"))

R14

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

@xecute ("echo @V(ML_Name) > mmsum.in") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Do (\N4L_Name\TX) (dummy_float))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_float) >> mmsum.in") (@TYPE=E>G;))
(Do (\MI-_Name\lt{um_OL) (dummy_inreger))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_integer) >> mmsum.in") (@TYPE=Ð(E))
(Do $ML_Name\StdEE) (dummy_float))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_float) >> mmsum.in") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
(Do (tlvfl_Name\R2) (dummy_float))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_float) >> mmsum.in") (@TYPE=E)G;))
@xecute ("mmsum") (@TYPE=E)G;))

@xecute ("cat mmsum.out >> mmsum.txt") (@TYPE=E)G;))

Alter_Progress)

(@RIJLE= R17
(@LHS=

(< (Input Exp) (1.5)
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)
(@HYPO= Chk_Exponent)
(@RHs=

@xecute ("message")
than 1.5 is not permitæd! Pres\
s OK and re-entered a value between 1.5 and 3.5

@oK";))
(Reset (Input_Exp))
(Reset (Chk_Exponent))

(@RULE= R16
(@LHS=

(> (Input_Exp) (3.5))
t

i@Hypo= Chk_Exponenr)

greater than 3.5 is not permitted! P\
ress OK and re-entered a value between 1.5 and 3.5

@oK";))
(Reset Qnput_Exp))
(Reset (Chk_Exponent))

(@Rgs=
(Execute

(@STRING="@TEXI=A Eansformation exponent less

(@RllLE= CrvDev_System_Conrrol

@COMMENTS="This rule transfers returns control back to the main system.";
(@LHS=

(Is (Lock_CrvDev) ("OFF"))
)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Conrrol)
(@Rtts=

("message") (@STRING="@TEXT=A transformation exponent

@xecute
@xecute
@xecute
@xecute

(@RULE= CrvDev_System_Control

@COMMENTS="This rule controls the next confol call.";
(@LHS=

(Is (Lock_CrvDev) ("ON"))
)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Control)
(@RHS=

(Do (rCrvDev_Call\Value) (Control_Rerun))

("rm -f ML?.oI")
("rrn -f Ml?.mdl") (@TYPE=E)G;))
("rm -f ML?.rKt")
("rm -f MI-?.cl") (@TYPE=E)(E;))

(Do (TRIJE)

(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Reset (CrvDev_Control))

(@TYPE=E)G;))

(CrvDev_Ctl_Resets))
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(@RULE= Phase5_Start_Modelling
(@LHS=

(- (phase) (5))

)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctl_0)
(@RHS=

(Do ("Phs5") (DS_Name))
(Do (TR[IE) @eset_Darasets))
(Do (TRttE) (rls))
(Do ("CruDev_Ctl-tr") (CrvDev_Catl))

)
)

(@RIJLE=
(@LHS=

(= (phase) (3))
)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do ("Phs3") (DS_Name))
(Do (TRIIE) @eser_Datasets))
(Do (TRIIE) (r13)
(Do ("CrvDev_Ctl_1") (CrvDev_Call))

)
)

(@RULE= Phase2_Set_Qry_SufFx
(@LHS=

Phase3_S t¿rt_Mo delling

CrvDev_Ctl_0)

)
(@HYPO=
(@RI{S=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

)

(=
(Is
(Yes (Set_Qry_Suffix))

(Phase) (2))
(Cn1-0.Opt_p2) ("Select"))

CrvDev_CtI_0)

(@RULE= Phase2_Exit_Systern
(@LHS=

(- (Phase) (2))
(Is (Cd-0.Opt+2) ("Exit"))

)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctl_0)
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(@RHS=
(Do ("EndSession") (System_Call))
(Do ("OIG"¡ (Lock_CrvDev))

(@RIILE= Phasel_Start_Modelling
(@LHS=

(= (phase) (l))
(Is (Crl-0.Opt¡r1) ('All S-D Measuremenrs"))

)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctt_0)
(@RHS=

(Do (Qry_Str_Prefix) (Query_Su'ing))

)
)

(@RIJLE=

(Do ("ALL")
(Do ("Phsl")
(Do (TRUE)
(Do ("CrvDev_Ctl_R") (CnvDev_Call))

(@LHS=
(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHs=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

Fhasel_Set_Qry_Suffix

(Phase.Type))
(DS_Narne))
(Reset_Datasets))

)
)

(@RULE=

(Phase) (1))
(Crl_0.Opt¡1)

CrvDev_Ctl_O)

(TRUE)
(2) (Phase))
("Select")

(@Llis=
(=

)
(@HYPO=
(@RI{s=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

)

("Select Specific Measurements"))

("CrvDev_Ctl_0")

Phase5_Begin_Modellin g

(crUnits))

(Ctrl-0.Opt_p2)

(Phase) (5))

CrvDev_Ctl_1)

(Model_Count+1)

(@RLILE= Phase3_Begin_Modelling
(@LHS=

(= (phase) (3))

(CrvDev_Call))

(STRCAT("ML",INT2STR(Model_Count)))
(TRUE)
("CrvDev_Ctl_M") (CrvDev_Call))

(Ìvfl._Create))

(Model_Count))
(ML_Name))
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ì
(@HYPO=
(@Rlts=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

)

)

(@RULE=

CrvDev_Ctl_1)

(Model_Count+tr)
(STRCAT("I\4L" 

"XNT2STR(Modet_Count)))(TRUE) (Mi._Create))
("CrvDev_Ctl_M") (CruDev_Call))

(@LHS=
(-
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do

Fh ase2_Res tart_Ph as e_2

)
)

(@RULE=

(Phase) (2))
(Chl_l.Opt+2) ("Redefine rneasurement selection"))

CrvDev_Ctl_l)

(TRUE) (DS_R.ernove))
("CrvDev_Ctl_SW2") (CrvDev_Call))

(Model_Count))

(@LHS=
(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do

)

Phase2_Exit_Systern

(ML_Name))

(Phase) (2))
(Chl_1.Oprlp2)

CrvDev_CtX_1)

("EndSession")
("oFF")

(@RUI-E= Fhase2_Begin_Modelling
(@LHS=

(= (phase) (2))
(Is (Ctrl_1.Optp2) ("Model Dara"))

)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctl_i)
(@nns=

("Exit Curve Dev."))

(Systern_Call))
(T-ock_CrvDev))

@o (Model_Count+1)

(@RULE= Phasel_Goto_Phase_2
(@LHS=

(= (phase) (1))

(Do (STRCAT("ML",INT2STR(Model_Count)))
(Do (rRUE)
(Do ("CrvDev_Ctl_M") (CrvDev_Call))

(ML_Create))

(Model_Count))
(ML_Name))
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(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHs=

(Do
(Do

)
)

(@RULE=

(Crl_1.Opt31) ("Select Specific Measurments"))

CrvDev_Ctl_l)

(TIIUE) (DS_Remove))
("CrvDev_Ctl_SW2") (CrvDev_Call))

(@LHS=
(=
(Is

ì
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do

)

Phasel Exit_Sysærn

(Phase) (1))
(Crl_l.Optpli

CrvDev_Ctl_1)

("EndSession")
("olili"¡

(@RI-ILE= Phasel_Begin_Modelling
(@LHS=

(= (phase) (1))
(Is (Crl_1.Opt_p1) ("Model Data"))

("Exit Curve Dev"))

(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctl_l)
(@RHS=

(Do (Model_Count+1)

(System_Catl))
(Lock_CrvDev))

(@RULE= Phase5 Evaluare_lvlodel
(@LHS=

(= (phase) (5))
(Is (Cd-2.Opt_p5) ("Evaluate Models"))

)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctl_2)
(@RHS=

(Do (STRCAT("ML",INT2STR(Model_Count)))
(Do (TRUE)
(Do ("CrvDev_Ct1_M") (CrvDev_Call))

(ML_Create))

(Model_Count))

(@RI-ILE= Phase5_Another_Model
(@I-HS=

(= (phase) (5))
(Is (Crl_2.Opt_p5)

(Do (TRUE)
(Do ("CrvDev_Ctl_SBM") (CrvDev_Call))

(ML_Name))

(Prepare_For_Eval u atio n))

("Generate Another Model'))
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(@HYPO= CrvDev_Cttr_2)
(@RITS=

@eset (Cd-2.Opt¡t5))
(Do ("CrvDev_Crl_L")

)
)

(@R.LILE= Phase3 Evaluate_Model
(@LHS=

(-
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

@o
(Do

)

(Phase) (3))
(Crl_2.Opt_p3) ("Evaluate Models"))

CrvDev_Ctl_2)

(TIIUE) (Frepare_For_Evaluation))
("CrvDev_Ctl_SBfuf") (CrvDev_CalÐ)

(@RULE= Phase3-Another-Model
(@LHS=

(= (phase) (3))
(Is (CHl_2.Opr-p3) ("Generate,A,notherModel'))

(CrvDev_Catl))

\
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctn_2)
(@RHS=

(Reset (Crl-2.Opt_p3))
(Do ("CrvDev_Ctl_1")

)
)

(@RULE=
(@LHS=

(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do

Phase2_Evaluate_Model

)
)

(@RULE=

(Phase) (2))
(ctrl_2.opr_p2) ("Evaluare Models"))

CrvDev_Ctl_2)

(TRUE) (Prepare_For_Evaluation))
("CrvDev-Ctl-SBM') (CrvDev_Catl))

(CrvDev_Catl))

(@I-HS=
(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

Phase2_Another_Model

(Phase) (2))
(Crl-2.Opt_p2) ("Generate Anorher Model"))

CrvDev_Ctl_2)
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)
ì

(@RULE=

(Reset
(Do

(@LHS=
(=
(Is

)
(@HYFO=
(@RHs=

(Do
(Do

I

(CE1_2.Opt_p2)
("CrvDev_Ctl_1.")

PhaseX Evaluate_Model

(Phase) (1))
(Cnl-2.Opt+1) ("Evaluaæ Models"))

CrvDev_Ctl_2)

(TRIIE) (Frepare_For_Evaluation))
("CrvDev_Ctl_SBþf") (CnvDev_Call))

(@RULE= Phasel_Another_Model
(@LHS=

(= (phase) (1))
(Is (Ctrl_2.Opt_p1) ("GenerateAnorherModel"))

)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctl_2)
(@RHS=

@eset (Crl_2.Opt_p1)
(Do ("CrvDev_Ctl_1") (CrvDev_Call))

(CrvDev_Call))

)
)

(@RULE=
(@LHS=

í-\-
)
(@HYPO=
(@Rt{s=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

Phase5 Store Curve

(Phase) (5))

CrvDev_Ctl_3)

(TRrrE)
(TRUE)
(TRrrE)
(TRrrE)
("EndSession")
("oFF")

)
)

(@RLILE=
(@LHS=

(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@ruts=

Phase3_Store_Curve

(^r42))

G41))
(DS_Remove))
(ML_Remove_All))
(System_Calt))
(Lock_CrvDev))

(Phase) (3))
(Ctrt_3.Opt_p3)

CrvDev_Ctl_3)

("Store Model"))
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,
,

(@RIILE= Phase3_Exit_Aborr_Sysrern

@COMMENTS="This rule aborts the Fhase 3 modelling procedure and returns to the main

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

(IRUE)
(TRUE)
(TRUE)
("EndSession")
("oFF")

system.";
(@LHS=

(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@nHs=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

(r4[)
(DS_Remove))
(ML_Remove_All))
(Systenn_Call))
(Lock_CrvDev))

)
)

(@RULE=

(Phase) (3))
(Crl_3.opt_p3)

CrvDev_Cti_3)

(TRUE)
(TRUE)
("EndSession")
("oFT")

(@LHS=
(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RI{S=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

("Abort Modelling"))

Phase2_Store_Curve

(DS_Remove))
(ML_R.emove_All)
(System_Call))
(Lock_CrvDcv))

(Phase) (2))
(Cn1_3.Optp2)

CrvDev_Ctl_3)

(TRUE)
(TRUE)
(TRrrE)
("EndSession")
("oFF")

)
)

(@RULE=

("Store Model"))

(@LHS=
(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

Ph ase2_Rep eat_Phase_2

(r41)
(DS_Remove))
(À¡Il-$.emove_All))
(System_Call))
(Lock_CrvDev))

(Phase) (2))
(Cfrl_3.Opt_p2) ("Select a Different Dataset"))

CrvDev_Ctl_3)

(TRtrE) (DS_Rernove))
(TRUE) (ML_Remove_AIl))
("CrvDev_Ctl_SW2") (CrvDev_Call))
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(@RllLE= Phase2_Goto_Fhase4
(@LHS=

(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RÏ{S=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

)

(Phase) (2))
(Cnl-3.Opt+2)

CrvDev_Ctt_3)

(TRUE)
(TRUE)
("EndSession")
("oFF")

(@RULE= Phase2
(@LHS=

(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do

)

("Segment Curve *"))

(DS_Rernove))
(lfi-_Remove_All))
(System_Catl))
(Lock_CrvDev))

_Goto_Phase3

(Phase) (2))
(Cn1-3.Opt_p2) ("ldentify Outliers "))

CrvDev_Ctl_3)

(@RULE= Phasei
(@LHS=

(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

( "CrvDev_Ctl_Ol_Load")

_Store_Curve

(Phase) (1))
(Cd-3.Opt+1)

CrvDev_CtI_3)

(TRUE)
(TRrrE)
(TRUE)
("EndSession")
("oFF")

)
)

(@RULE=

(CrvDev_Catl))

("Store Model"))

(@LHS=
t-\-
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@ruls=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

Phasel_Goto_Phase_2

(r41))
(DS_Remove))
(ML_Remove_Atl))
(System_Catl))
(.ock_CrvDev))

(Phase) (1))
(Crl_3.Opt¡ 1 ) ("Re-select Specific Measurements "))

CrvDev_Ctl_3)

(TRrrE)
(TRrrE)
("CrvDev_Ctl_SW2") (CrvDev_Calt))

(DS_Remove))
(ML_Remove_Atl))
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)

(@RllLE=
(@LHS=

(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@Rr{s=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

Phasel _Goto_Phase4

(Phase) (1))
(Crl-3.Opt_p1) ("Segment Curve *"))

CrvDev_Crl_3)

(TRUE) (DS_Rernove))
(TRUE) (M[-_Remove_All))
("EndSession") (Systern_Call))
("OI.-II"¡ (I-oclc_CrvDev))

)
)

(@RtlLE=
(@LHS=

(=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do

Phasel_Goto_Phase3

)
)

(@RULE=

(Phase) (1))
(Cfrl_3.Opt_p1) ("Idenrify Ourliers "))

CrvDev_Ctl_3)

(@LHS=
(=

)
(@HYPO=
(@nns=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

)

( "CrvDev_Ctl_Ol_Load")

Execute_Modeling_Tasks

(1) (1))

CrvDev_CtI_M)

(TRUE) (r20)
(TRUE) (r21))
(rRUE) (r22))

(@RLJLE= R57
(@LHS=

(=

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Show

(CrvDev_CaIl))

(TRrrE)
(TRrrE) (rztr))
("CrvDev_Ctl_?")

(r23)

(1) (1)

CrvDev_CII_OL_Load)

(CrvDev_Call))

("OutlierAnalysis_S tart") (Systern_Call))
(orr"¡
("msg_30.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
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(@RULE= Execute_Dara_Selection_Tasks
(@LHS=

(- (1) (1)
)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctt_R)
(@Rgs=

(Do (TRUE)
(Do (TRIIE)
(Do (TRUE)

(@RULE= Select_model_with_MlN_STDEE

@COMMENTS="Select Best Model using SSE and copy to BEST (model) object.";
(@LHS=

(Is (Best_Model_Crit) ("Søndard Error of Esrimare"))
(Name (MIN(4ModelsÞ.StdEE)) (Best_StdEE))
(= (Best_StdEE-<tModelst>.StdEE) (0)

)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctl_SBM)
(@nIIs=

@eset (ML_Name))

@xecute ("AtomNarneValue")
(@ ATOMID=<lModelsl>;@ STRING="@ RETURN=ML_Name.valueI

(Do ("CrvDev_Ctl_1")

(r10)
(r11_A)
(r12))

@NAMES";))
@xecute

(@ ATOMID=4Modelsl>,BE S T_Model;@ STRING="@ S TRAT=SET" ;\
)

(CrvDev_Call))

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

(@RULE= Select-model-with-MIN-OUTLIERS
@COMMENTS="Select Best Model using OUTLIERS and copy to BEST (model) object.";
(@LHS=

(Is (Best_Model_Crit) ("Minimum Number of Outliers"))
(Name (MIN(<lModelsÞ.Num_OL)) (Best_NOL))
(- (Best_NOl-<lModelsl>.Num_Ol) (0))

)
(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ct1_SBM)
(@RI{S=

(Reset (ML_Name))

(TRrrE)
(TRrrE)
(TRrrE)

("CopyFrame")

("CrvDev_Ctl_3") (CrvDev_Call))

(Best_Xtras))
(BEST_Model.Plot))
(r40)

(@ ATOMID=4Modelsl>l@ S TRING="@ RET"URN=ML_Name.Vatue)
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@NAMES";))
@xecute ("CopyFrame")

(@ ATOMID={Modelsl>,BEST_Model;@ STRING="@ S TRAT=SET" I
))

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

(@RULE= Select_model_with_þfax_R2

@COMMENTS="Select Best Model using OUTLIERS and copy to BEST (model) object.";
(@LHS=

(Is (Best_Model_Crit) ("Maximum R2 value"))
(Name (MIN(<lModelsÞ.R2)) (Best_R2))
(= (Best_R2-<lModelsÞ.R2) (0))

I

(@HYPO= CrvDev_Ctl_SBM)
(@RHS=

@eset (ML_Name))

(TRUE) (Best_Xtras))
(TRUE) (BEST_Model.Plot))
(TRUE) (T40)
("CrvDev_Ctl_3") (CrvDev_Call))

(@ATOMID=<lModels l>;@ STRING="@ RETURN=ML_Name.value,\
6NAMES";))

@xecute ("CopyFrame")
(@ ATOMID=<lModels l>,BEST_Model;@ STRING="@ S TRAT=SET" I
)

@xecute

)
)

(@RULE=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

("AtomNameValue")

(TRIIE) (Best_Xtras))
(TRUE) (BEST_Model.Plot))
(TRUE) (r40))
("CrvDev_Ctl_3") (CrvDev_Call))

(@LHS=
(-

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

Ph ase2_Repeat_Ph ase_2

(Phase) (2))

CrvDev_Ctl_S!V2)

(Show ("msg_Z.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Reset (Phase.Type))

@eset (Query_Strine))

@eset (Set_Qry_Suffix))

)
)

(@RttLE=

(Do (TRUE)
(Do ("Selecr") (CEI_0.OprJ2))
(Do ("CrvDev_Ctl_0") (CrvDev_Call))

Phase 1_Chan ge_to_Phase_2

(Init_Crls))
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(@LHS=
(=

)
(@HYPO=
(@nns=

(Show

@eset
@eset
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

(Phase) (1))

CrvDev_Ctl_SW2)

)
)

(@RULE=

("msg_Z.txt") (@KEEF=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Phase.Type))
(Set_Qry_Suffix))
(TRIIE) (Init_Cmls))
("Select") (Cû'l_0"Opr_p2))
(2) (Phase))
("CrvDev_Ctl_0") (CrvDev_Call))

(@LHS=
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RI{S=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do
(Reset
(R.eset

)

R.65

(Another_model)

Gen_Models)

(Model_Count+1)
(TRnE)
(TRUE)
(TRUE)
(TRUE)
(TRUE)

(@RIJLE= R64
(@I-HS=

(Is

)
(@HYPO=

)

("Yes"))

(Another_model))
(Gen_Models))

(r20)
(r21)
Gn)ì
(r23))
(rz4))

(@RULE= Get_ModelDaø
(@LHS=

(Model_Count))

(Another_model)

Gen_Models)

\
(@HYPO= Get_Seq_Data)
(@RHS=

(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@ SLOTS=New_m sr.S tage,|lew_msr.Discharge]
New_msr.Msr_Id,New_msr.Msr_Date;@FIELDS="s!age" )
"discharge","ms1id","date_of_msr" ;@ QUERY="@ V(Query_S ring)" ;\
@CLIRSOR=Cursor;))

(Reset (Misc_duties))

(>= (Cursor)

(Retrieve

("No"))

(0)

("@V(db_access)")
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(@RULE= GetJero_FLow_Stage_A
@COMMENTS="Retreives the ÆRO F{.OW STAGE for the data retrieved according to

QUERY_STRING.";
(@LHS=

(- (Phase) (1))

)
(@HYPO= Get Zero_Flow)
(@ruts=

@eset (Cursor))

@erieve ("@V(db_access)")
(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@ SLOTS=\DS_Narne\No_Flow_S tg ;

@ FIELDS ="MAX(S TAGE) " ;@ QUERY="@ V(Query_Suing) WHERE DISCT{ARGE = 0" ;

@ CtrlR.S OR=CuIsor;@END="RELEASE" ;))
(Do (0) (Zero_count))

I

(Do (Misc_duties) (Misc_duties))
(Reset (Get_Seq_Data))

(@RllLE= Get_Zero_Flow_Stage_B

@COMMENTS="ReEeives the ÆRO FLOV/ STAGE for the data renieved according to
QIJERY-STRING.'';

(@LHS=
(> (Phase) (1))

I

(@HYPO= Get Zero_Flow)
(@RHS=

(Reset (Cursor))

@etrieve ("@V(db_access)")
(@ TYPE=ORACLE;@ SLOTS =\DS_Name\No_Flow_S tg ;

@ FIELDS ="MAX(S TAGE) " ;@ QUERY="@ V(Query_Sring) AND DIS CHARGE = 0" ;

@ CURS OR=CuIsor;@END="RELEASE" ;))
(Do (0) (Zero_count))

\

(@RLILE= R67
(@LHS=

(Is (<lModelsÞ.Flor) (TRIJE))

)
(@HYPO= List_curve_.d)
(@nHs=

@xecute ("AtomNameValue")
(@ATOMID=<lModelsl>;@ STRING="@RETLIRN=PIoI Info.Obj_namesl
@NAMES";))

@xecute ("GeMultiValue")
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(@ ATOMID=Plot_Info.Obj_names;@ STRtrNG="@RETURN=PlorJnfo.Num_obj )
@LENGTT{";))

(Do (1) (Plot trnf'o.Index))
(Do (List_curve_ts) (List_curve_E))

@eset (List_curve_E))

(@RULE= R68
(@LHS=

(>= (PlotjnfoNum_obj-Plor_Info.Index) (0)
)
(@HYPO= List_curve_B)
(@RÌ{S=

@xecute ("GetMultiValue")
(@ ATOMID=Plot_Info. Obj_n am es,dum my_obj.Value;\
@ STRING="@INDEX=@ V(Plot Info.Index)";))

(Do (Vummy_ob3\FN_Curve)

@xecute
(@TYPE=E)G;))

@xecute
(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Do ("-1 -1") (dummy_sning))
(Execute ("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @V(Plot Info.Filename")

(@TYPE=E)G;))
(Do ("") (dummy_sring))

(Do (STRCAT('\\"',Vummy_ob.¡\Title) (dummy_title))

(@TYPE=EXE;))

)

("echo @V(dummy_title) >> @V(Plot_Info.Filename)")

("cat @V(dummy_file) >> @V(Plot Info.Filename)")

@xecute

(@RIJLE= R69
(@LHS=

(Is (<lDatasetsÞ.Plot) (TRUE)
)
(@HYPO= List_daø_A)
(@RHS=

(Do (Plot Info.Index+1) (Plot_Info.Index))

@eset (List_curve_ts))

(dummy_file))

("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @ V(Plot_Info.Filename) ")

(@ ATOMID=dDatasetsÞi@ STRING="@RETI'JRN=PIoI Info.Obj_names,\
@NAMES";))

@xecute
(@ATOlvflD=Plot_Info.Obj_names;@ S¡¡¡gÇ="@RETURN=ptst Info.Num_obj )
@LENGTFI";))

(Do (1) (Plot Info.Index))

@xecute ("AtomNameValue")

@xecute
(Reset (List_data_B))
(Do (List_data_B) (Lisr_dara_B))

("GetMultiValue")

("rm -f @ V(Plot Info.Filename)") (@TYPE=E)G;))
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(@RULE= R70
(@LHS=

(>= (FlotjnfoNum_obj-Flot_Info.Index) (0)
)

(@HYPO= Lisr_dara_B)
(@RHS=

@xecute ("GeMultiValue")
(@AToMlD=Plot-Info.Obj-names,dummy-obj"Value; @STRING="@INDEX@V(PlotJnfo.Index)";))

(Do lVummy_oblFN_Daø) (dummy_file))
(Do (STRcAT('\\"')dummy_ob¡\Title)) (dummy_title))
@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_title) >> @V(Plotjnfo.Filename)")

(@TYPE=E)G;))

@xecute ("cat @V(dummy_file) >> @V(Plotjnfo.Filename)")
(@TYPE=E)[E;))

(Do ("-1 -1") (dummy_sn'ing))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @V(Plot Info.filename)")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Do ("") (dummy_sning))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_srring) >> @V@lot Info.Filename)")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Do (Plotjnfo.Index+1) (Plot Info.Index))
(R.eset (List_data_B))

)

(@RULE= R71
(@LHS=

(<= (phase) (2))
(>= (phase) (1))

)
(@HYPO= Misc_duties)
(@Rrrs_-

(Do (Print_Record) (Print_Record))

@eset (hint_Record))
I

(@RUI-E= F.72
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1)
)
(@HYPO= Next_Crvld)
(@RHS=

(Reset (Cursor))

@etrieve ("@V(db_access)")
(@TYPE=ORACLE;@END="release";@SLOTS=dummy-integer.Value;@FIELDS="max(crv_id)+1";@

QUERY="lr_1j047" ;@ CURSOR=Cursor;))
(Do (dummy_integer) gML_Name\Crv_Id)

)
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(@RULE= Plot_TRUE_Current_Phase_Data
(@LHS=

(<=
(=

)
(@HYPO=
(@RI{S=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Reset

)
)

(@RLJLE=

(count) (5))
(Phase-count) (0))

Plot_Settings)

(STRCAT("Phs",IÌ{T2STR (count)))
(TRUE)

(@LHS=
(<= (counr) (5))
(<> (Phase-count) (0)

(count+l) (count))
(Plot_Settings))

PloI_FAL SE_Non_Cunent_Ph ase_Daø

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHs=

(\durn my_string\Plot))

(Do (STRCAT("Phs",INT2STR(count)))

(@RULE= Ftinr_S_D_ro_Unix_A

@hIFCAT=2O;
@COMMENTS="Filter out measurernents with zero flow stages less than NO_FLOW_STG. Count

# of zero flow msrs and subtract from total number of msrs for dataset.":
(@Ltr{S=

(>= (Cursor) (0))
(= (New_msr.Discharge) (0.000)
(NotEqual (\DS_Name\No_Flow_Stg) (New_msr.Stage))

)
(@HYPO= Print_Record)
(@RHS=

(Do (Zero_count+1) (Zero_count))
(Do gDS_Name\Num_Msrs-1) (\DS_Name\Num_Msrs))

)

(Do (FALSE)

Plot_Settings)

(Do (count+l) (count))

@eset (Plot_Senings))

(dummy_sring))

(Vummy_string\Plot))

(@RULE= Print_S_D_to_Unix_E

@INFCAT=S;
@COMMENTS="Print S/D measurement to UNIX file":
(@LHS=

(dummy_string))
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(>= (Cursor) (0)
(<> (New_msr.Discharge) (0))

)
(@HYPO= Print_Recond)
(@Rl{s=

(Do (STRCAT(DS_Name"".dat")) (dummy_file))
(Do (STRCAT'(FLOAT2STR.(New_msr.Discharge,"u.000"),STRCAT("

",FLOAT2STRQ{ew_msr.S tage,"u.000")))) (New_msr.Set))

@xecute ("echo @V(New_msr.Ser) >> @V(dummy_fite)") (@TYPE=E}(E))
)

(@RLILE= Print_S_D_to_Unix_C

@INFCAT=S;
@COMMENTS="Print S/D rneasurement to UNIX file":
(@LHS=

(= (New_rnsr.Discharge) (0)
(Equal (\DS_NameWo_Flow_Stg) (New_msr.Stage))

)
(@HYPO= Print_Record)
(@RHS=

(Do (STRCAT(DS_Name,".dar")) (dummy_fite))
(Do (STRCAT(FLOAT2STR(New_msr.Discharge,"u.000"),STRCAT("

",FLOAT2STR(New_msr.S tage,"u.000")))) (New_msr.Set))

@xecute ("echo @V(lt{ew_msr.Set) >> @V(dummy_file)") (@TypE=Ð(E))
)

(>= (Cursor)

(@RULE= F.77

@INFCAT=5;
@COMMENTS="Remove each model from MODELS CLASS and all related system files.";

(0)

(@Li{s=
(No

)
(@HYPO=

(@RULE= R76

@INFCAT=10;
@COMMENTS="Remove each model from MODELS CLASS and att related system files.";
(@LHS=

(Name (STRCAT("ML",INT2STR(Counrer))) (ML_Name))

(Bool_Answer))

Seq_Ml_Remove)

(@ STRING="@NAME=@V(ML_Name),@RETURì,I:Bool_Answer.Value" I
))

(Yes (Bool_Answer))

)
(@HYPO= Seq_Ml_Remove)

@xecute ("AtomExist")
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(@RHS=
(Db (TRUE) (hdl_Remove))
(Do (Counter+l) (Counter))
(Reset (Seq_Ml_R.emove))

(@RULE= R78

@INFCAT=100;
(@LHS=

(yes

)
(@HYPO=
(@nrrs=

(Do
(Do

)
)

(@RULE=

(<lDaøsetsÞ.Plot))

Set_Axis)

@COMMENTS="Same First and Last Dates";

(MAX({Datasetsl>.Max_S))
(MAX(< | Datasets l>.Max_D))

(@LHS=
(Is
(=
(=

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Reset

Query_Time_Ran ge_Case4

)
)

(@RULE=

(Phase.Type) ("TIME"))
(P2_Ti me.LM-P2_Time.FM)
(P2_Time.LD-P2_Time.FD)

Set_Qry_Suffix)

(Set_Qry_Suffix))

(Plot_Info.Max_S))
(Plotjnfo.Max_D))

@COMMENTS="Same Month, Range crosses years";
(@LHS=

(Is
(-
(>

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do

Q u ery_Tim e_Ran ge_Case3_B

)
)

(@RLILE=

(Phase.Type) ("TIME"))
(P2_Time.FM-P2_Time.LM) (0)
(P2_Time.FD-P2_Time.LD) (0)

Set_Qry_SuffTx)

(Cns¡ime2) (Qry_St_Suffix)

(0)
(0)

@COMMENTS="Same Month, Range within single year";
(@LHS=

(Is (Phase.Type) ("TIME"))
(= (P2_Time.LM-P2_Time.FM) (0)
(> (P2_Time.LD-P2_Time.FD) (0)
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)
(@HYPO= Set_Qry_Suffix)
(@nrts=

(Do (Cnst_timel) (Qry_Sn"_Suffix)

)

(@RULE= Query_Time_Range_Case2
@COMMENTS="FiIst Month is laær in year than Last Month";
(@LHS=

(Is (Phase"Type) ("TIME"))
(> (F2_Time-FM-P2_Time.LM) (0)

)
(@HYPO= Set_Qry_Suffix)
(@RHS=

(Do (Cnst¡ime2) (Qry_Sr_Suffix))
)

(@RIJLE= Query_Time_Range_Casel
@INFCAT=5;
@COMMENTS="Fi¡st Month is earlier in year than Last Month";
(@LHS=

(Is (Phase.Type) ("TIME"))

(> (F2_Tirne.LM-P2_Time.FM) (0)
)
(@HYPO= Set_Qry_Suffix)
(@RHS=

(Do (Cnst_timel) (Qsy_St_Suffix)

(Name (TRUE)

(@RIJLE= Query_Rapid_Rising_Stage_Conditions
(@LHS=

(Is (Phase.Type) ("STAGE VARIATION"))
(Is (P2_Stage) ("RAPIDLY RISING STAGE"))

)
(@HYPO= Set_Qry_Suffix)
(@nHS=

(Do (STRCAT(Qry_SE_Prefix," and REMARK_A = '8"'))
(Do ("STG_RR") (Fhase.Type))

)

(Input_TimeRange))

(@RllLE= Query_Open_Flow
@COMMENTS="Query Open
(@LHS=

(Is (Phase.Type)

)
(@HYPO= Set_Qry_Suffix)

Flow Conditions";

("OPEN FLOW))

(Query_Sring))
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(@RHS=
(Do ('OPN_FLW") (\DS_Name\Type))
(Do $DS_Name\Type) (dummy_sring))
(Reset (Cursor))
(Retrieve ("@V(db_access)")

(@TYPE=ORACLE;@END="release" ;@ STOTS=Qry_Sn_Suffix.Value}
@ FIELDS ="qry_string " ;@ QUERY= "qry_types where type ='@ V(dummy_string) "' I
@CURSOR=Cu¡sor;))

(@RULE= Query_Ice_Open_Flow
@ COMMENTS-"Query Open Flow Conditions";
(@LHS=

(Is (Phase.Type) ("ICE CONDITIONS"))
(Is (P2_Ice) ("COMPLETE COVER"))

)
(@HYPO= Set_Qry_Suffix)
(@nHs=

(Do (STRCAT(Query_SEing," and NOT( REMARK_B h{ ('9'I
'4"',B"',C" 'D" ',E'0',F , 'G" 'J' ) ")) (Query_Sring))

I

(@RULE= R89
(@LHS=

(- (Level_l) (3)
)
(@HYPO= Show_Phase_Title)
(@Rlts=

(Show ("Txt7P3t.Bt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@'WAIT=TRUE;@RECT=5,380,527,\
300))

)

(@RULE= R88
(@LHS=

(= (Levet_i) (Z))

)
(@HYPO= Show_Phase_Title)
(@nHs=

(Show ("Txt/P2t.Þ(t") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=TRUE;@RECT=5,380,527\
300))

)
)

(@RULE= R87
(@LHS=

(= (Level_l) (1)
)
(@HYPO= Show_Phase_Title)
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(@RHS=
(Show ("Txt7P1t.B.t")

300))
)

)

#{<{<*{<*********{<{<******d<{<***t<{<****{<*****{<{<*{<*{<{<{<{<{<{<****{<****{<{<{<{<**{<{r

#* Ðnd of KB Code: A3_rnair¡.tkh *
#XX*t(****{<{<*{<**{<trtr{<*****{c{r**<{<**c*c{<{<***t<*{<*{<*{<{<******d<{<d<{<*{<***{r*{<{<*4<*

(@KEEF=FAL SE;@WAXT=TRUE;@RECT=5,3 80,527I
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#{<*{<t<*******<*********{<*{<***{<{<{<{<{<{<{ct<{<{<{<*{<**{<{<t<{<{<{<{<{<*{cd<{<{<*{<********{<*

#{< Nexpert Object KB Code: A4_nraËn"ûkb *
#d<{<**{<*******{<****d<***{<*d<Xt<***d<**<***.{<*{<****{<*{ct<************{<{<{<**{<{<{c

#* Outlier Analysis VÍodule {<

#{< {< {<*{<{<{<{<** ***{<**{<*********** * ******{<*{<*{< *****{<{<{<{<*d<t<{<{<*rk{<4<{<***{<{<{<{€

(@VERSTON= 020)
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PR.OPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=
(@PROPERTY=

BV @TYPE=Boolean;)
CO @TYPE=Boolean;)
DB @TYPE=Boolean;)
Id @TYPE=String;)
MU @TYPE=Boolean;)
OK @TYPE=Boolean;)
R.em_A @ TYPE=Integer;)
Rem_B @WPE=Integer;)
Rem_C @TYPE=Integer;)
RF @TYPE=Boolean;)
RR @TYPE=Boolean;)
TR @TYPE=Boolean;)

(@OBJECT= Attrib_Count
(@FROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

Trans Exp
Type_Set
UX @TYPE=Boolean;)
WE @TYPE=Boolean;)
WN @TYPE=Boolean;)

(@OBJECT= Beaver
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

@TYPE=Float;)
@TYPE=String;)

(@OBJECT= Begin_Analysis
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Calc_limits
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= Cat_outlier
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Check_Outlier
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Current_DS
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= Ctrl_l_Next
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYFE=Sring;

(@OBJECT= Curent_MD
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= Cursorl
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
)

(@OBJECT= Cutoff
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= Debris
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)
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(@OBJECT= DS_name
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= DS_nurn
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;
)

(@OBJECT= dummy_file
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Suing;
)

(@OBJECT= dummy_obj
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
I

(@OBJECT= dummy_title
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= Falling
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sning;
ì

(@OBJECT= FN_Data
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= List_curve_A
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
\

(@OBJECT= List_curve_B
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= List_daø_A
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= List_data_B
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

('

(@OBJECT= Make_OL_DS
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= ML_Name
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sring;

(@OBJECT= Model_response
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Float;
)

(@OBJECT= Msr_Amibs
(@PROPERTIES=

BV
CO
DB
MU
OK
RF
RR
TR
IIX
\vE
WN

)

(@OBJECT= neglimit
(@PROPERTIES=
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(@OBJECT= Out_side
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

Value @TYPE=Float;

(@OBJECT= OutAnal-Ctl-g
(@PROFERTIES=

Value @TYFE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= OutAnal_Ctl_l
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= OutAnal_Ctl_Resets
(@PROPERTIES=

Va1ue @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Outlier_count
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@OBJECT= Ferc_err
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Float;

(@OBJECT= Plot_Elements
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Plot_What
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
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(@OBJECT= poilimit
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Float;
t

(@OBJECT= Print_Record
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Re_set_physicai
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Record_Msr
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Rising
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
t

(@OBJECT= R.un_Xgraph
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
I

)

(@OBJECT= Seq_Ret_Outliers
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Show_Analysis_Results
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)
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(@OBJECT= Temp_Msr
(@PROPERTIES=

Discharge
lvfsr_Daæ
Msild
Rem_A
Rem_ts
Rem_C
Srage

Type_Set

)

(@OBJECT= Trib
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Shing;

(@OBJECT= Weed
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= Ivind
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sning;

(@SLOT= Beaver

@PROMPT="WAS TI{ERE Beaver Activity NEAR TIIE SITE DURING TI{E MEASUREMENT
?,,;

)

(@sl-or=
@ COMMENTS="Initiates the Outlier Analysi s loop" ;
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (0) (Ourlier_count))
(Do (0) (Cursor))
(Execute ("rrn -f atrrec.IN") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Reset (Seq_Ret_Outliers))
(Do (Seq_Ret_Outliers) (Seq_Ret_Outliers))
(Execute ("cateof_markl.H.t>>atrrec.IN")(@TYPE=E)G;))
(Execute ("atrrec") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Execute ("cat arnec.OuT3 > Phs3.dat") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Reset (Begin_Analysis))

Begin_Analysis
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(@SLOT= Calc_limits
@INFCAT=4O0;
(@CACTIONS=

(R.eset (Model_response))
(Reset (neg_limit))
(Reset (pos_limit))
(Do (BEST_Mode[.80)+(BEST_Model.B1*POW(Temp_Msr.Stage]

BEST_Model.TX)) (Model_response))
(Do ((Model_response-Temp_Msr.Discharge)/À4odel_response

*100) (Perc_err))
(Do (Model_response*(tr-Allow_enl100)) (neg_limit))
(Do (Model_response*(1+Allow_err/100)) @os_limit))
(R.eset (Calc_limits))

(@SLOT= Ctrl_l_Next
@PROMPI=" What Next ? ";

)

(@SLOT= Cutoff
@PROMPT="HAVE TIIERE BEEN ANY RECENT Meandering Cut-Offs NEAR TI{E SITE

Dn,

)

(@SLOT= Debris

@PROMPT="WAS TIüRE ANY TRAPPED Debris AI¡FECTI\IG TI{E MEASTIREMENT ?":
)

(@SLOT= Falling
@PROMPT="WAS TIIE MEASUREMENT TAKEN DURING Rapidly Fatling Søge

CONDITtrONS ?";

(@SLOT= Model_response

@INFCAT=110;
@FORMAT="u.000";

)

(@SLOT= neg_limit
@INFCAT=100;
@FORMAT="u.000";

)

(@SLOT= OutAnal_Ctl_Resets
(@CACTIONS=

(Reset (OutAnal_Ctl-0))
(Reset (OutAnal_Ctl_1)
(Reset (OutAnal_Ctl_Resets))
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(@SLOT= Perc_err

@INFCAT=100;
@FORMAT="u.000";

(@SLOT= Plot_What

@PROMPT="Would you like the stratified ouflier data ?";

(@SLOT= poilimit
@INFCAT=100;
@FORMAT="u.000";

)

(@sLor=
(@CACTIONS=

(Reset ßising))
@eset (Failing))

@eset @eaver))
@eset (Debris))
(Reset (Trib)
@eset (Weed)
(Reset (Wind))

@eset @.e_set_physical))
\

Re_set_physical

(@SLOT= Rising

@PROMPT="WAS TIIE MEASUREMENT TAKEN DURING Rapidly Rising Stage
CONDITIONS ?'';
)

(@SLOT= Run-Xgraph
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (C_SE.Strr_Id) (PlotJnfo.Title))
(Do (STRCAT(FLOAT2STR(PIor Info.Max_S*1.25),STRCAT(,, "I

F'LOAT2STR(Plot_Info.Max_D*1.25)) (dummy_string))

@V(dummy_string)") (@TYPE=E)G;))

@eset S.un_Xgraph))
)

(@SLOT= Show_Analysis_Results

@COMMENTS="Displays Outlier Report and calls plotting routine.,';
(@CACTIONS=
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@xecute ("mv atrrec"O[.]'['2 atrrec.txt") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Show ("atrec.txt") (@KEEF=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Reset (Plot Elements))
(Do (Plot_Elements) (Plot_Elements))

@xecute ("ControlSession") (@STRING="@STOP";))
(Reset (Show_.Analysis_Results))

(@SLOT= Trib
@PROMPT="DURING TT{E MEASUREMENT" WERE TIIERE AI.IY NEARBY TRIBUTARTES

wlTli...":
I

(@SLOT= Weed
@PROMPT="\ry'AS THERE SUBSTATIAL Weed Growth IN TIIE MEASUREMENT'

CROSS-SECTTON ?'';

(@SLOT= Wind
@PROMPT="IVAS TI{ERE ANY Wind AT TIIE SITE DURING MEASLIREMENT ?":

(@RULE= R200

@INFCAT=-25;
(@LHS=

(Is
(No
(No
(1.{o

(No
(No
(No

O{o
(No

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

(Out side) ("BELOW"))
(Msr_Amibs.BV))
(Msr_Attribs.CO))
(Msr_Amibs.DB))
(Msr_Atribs.RF))
(Msr_Attribs.RR))
(Msr_Atribs.TR))
(Msr_Attribs.WE))
(Msr_Atnibs,WN))

)
)

(@RULE=

Cat_outlier)

(TRrrE)

@INFCAT=-25;
(@LHS=

(Is
(No
(No
(No

("tIX") (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))
(Attrib_Count+1)

R199

(Msr_Amibs.LX))

(Out5ide) ("ABOVE"))
(Msr_Attribs.BV))
(Msr_Attribs.CO))
(Msr_Attribs.DB))
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(No
(No
(No

G'{o
(No

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

(Msr_Atribs.RF))
(Msr_Atribs.RR.))
(Msr_Attribs.TR)
(Msr_Amibs.lVE))
(Msr_Atnibs.WN))

Cat_outlier)

)
)

(@RULE=

Questions.";
(@LHS=

(>
(Is
(Is
(Is
(is
(Is
(Is
(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=

)

(@RULE= R.197

@iNFCAT=-100;
(@LHS=

(>

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do

)

(TRUE) (Msr_Atmibs.IIX))
("tIX") (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))
(Atrib_Count+1) (Attrib_Counr))

@INFCAT=-50;
@COMMENTS="ThiS rule is used ONLY to present Negativeresponse choices for the Outlier

Impo s sible_Negative_Respon ses

(0) (1)
ßisine) ("NO"))
(Failing) ('NO"))
(Beaver) ("Nil"))
(Wind) ("Nil"))
(Debris) ("None"))
(Weed) ("None"))
(Trib) ("All Tribuøries: Normal Flow"))
(Cutoffl ("None"))

Cat_outlier)

(@RULE= R.196

@INFCAT=SO;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=

(Attrib_Count) (1)

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE) (Msr_Attribs.Mll))
("MU") (Temp_À/sr.Type_Set))

(Out side)
(Falling)

Cat_outlier)

("ABOVE"))
("YES"))
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(@RHS=
(Do (TRUE) (Msr_Atribs.RF))
(Do ("RF"¡ (Temp_lvÍsr.Type_Set))
(Do (Atrib_Count+n) (Arû'ib_Count))

(@RULE= R.195

@INFCAT=40;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

ì
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

(Out side)
(Beaver)

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE)

(@RULE= R194

@INFCAT=25;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

("BELOW',))
("Up Suearn"))

("8V") (Ternp_hÁsr.Type_Set))
(Atnib_Count+1)

(Msr_Atribs.BV))

(Out_side) ("BELOW"))
(Wind) ("DOWN STREAM"))

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE) (Msr_Atmibs.W\Ð)
(" WN ") (Ternp_Msr.Type_Set))

(@RULE= R193

@INFCAT=30;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@nl{s=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

(Atrib_Count))

(Atnib_Count+1)

(Out side) ("ABOVE"))
(Wind) ("UP STREAM"))

(@RULE= R192

@INFCAT=40;

(Attrib_Count))

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE)
( "'WN") (Temp_Msr.Type_S et))
(Atrib_Count+1)

(ltztsr_Atribs.WìÐ)

(Atnib_Count))
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(@LHS=
(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

(Out side)
(Beaver)

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE)

(@RULE= R191

@INFCAT=35;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

("8V") (Temp_Àzlsr.Type_Set))

("ABOVE"))
("Down SEeam"))

(Attrib_Count+1)

(Msr_Amibs.BV))

(Out side) ("ABOVE"))
(Debris) ("Down Stream of Gauge"))

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE) (Msr_Attibs.DB)
("D8") (Temp_NÍsr.Type_Set))
(Atnib_Count+1) (dtnib_Count))

(@RIILE= R190

@INFCAT=35;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

(Atnib_Count))

(Out side) ("BELO1V"))
(Debris) ("Up Sream of Gauge"))

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE) (Msr_Atrribs.DB))
("D8") (Temp_Àrlsr.Type_Set))
(Atnib_Count+1) (Atnib_Count))

(@RULE= R189

@INFCAT=15;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RI{S=

(Do
(Do
(Do

(Out side) ("BELOW"))
(Weed) ("Yes"))

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE) (Msr_Atribs.WE))
("WE") (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))
(Atrib_Count+1) (Attrib_Count))
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(@RULE= R188

@INFCAT=15;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

I

(@HYPO=
(@nus=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

(Out side) ("ABOVE"))
(Weed) ('YES"))

Cat_outlier)

(TRI-IE) (n4sx'_Atfribs.WE))
(" W8") (Temp_l4sr.Type_Set))

(@RULE= R187

@INFCAT=50;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@Rlts=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

(Atrib_Count+1)

(Out_side) ("BELOW"))
ßising) ("YES"))

Cat_outlier)

(@RllLE= R.186

@INFCAT=35;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

(Attrib_Count))

(TRUE) (Msr_Affiibs.RR))
("RR") (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))
(Atrib_Count+i) (Atrib_Count))

(Out_side) ("ABOVE")
(Cutoff) ("Up Stream of Gauge"))

Cat_outlier)

(lRIlE) (Msr_Atnibs.CO))
("CO") (Temp_l\ßr.Type_Set))
(Attrib_Count+1) (Amib_Count))

(@RULE= R185

@INFCAT=35;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)

(Out side)
(CutofÐ

("BELOW"))
("Down Sream of Gauge"))
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(@HYPO=
(@RI{S=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)
)

(@RULE= Below_Trib_No2_B
@INFCAT=30;
(@LHS=

(Is (Out_side) ("BELOW"))
(Is (Trib) ("U/S: Higher than Normal Flow"))
(Yes (Msr_Atribs.TR))

)
(@HYPO= Cat_outlier)
(@RHS=

(Do (TRIIE) (Àdsr_Atuibs.TR))
(Do ("TR') (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE)
("CO") (Temp_tufsr.Type_Set))
(AtEib_Count+t)

(h4sr_Atmibs.CO))

(@RULE= Below-Trib-No2-A
@INFCAT=31;

(Atuib_Coun$)

(@LHS=
(Is
(Is
(No

)
(@HYPO=
(@Ri{s=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)
)

(@RLILE=

(Out side) ("BFI OW"))
(Trib) ("U/S: Higher than Normal Flow"))
(Msr_Atribs.TR))

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE) (Msr_Attribs.TR))
("TR") (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))
(Attrib_Count+1) (Atrib_Count))

@INFCAT=32;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do
(Do

)

Below_Trib_Nol

(Out side) ("8F.I.91ry"¡;
(Trib) ("D/S: I-ower than Normal Flow"))

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE)
("TR") (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))
(Atrib_Count+1)

(Msr_Atnibs.TR))

(Amib_Count))
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(@RULE= Above_Trib_No2 B
@INFCAT=30;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is
(Yes

)
(@HYPO=
(@ngs=

(Do
(Do

)
)

(@RULE=

(Out_side) ("ABOVE"))
(Trib) ("U/S: Lower than Normal Flow"))
(Msr_Attribs.TR))

Cat_outlier)

(TRIIE) (ldsr_Atu'ibs.TR))
("TR") (Ternp_Msr.Type_Set))

@INFCAT=31;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is
(No

)
(@HYPO=
(@ngs=

(Do
(Do
(Do

Above_Trib_No1-A

(Out_side) ("ABOVE"))
(Trib) ("U/S: Lower than Normal Flow"))
(Msr_Attibs.TR))

)
)

(@RULE=

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE)

@INFCAT=32;
(@LHS=

(Is
(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RI{S=

(Do
(Do
(Do

("TR") (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))
(Atnib_Count+1)

Above_Trib_Nol

(I¡fsr_Amibs.TR))

)
)

(@RI-ILE=

(Out_side) ("ABOVE"))
(Trib) ("D/S: Higher than Normal Flow"))

Cat_outlier)

(TRUE) (Msr_Atu'ibs.TR))
("TR") (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))

(Attrib_Count))

@INFCAT=45;
(@LHS=

(>=
(<
(>

)
(@HYPO=

(Amib_Count+1)

Reject_below_curve

(Cursor) (0)
(Perc_en) (0.000)
(ABS(Perc_en)-Allow_en) (0.000)

Check_Outlier)
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(Do (STRCAT(INT2STR(Outlier_count),STRCAT(" ")
STRCAT(INT2STR@EST_ModeI.Num_OL),STRCAT(" ")

(@nrrs=
(Do (Outlier_count+1)

FLOAT2STR(Model_response))))))
(Do ('8F161ry"¡ (Out side))

@xecute ("shw_X. @V(Temp_Msr.Msr_Date) @V(Temp_Msr.Stage)
@ V(Temp_Msr.Discharge) @V(dummy_\
sEing) @V(Out side)") (@TYPE=E)G;))

(Show ("ol set.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Strategy (@EXI{B1VRD=TRUE;))
(Do (0) (Atrib_Count))
@eset (Cat_outlier))
(Do (Cat_outlier) (Cat_outlier))
(Strategy (@EXHBWRD=PALSE;))

(@RULE= Reject_above_curve

@INFCAT=45;
(@LHS=

(>= (Cursor) (0))
(> (Perc_en) (0.000)
(> (ABS(Perc_err)-Allow_en) (0.000)

\

(Outlier_count))

(dummy_su'ing))

(Do (TRUE)

(Do (STRCAT(INT2STR(Outlier_counr),STRCAT(" ")
STRCAT(INT2STR@EST_ModeI.Num_OL),STRCAT(" " I

(@ItrYPO= Check_Outlier)
(@RI{S=

(Do (Outlier_count+1)

(Re_set_physical))

FLOAT2STR(Model_response))))))
(Do ("ABOVE") (Our side))

@xecute ("shw_tr @V(Temp_Msr.Msr_Date) @V(Temp_Msr.Stage)
@ V(Temp_Msr.Discharge) @ V(dummy_\
string) @V(Out_side)") (@TYPE=E)G;))

(Show ("ol_set.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@V/AIT=FALSE;))
(Strategy
(Do (0) (Attrib_Count))
(Reset (Cat_outlier))
(Do (Cat_outlier) (Cat_outlier))
(Strategy (@EXHBWRD=FALSE))
(Do (TRUE) S.e_set¡hysical))

(@RULE= Accept_SD_set

@INFCAT=50;
@COMMENTS="Accept S-D measure, assign OK attribute";
(@LHS=

(>= (Cursor) (0))

(dummy_string))

(Outlier_count))

(@EXIIBWRD=TRUE;))
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(<- (ABS(Perc_en)-Allow_err) (0.000)
)
(@HYPO= Check_Outlier)
(@Rlts=

(Do (TRIIE) (Msr_Atnibs.OK))
(Do ("OK") (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))
(Do (TRIIE) @e_setphysical))

)

(@RtrLE= R205
(@LHS=

(Is (<lModelsÞ.Plot) (TRUE)
)
(@HYPO= List_curve_A)
(@n¡rs=

@xecute ("A,tomNameValue")
(@ ATOMID=4Modelsl>;@ STRING="@RET{-IRN=PIoI Info.Obj_namesl
@NAMES";))

@xecute ("GeMultiValue")
(@ ATOMID=Plot_Info.Obj_names;@ STIln{Gi="@ ItETURN=Plor_Info.Num_obj }
@LENGTH";))

(Do (1) (Plot_Info.Index))
(Do (List_curve_B) (List_curve_B))
(Reset (List_curve_B))

)

(@RULE= R206
(@LHS=

(>= (Plot Info.Num_obj-Plotjnfo.Index) (0))
)
(@HYPO= List_curve_B)
(@RHS=

@xecute ("GeMultiValue")
(@ ATOMID=Plot_Info.Obj_names,dum my_obj.Valuef
@ STRING="@INDEX-@ V(Plot Info.Index)";))

(Do (Vummy_ob.¡\FN_Curve) (dummy_file))
(Do (STRCAT('\\"',Vummy_oblTitle) (dummy_title))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_title) >> @V(Plot Info.Filename)")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

@xecute ("cat@V(dummy_f,rle)>>@V(PlotJnfo.Filename)")
(@TYPE=EIG;))

(Do ("-1 -1") (dummy_string))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @V(Plotjnfo.Filename")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Do ("") (dummy_string))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_srring) >> @V(Plot Info.Filename)")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Do (PlotJnfo.Index+1) (Plollnfo.Index))
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(@RULE= R207
(@LHs=

(is (<lDatasesÞPlot) (T'RUE)
ì

(@HYPO= List_data_A)
(@RHS=

@xecute ("AtomNameValue")
(@ ATOMID={Dat¿setsÞi@ STRING="@I{ETURN=PIoI Info.Obj_namesl
@NAMES";))

@xecute ("GetMultiValue")
(@ ATOMID=Plot_Info.Obj_names;@ STRING="@ RETURN=PlotJnfo.Num_obj )
@LENGTH";))

(Do (1) (Plot Info.Index))
(Do (List_data_B) (List_dara_B))

@eset (List_data_B))

)

(Reset $,ist_curve_B))

(@RULE= R208
(@LHS=

(>= (Plot Info.Num_obj-Plot_Info.Index) (0)
)
(@HYPO= List_data_B)
(@RHs=

@xecute ("GeMultiValue")
(@ ATOMID=PIot_Info.Obj_names,dummy_obj.ValueI
@ STRING="@INDEX=@)V(PIoI Info.Index)";))

(Do (Vummy_ob.¡\FN_Daø) (dummy_file))
(Do (STRcAT('\\"')dummy_ob1\Tirle)) (dummy_title))
(Execute ("echo @V(dummy_title) >> @V(Plot Info.Filename)")

(@TYPE=E)G;))

@xecute ("cat @V(dummy_file) >> @V(Plotjnfo.Filename)")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Do ("-1 -X") (dummy_string))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @V(Plotjnfo.filename)")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Do ("") (dummy_sring))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_sning) >> @V(Plotjnfo.Filename)")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Do (Plot Info.Index+1) (Plot Info.Index))
(Reset (List_data_B))

)

(@RL]LE= R209
(@LHS=

(<= @S_num) (5)
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(@HYPO= Make_OL_DS)
(@nHS=

(Do (STRCAT("DS_",trNT2STR(DS_num))) (Current_DS))
(DeleæObject SCurrent_Ds\))
(CreateObject $Cunent_Ds\) (lDarasesl))
(Do (STRCAT(Current_DS,""dat")) (\Current_DS\FN_Data))
(Do (TRUE)

(@RULE= Start_System_Confiols
(@LHS=

(Is (Lock_OutAnal) ("ON"))
)
(@FIYPO= OutAnal_Conrno1)
(@nIIs=

(Do (\OutAnal_Call\Value) (Conrol_Renrn))

(Do (STRCAT("OL_type',Ihl'T2STR(DS_num)))

@o (DS_num+X) (DS_num))
(Reset (Make_OL_DS))

(\Curent_DS\Plot))

(@RULE= Rehm_to_Main_Sysæm

(Do (TRUE)
(Reset (OutAnal_Conrol))

(Is (Lock_OutAnat) ("OFF")

(@HYPO= OutAnal_Control)
)

(@RULE= Begin-Outlier-Analysis
(@LHS=

(= (i) (1)
)
(@HYPO= OurAnal_Ctl_0)
(@nl{s=

(Do (0) (Cursor))
(Do (TRIIE) @egin_Analysis))

(@I-HS=

@xecute

(\Cunent_DS\Title)

(OutAnal_Ctl_Resets))

("rm -f bML.*") (@TYPE=E)G;))

(@RLILE= Review-Plot-DisPlay
@COMMENTS=".";
(@LFIS=

(Do (TRUE)
(Do ("OutAnal_Ctl_1") (OurAnal_Catl))

(Show_Analysis_Results))
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(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@ruts=

(Do
(Reset
(Reset

)
I

(@RULE= Continue_To_Model_as_Fhase3

@COMMENTS=".";
(@LHS=

(Is (Ctrl_1_Next) ("Continue.."Model ACCEPTED Data"))

(Crl_l_Next) ("Re-ViewPlot"))

OutAnal_CtX_l)

(TRUE) (Run_Xgraph))
(Crl_l_Next))
(OutAnal_Ctl_1))

ì

(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

@xecute
(@ ATOMID=Phs2,Phs3 ;@ STRING="@ STRAT=SET";))

OutAnal_Ctl_1)

("CopyFrame")

@xecute
(Do (Phs2.Num_Msrs-BEST_Model.Num_OL) (Phs3.Num_Msrs))
(Do ("Phs3.dat") (Phs3.FN_Daø))
(Do ('ACCEPTED") (Fhs3.Title))
(Do ("OutlierAnalysis_Return") (Systern_Call))
(Execute ("rm -f Fhsl.dat") (@TYPE=E)G;))

@xecute ("rrn -f Phs2.dat") (@TYPE=E)G;))

(@RULE= Abort_Curve_Modification
@COMMENTS=".";
(@LHS=

(Is (Crl_l_Next) ("Abort -> Exit System"))

)
(@HYPO= OutAnal_Ctl_1)
(@RHS=

(Do ("EndSession") (System_Call))
(Do ("OFF") (Lock_OutAnal))

@xecute ("rm -f Phsl.dat") (@TYPE=E)G;))

@xecute ("rm -f Phs2.dat") (@TYPE=E)(E;))

@xecute ("rm -f Phs3.dat") (@TYPE=E)(E;))

("rm -f Phs2.dat")

(Do ("OFF") (Lock_OutAnal))

(@TYPE=E)G;))

(@RULE= R215
(@LHS=

(Is (Plot_What) ("Dala, Outliers with Curve"))
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(@HYPO= Plot_Elements)
(@RHS=

@xecute ("nn -f xgdat") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
(Do ("xgdat") (Ptot_trnfo.Filename))

@xecute ("cat atrrec"OuTl > @V(Plot InfoFilename)") (@TYPE=E)G))
(Do ('\'Model") (dummy_string))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @V(Plot Info.Filename)")
(@TYPE=EXE))

@xecute ("cat @V(tsEST_Model.FN_Curve)
@V(Plot_Info.Filename)") (@TYFE=E)G;))

(Do (TRUE) (R.un_Xgraph))

)

(@RIJLE= R215
(@LHS=

(Is (Plot_What) ("Daûa and Outliers ONLY"))
)
(@HYPO= Plot_Elements)
(@RHs=

@xecute ("rm -f xgdaf") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Do ("xgdat") (PlotJnfoFilename))
@xecute ("caf atrrec.OUTl > @V(Plot_Info.Filename)") (@TYPE=E>(E))
(Do (TRUE) @un_Xgraph))

I

(@RULE= R.ZL4
(@LHS=

(Is (Plot_What) ("Exit Plotting"))
\
(@HYPO= Plot_Elements)

(@RULE= Ouþut_Data_to_OlORG_Jnput_File
@COMMENTS="WriIe ATTRIBUTE CODE, DISCHARGE, and STAGE to the atrrec.IN file and

then reset the Msr_Attribute properties and Type_Set";
(@LHS=

(>= (Cursor) (0)
)
(@HYPO= Record_Msr)
(@RHS=

(Do ( S TRC A T ( T e m p _M s r. T y p e_ S et, S TRC A T( "
",STRCAT(FLOAT2S TR(Temp_Msr.Di scharge) I
STRCAT(" ",FLOAT2STR(Temp_Msr.Stage)))) (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))

@xecute ("echo @V(Temp_Msr.Type_Set) >> atnec.IN") (@TYPE=E)G))
@xecute ("SetValue")

(@ ATOMID=Msr_Attribsi@ STRING="@ VALUE=False)
@STRAT=SET";))

@eset (Temp_Msr.Type_Set))

)
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(@RUI-E= R.etrv_Each_Msr_in_Sequence
(@LHS=

)
(@HYPO= Seq_Ret_Outliers)
(@RHS=

(Show ("msg_33.txt") (@KEEF=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;@RECT=5,400,650I
400))

(>= (Cursor)

(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@ SLOTS =Temp_hdsr.S tage,Temp_Iv{sr.Discharge}
Temp_Msr.Msr_Id,Temp_Msr.Msr_Date,Temp_Msr.R.ern_A )
Temp_Msr.Rem_B 

"Temp_Msr-R.em_C;@FIELDS ="STAGE" )
"DISCHARGE","MSR_ID","DATE_OF_MSR","REM_A",\
"REM_B ","REM_C" ;@ QUERY="@ V(Query_Sn'ing)" ;\
@CURSOR=Cursor;))

@etrieve

(0)

("@V(db_access)")

(Do (TRUE)

@eset (Check_Outlier))
(Do (Check_Outlier) (Check_Outlier))
(Reset (Record_Msr))
(Do (Record_Msr) (Record_Msr))

@eset (Seq_Ret_Outliers))

#{<{<:f **{<********{<**d<t<d<d<d(d<d<d<4c**d(*******d<*d<********d<*******{<{c{<**<******

#* End of KB Code: A4_main"tkb {<

#*t<{<{<{<t<{<{<*{<t<{<{<*dr*{<**d<d<dcd<*d<***********t<**d<***{r*d<*d<d<d<**t<t<*r<d<r<t<***{<d<t<d<

(Calc_limits))
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#**{<{<*******{<{<{<{<*{<{<{<***X*{<{<*c**{<**{<{<{<{<{€*******t***{<{<{<{<{<{<{r{<*****{<{<{<{c*

#* Nexpert Object KE Code: A5 rnain.tkb *
#t<*{<*t<*t**{<*{<{<*{<{<{<******{<{<{<**ntî*.**.*****8*******<{<{<*t<{<d<{<{<{ç*******{<{<*{<

#{< Curve lVtrodification Module *
#{<{<{<{<**c{.{r{<{<{<***{<*{<{<{<{<**:F***{<t<*{<{<{<{<*{<{<{<*<{<{<{<{<{<{<********{<{<*{<{<{<**àk*{<*{<{<

(@VERSION= 020)

(@OBJECT= Build_Query
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT'= Chg_Max_D
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Chg_Max_S
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Chg_Min_D
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Chg-Min-S
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=tsoolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Crv_Generare
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Ctl_2
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Ctl_3
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Ctl-4
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Ctl_S
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Ctl-6
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Ctl-7
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Ctl_8
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Ctl_9
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= CrvMod_Ctl_Resets
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= Ctrl_8_Next
(@PROPER.TIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
)

(@OBJECT= CV_NEW
(@CLASSES=

Curves

)
(@PROFERTIES=

BO

B1
Crv_Type
Datemade
F_Day
FN_Curve
L_Day
Last_l¡fsr
Max_D
Max_S
Min_D
Min_S
TX
Value @TYPE=Integer;

(@oBJECT= CV_OLD
(@CLASSES=

Curves

)
(@PROPERTIES=

BO

B1
Crv_Type
Datemade
F_Day
FN_Curve
L_Day
Last_Msr
Max_D
Max_S
Min_D
Min_S
TX
Value @TYPE=Integer;

)
)

(@OBJECT= Data_Xtras
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(@PROFERTIES=
Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= DS_Name
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Sring;
,

(@OBJECT= DS_NEW
(@CLASSES=

Datasets

)
(@PROPERTIES=

Current
Description
FN_Data
Last_Msr
Max_D
Max_S
Min_D
Min_S
No_Flow_Stg
Nurn_Msrs
plot

euery
Titte
Type
ZF_Count

)

(@OBJECT= DS_OLD
(@cI-ASSES=

Datasefs

)
(@PROPERTIES=

BO

B1
Crv_Type
Current
Description
F_Day
FN_Data
L_Day
Last_Msr
Max-D
Max_S
Min_D
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Min_S
No_Flow_Stg
Num_Msrs
Plot
Query
Title
Type
ZF_Count

(@oBJECT= DS_OLD_NEW
(@CLASSES=

Datasets

)
(@PROPERTIES=

Current
Description
FN_Data
Last_Msr
Max-D
Max_S
Min-D
Min_S
No_Flow_Stg
Num_Msrs
plot

euery
Title
Type
ZF_Count

)

(@OBJECT= dummy_file
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;

(@OBJECT= dummy_obj
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=SFing;

(@OBJECT= dummy_title
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=$ffig'
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(@OBJECT= Get_Zero_Flow
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= Label_Msr
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYFE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= List_curve
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
)

(@OBJECT= List_daø_A
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
\

(@OBJECT= List_datâ_B
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Put-Msr-NEW
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
l

(@OBJECT= Put_Msr_OLD
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
ì

(@OBJECT= Qry_Str_Suffix
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=String;
ì

(@OBJECT= Run_Xgraph
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;
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(@OBJECT= Seq_Ret_Dara
(@FROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Setup_Plot
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@OBJECT= Store_Msr
(@PROPERTIES=

Value @TYPE=Boolean;

(@SLOT= Crv_Generare

@COMMENTS="Generate Curve Poins for Plotting, based on Model Parameters Generated.";
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (STRCAT(FLO A-î25TR(C_Crv.B0),STRCAT('
",STRCATFLOAT2S TR(C_Crv.B 1 )I
"")))) (dummy_params))

(Do (STRCAT(dummy_params,STRCAT(FLOAT2STR(C_Crv.TX))
STRCAT(" ",STRCAT(FLOAT2STR(C_Crv.Max_S))
" Old_Crv"))) (dummy_params))

)
)

(@sLor=

(Execute
(Do ("Old_Crv.rndl") (C_Crv.FN_Curve))
(Reset (Crv_Generaæ))

(@CACTIONS=
(Reset (CrvNfod_Ctl_2))
(Reset (CrvMod_Crl-3)
(R.eset (CrvMod_Ctl_4))
(Reset (CrvMod_Ctl_5))

@eset (CrvMod_Ct1_6))

@eset (CrvMod_Ctl_7))

S.eset (CrvMod_Ctl_8))

@eset (CrvMod_Ctl-9))
(Reset (CrvMod_Crl_Resets))

CrvMod_Ctl_Resets

("GC @V(dummy¡rarams)") (@TYPE=E)G;))

)
)

(@sl-or= DS_NEW.FN_Data
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(@SLOT= DS_OI-D.FN_DaIa
(@INITVAL= "ds.OLD")

)

(@SLOT= DS_OLD_NEW.FN_DaIa
(@INITVAL= "ds.OLD_NEW")

)

(@INITVAL= "ds.NEW")

(@SLOT= Run_Xgraph
(@CACTIONS=

(Do (C_Stn.Stn_Id) (Plot_Info"Title))
(Do (STRCAT(FLOAT2STR(PIoIJnfo.Max_S*1.25),STRCAT(" "I

FLOAT2STR(PIot_Info.Max_D*1.25))) (dummy_string))

@V(dummy_string)") (@TYPE=E}G;))
(Reset @un_Xgraph))

)
)

(@sl-or=

@xecute

(@CACTIONS=
(Do (FALSE)
(Do (TRUE)
(Do (TRIIE)
(Reset (Setup_Plot))

)
)

(@RllLE=

Setup_Plot

("XGR. @V(Plot_Info.Tirle) @V(Plot_Info.Filename)

@COMMENTS="FiIst Day in time range is later in year than Last Day";
(@LHS=

(Is
(>

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHs=

(Do
(Do
(Do
(Do

)

Consruct_Time_B_Query

(<lDatasetsÞ.Plot))
(DS_OLD.Plot))
(DS_NEW.Plot))

(C_Crv.Crv_Type) ("TtrME"))
(C_Crv.F_Day-C_Crv.L_Day) (0)

Build_Query)

(" WHERE ") (Qry_Sr_Suffix))
(S TRCAT(Qry_S tr_S uffix,Cnst_time2))
(C_Crv.F_Day) (Start_day))
(C_Crv.L_Day) (Stop_day))

(@RULE= Construct_Time_A_Query

@COMMENTS="FiIst Day in time range is before Last Day in time range";
(@LHS=

(Is (C_Crv.Crv_Type) ("TIME"))
(> (C_Crv.L_Day-C_Crv.F_Day) (0)
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(@HYPO= tsuild_Query)
(@RHS=

(Do (" IVHERE ") (Qry_Sr_Suffix))
(Do (STRCAT(Qry_Str_Suffix,Cnsr_rimel)) (Qry_Sr_Suffix))
(Do (C_Crv.F_Day) (Srarr_day))
(Do (C_Crv.L_Day) (Stop_day)

)

(@R.ULE= Consruct_All_Query
@COMMENTS="Query Sfing selects ALL dâtâ, no restrictions.";
(@I-HS=

(Is (C_Crv.Crv_Type) ('ALL"))
)

(@HYPO= Build_Query)
(@RHS=

(Do (" ") (Qry_Sr_Suffix)
)

(@RULE= Check_Max_D
(@LHS=

(> (New_msr.Discharge-\DS_Name\Max_D) (0)
I

(@HYPO= Chg_Max_D)
(@RHS=

(Do (New_msr.Discharge) (\DS_Name\N,Iax_D)
\

(@RLILE= Check-Max-S
(@LHS=

(> (New_msr.Stage-\DS_Name\Max_S) (0)
)
(@HYPO= Chg_Max_S)
(@RHS=

(Do (Nerv_msr.Stage) (\DS_Name\Max_S))
)

(@RULE= Check_Min_D
(@LHS=

(< (New_msr.Discharge-\DS_Name\Min_D) (0)
I

(@HYPO= Chg_Min_D)
(@Rtts=

(Do Q.{ew_msr.Discharge) (\DS_Name\Min_D))
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(@RIJLE= Check_Min_S
(@LHS=

(< (New_msr.Søge-\DS_Name\Min_S) (0)
)
(@HYPO= Chg_Min_S)
(@RHS=

(@RIJLE= CrvMod_System_Control

@COMMENTS="This rule transfers returns conhol back to the main system.";
(@LHS=

(Is (Lock_CrvMod) ("OFF"))
I

(@HYPO= CrvMod_Connol)

(Do (New_msr.Stage)

(@RULE= CrvMod_System_Control

@COMMENTS="This rule conEols the next control call.";
(@LHS=

(Is (Lock_CrvMod) ("ON"))
)
(@HYPO= CrvMod_Control)
(@RHS=

(Do (\CrvMod_Call\Value) (Connol_Renrn))

(\DS_Name\Min_S))

(@RULE= Make_Old_New_Objects

@COMMENTS="make dynamic ovjects for old and new curves.";
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1)
I

t@HypO= CrvMod-Crt-2)
(@RHS=

(Do ("CrvMod_Crl_3") (CrvMod_Call))

(Do (TRUE)
(Reset (CrvMod_Control))

(CrvMod_Ctl_Resets))

(@RULE= Renieve_OlD_Curve
@COMMENTS="ReFieve OLD curve from database, according to Curve Entry selected by user.";
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1)
)
(@HYPO= CrvMod_Ctl_3)
(@RHS=

@eset (Cursor))

@etrieve ("db_access")
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(@ TYFE=ORACLE ;@ END="RELEASE " i@ SLOTS=DS_OLD. Crv_Type)
DS_OLD.B0,DS_OLD.B 1,DS_OLD.F_Day,ÐS_OLD.L_DayI
DS_OLD.Last_tvlsr,D S_OLD.Max_DÐS_OLD.h{ax_S }
DS_OI-D.Min_DÐS_OLD.Min_S,DS_OLDNo_Flow_S tg ;\
@FIELDS="TYPE","80","8 1 ",.F_DAY"""I . DAY" I
"LAST_MSR',"lvfAX_D","MAX_S ","MIN_D"""À/flN_S " )
"NO_FLOIV_STG";@QUERY="@V(C_Sh.Crv_TbI) where CRV_ID = @V(Curve_Enrry)";\
@CURSOR=Cursor;))

(Do (TRUE) (Senrp_Ftor))
(Do ("CrvMod_Ctn_4") (CrvMod_Call))

)
)

(@RULE=

@COMMENTS="ConsEuct the Query String based on the OLD curve.";
(@LHs=

(=

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHs=

(Do
(Do
(Reset
(Do
(Do
(Do

Make_Query_Sring

(1) (1))

CrvMod_Ctl-4)

)
)

(@RULE=

(C_Str'.Dat_Tbl) (Qry_Srr_Prefix)
(" ") (Qry_St_Suffix))
(Build_Query))
(Build_Query) @uild_Query))
(S TRCAT(Qry_S r_hef ix,Qry_S tr_S uff ix))
("CrvMod_Crl_5") (CrvMod_Call))

@COMMENTS="Initiates the sequential reEieve of measurements according to Query Sring. As
each measurements is reFieved, it is copied to the appropriate UND( file, depending on the date_of_msr
and Last_Msr dates.";

(@LHS=
(= (1) (1)

Make_Datasets

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Execute ("rm -f ds.NEW") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
(Execute ("rrn -f ds.OLD") (@TYPE=E)(E;))
(Execute ("rm -f ds.OLD_NEW") (@TYPE=E)G;))
@xecute ("rm -f Old_Crv.*") (@TYPE=E)G))
@xecute ("rm -f xgdat") (@TYPE=E)G;))
(Show ("msg_42.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@V/AIT=FALSE;))
(Do ("xgdat") (Plotjnfo.Filename))
(Do ("ds.NEW") (DS_NEW-FN_Daø)
(Do ("ds.OLD") @S_OLD.FN_DaIa))
(Do ("ds.OLD_NEW") (DS_OLD_NEIV.FN_Daø))
(Do (0) (DS_OLD_NEWNo_Flow_Stg))

@eset (Get Zero_Flow))
(Do (Get_Zero_Flow) (Ger_Zero_Flow))
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(@ TYPE=OR ACLE;@ END= " REI-EASE" ;@ SL OT S =D S_OLD_NEW.Las t_Msr;
@FIELDS="MAX(DATE_OF_MSR)"; @QUERY="@V(Query_String)";@CURSOR=Cursor;))

(Do ("CrvMod_Ctl-6") (CrvMod_Call))

)
,

(Do (0) (Cursor))
(Reset (Seq_Ret_Daø))
(Do (Seq_Ret_Data) (Seq_Ret_Data))

@eset (Cursor))
(Retrieve

(@RULE= Make_Datasets_Xû'as

@COMMENTS=".";
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1)
)
(@HYPO= CrvMod_Ctl_6)
(@ngs=

(Do (STRCAT(DATE2STR(C_Crv.I-ast_Msr""d-MMM-yyyy"),
",STRCAT(II.IT2STR(DS_OLD.Nurn_Msrs),STRCAT(" ""
INT2STR.(DS_NEW.Num_Msrs))))) (dummy_params))

(Do (STRCAT(dummy_params,STR
",S TRCATçFLOAT2S TR(DS_OLD_NEW.No_FIow_S tg),
STRCAT(" ",STRCAT(INT2STR(DS_OLD.ZF_CounI),
STRCAT(" ",INT2STR(DS_NEW.ZF_Count)))))))) (dummy_params))

("@V(db_access)")

@xecute
(Show ("mg_3.txt") (@KEEP=FALSE;@WAIT=FALSE;))
(Do ("OLD")
(Do ("NEW") (DS_NEW.Title)
(Do ("OLD/\EW") (DS_OLD_NEW.TiIIe))
(Do (DS_OLD_NEW.Max_D*1.25) (PlotJnfo.Max_D))
(Do (DS_OLD_NEW.Max_S*1.25) (Plotjnfo.Max_S))
(Reset (List_data_A))
(Do (List_data_A) G.ist_data_A))
S.eset (List_curve))
(Do (I-ist_cuwe) (List_curve))
(Do ("CrvMod_Ctl_7") (CrvMod_Call))

("mg3@V(dummy_params)") (@TYPE=E)G;))

(@RULE= Display_Data_and_Curve

@COMMENTS=".";
(@LHS=

(- (1) (1)
)
(@HYPO= CrvMod_Ctl_7)
(@RHS=

(Do (TRIIE) S.un_Xgraph))
(Reset (Cnl_8_Next))
(Do ("CrvMod_Ctl_8") (CrvMod_Call))

(DS_OLD.TirlÐ)

STRCAT("

cAT("
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(@RIJLE= Review_Plot_Display

@COMMENIS=".";
(@LHS=

(Is (Cnl_8_Next) ("R.e-View Plot"))
)
(@HYPO= CrvMod_Ctt_8)
(@RHS=

(Do ("CrvMod_Ctl-7") (CrvMod_Call))

(@RllLE= Continue_To_Model

@COMMENTS=".";
(@LHS=

(Is (Cul_8_Next) ("Continue...Model New Dara"))
)
(@HYPO= CrvMod_Crl_8)
(@RHS=

(Reset (Cursor))
(Ret¡ieve ("db_access")

(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@ END= "RELEASE " l@ SLOTS =DS_OLD_NEW.Typef
@ FIELDS="TYPE" ;@ QUERY="@ V(C_S rr.Crv_Tbl) where CRV_ID = @ V(Crv_Entry),' I
@C{.IRSOR=Cursor;))

(Reset (Cursor))

S.etrieve ("db_access")
(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@ END= "RELEASE " ;@ SLOTS=DS_OLD_NE}V.LasI_MsrI
@FIELDS="MAX(DATE-OF-MSR)";@QUERY="@V(C-Stn.Crv-Tbl) where CRV_ID = @V(Crv_Enry\
)";@CURSOR=Cursor;))

(@ ATOMID=DS_OLD_NEW,Phs5 ;@ S TRING="@ STRAT=SET" I
))

@xecute ("cp ds.OLD_NEW Phs5.dat") (@TypE=EXE;))
(Do (C_Crv.Crv_Type) (Phs5.Type))
(Do ("Phs5.dat") (Phs5.FN_Daø))
(Do ("CurveModify_Return") (System_Call))
(Do ("CrvMod_Crl9") (CrvMod_Cail))

@xecute

)
)

(@RULE=

("CopyFrame")

@COMMENTS=".";
(@LHS=

(Is

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

(Do
(Do

)

Abort_Curve_Modification

(Crl_8_Next) ("Abort -> Main Menu"))

CrvMod_Ctl_8)

("MainMenrt-Start")
("CrvMod_Ctl_9")

(System_Call))
(CrvMod_Call))
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(@RULE= Prepare_to_Exit_CrvMod

@COMMENTS="This rule removes any Unix Files from the Operating System that were created
durin g the CrvMod Procedure...Before exitting. " ;

(@LHS=
(= (1) (1))

)
(@HYPO= CrvMod_Ctl_9)
(@RHS=

@xecute ("nn -f ds.NEW") (@TYPE=E)G;))
@xecute ("rm -f ds.OI-D") (@TYPE=E)G;))
@xecute ("nm -f ds.OLD_NEW") (@TYPE=E}(E;))
@xecute ("rrn -f, Old_Crv.*") (@TYPE=E}G;))
@xecute ("rm -f xg.dat") (@TYPE=E)(E))
(Do ("OFF') (Lock_CrvMod)

)
)

(@RULE=
(@LHS=

(=

)
(@HYPO=
(@RHS=

Check_Max_Min_Values

(@TYPE=E)G;))
(Do

@eset
(Do
(Reset
(Do

@eset
(Do

@eset
(Do

(1) (1)

Data_Xfras)

(Do (\DS_Name\FN_Dara) (dummy_srring))
(Execute ("echo @V(New_msr.Set) >> @V(dummy_string)")

(\DS_Name\Num_Msrs+1) (\DS_Narne\Num_Msrs))
(Chg_Max_D))
(Chg_Max_D) (Che_Max_D))
(Chg_Max_S))
(Chg_Max_S) (Chg_Max_S))
(Chg_Min_D))
(Chg_Min_D) (Chg_Min_D))
(Chg_Min_S))
(Chg_Min_S) (Chg_Min_D))

(@RIILE= Getlero_FLow_Stage_B
@COMMENTS="This rule is used fro retreiving the ZERO FLOW STAGE for the data retrieved

according to QUERY-STRING, for ALL data type. If no ZERO FLOWs are found, rhe NO_FLOW_STG
has been preset to zero in the crvMod-ctl_S rule. store in oLD_NEw dataset.";

(@LHS=
(Is (C_Cn.Crv_Type) ("ALL"))

)
(@HYPO= Ger_Zero_Flow)
(@RHS=

(Reset (Cursor))
(Retrieve ("@V(db_access)")
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(@TYPE=ORACLE;@END="RELEASE";@ SLOTS=DS_OLD_NEW.No_FIow_Stg;
@ FIEI-DS ="MAX(S TAGE) " ;@ QLIERY="@ V(Query_S ning) WHERE DIS CHARGE = 0" ;
@C{JRSOR=Cursor;))

(Do (0) (<lDatasersÞ.ZF_Count))

(@RULE= Getåero_FLow_Stage_A
@COMMENTS="This rule is used fro retneiving the ÆRO FLOW STAGE for the data renieved

according to QUERY-STRtrNG, for Ttrh4E dara rype" If no ÆRO FLOWs are found, the NO_FLOW_STG
has been preset to zero in the CrvMod_Ctt_S rule. Store in OLD_NEW dataset.";

(@LHS=
(Is (C_Crv.Crv_Type) ('TIME'))

)
(@HYPO= Get_Zero_Flow)
(@RHS=

@eset (Cursor))

(@ TYPE=ORACLE ;@ END= "RELEASE " i@ SLOTS=DS_OLD_NEW.No_FIow_S tg ;

@ FIELDS=" MAX(S TAGE) " ;@ QUERY="@ V(Query_S tring) AND DIS CHARGE = 0" ;
@CURSOR=Cursor;))

(Do (0) (<lDaøsetsÞ.ZF_Count))

@etrieve

(@RIJLE= Label_Type_OLD

@COMMENTS="The msr is identified as OLD.";
(@LHS=

(>= (Cursor) (0))
(>= (DATE2FLOdT(C-Crv.Last-Msr))-(DATE2FLOAT(New_msr.Msr_Date))

)
(@HYPO= Label_A[sr)
(@nus=

(Do ("DS_OLD") (DS_Name)
(Reset (Store_Msr))
(Do (Store_Msr) (Store_Msr))

("@V(db_access)")

(@RULE= Label_Type_NEW

@COMMENTS="The msr is identified as NEW.";
(@LHS=

(>= (Cursor) (0)
(> ((DATE2FLOAT(New-msr.lMsr-Date))-(DATE2FLOAT(C_Crv.Last_Msr))) (0)

)
(@HYPO= Label_Msr)
(@RHS=

(Do ("DS_NEW") (DS_Name))
(Reset (Store_Msr))
(Do (Store_Msr) (Store_Msr))

(0)
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(@RULE= Plot_Prep_Curve
(@LHS=

(= (1) (1)
)
(@HYPO= List_curve)
(@Rr{s=

(Do (TRUE) (Cru_Generate))
(Do (C_Crv.FN_Curve) (dummy_file))
(Do (STRCAT('\\"'""OLD_CLJRVE")) (dummy_title))

@xecute ("echo @V(durnmy_title) >> @V(Plot Info-Filename)")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

@xecute ("cat @V(dumrny_file) >> @V(Plotjnfo.Filename)")
(@TYFE=E)G;))

(Do ("-1 -1") (dummy_string))
(Execute ("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @V@lot_Info.Filename")

(@TYPE=E)(E;))
(Do ("") (dummy_string))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @V@lot Info.Filename)")
(@TYFE=E)(E;))

I

(@RULE= Plot_Prep_Pat¿_Partl
(@LHS=

(Is (<lDaøsetsÞ.Plot) (TRUE)
)
(@HYPO= List_data_A)
(@RI{S=

@xecute ("AtomNameValue")
(@ ATOMID=<lDatasets Þi@ S TRING="@ REruRN=PlotJnfo.Obj_narnes,
@NAMES";))

(Execute ("GeMultiValue")
(@ ATOMID=Plot_Info.Obj_nam es;@ S¡1¡gÇ="@ RETURN=PlotJnfo.Num_obj,
@LENGTH";))

(Do (1) (PlotJnfo.Index))
(Do (List_dâta_B) (List_data_B))
(Reset (List_data_B))

I

(@RllLE= Plot_Prep_Dat^_Paft2
(@LHS=

(>= (Plot_InfoNum_obj-PlotJnfo.Index) (0))
)
(@HYPO= List_daø_B)
(@RHS=

@xecute ("GeMultiValue")
(@ ATOMID=Plot_Info.Obj_names,dum my_obj.Value;

@ STRING="@INDEX=@) V(Plot Info.Index)" ;))
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(@TYPE=E)(E;))

(@TYPE=E)ß;))
(Do ("-1 -1") (dummy_sming))

@xecute ("echo@V(dummy_string)>>@V(Plot_Info.filename)")
(@TYPE=E)G;))

(Do ("") (durnmy_sn'ing))

@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_string) >> @V@lot InfoFilename)")
(@TYPE=E)(E;))

(Do (Plot Info.Index+tr) (Flotjnfo.Index))
(R.eset (List_daø_B))

(Do (Vummy_obj\FN_Daø) (dummy_file))
(Do (STRcAT('\\"',\dummy_oblTitle)) (dummy_title))
@xecute ("echo @V(dummy_title) >> @V(Plot_Info.Filename)")

@xecute ("cat@V(dummy_file)>>@V(Plot_Info.Filename)")

(@RULE= Seq_Ret_of_Measurements
(@Li{s=

(>= (Cursor) (0)
)
(@HYPO= Seq_Ret_Data)
(@RHS=

(@ TYPE=ORACLEi@END= "RELEAS E " ;@ SLOTS =New_m sr. S tage,
New_msr. Discharge,New_msr.Msr_Id,New_m sr.Msr_D ate;
@ FIELD S = " s Íage", " di sc harg e ", " m sr_id", " date_of_m sr " ;

@ QLIERY="@ V(Query_String)";@ CURSOR=Cursor;))
(Do (STRCAT(FLOAT2STR(New_msr.Discharge),STRCAT("

(Retrieve

',FLOAT2STR(New_msr.S tage))))

("@V(db_access)")

(@RULE= Print_S_D_to_Unix_A
@INFCAT=2O;
@COMMENTS="DO NOT Print measurements with zero flow stages less than NO_FLOW_STG.

Count # of zero flow msrs and subtract from total number of msrs for dataset.":
(@LHS=

(Reset (Label_MsÐ)
(Do (Label_MsÐ (Label_Msr)
(Reset (Seq_Ret_Data))

(New_rnsr.Set))

)
(@HYPO= Store_Msr)
(@RHS=

(Do (\DS_Name\ZF_Count+1)

(>= (Cursor)
(- Q.Iew_msr.Discharge) (0.0)
(NotEqual (DS_OLD_NEW.No_FIow_Stg) (New_msr.Stage))

(0)

(\DS_Name\ZF_Count))
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(@RULE= hint-S-D-to-Unix-B
@INFCAT=S;
@COMMENTS="PrinI S/D measurement to UNIX file.

Label_Msr rule. Also Store in DS_OLD_NEVI dataset"";
(@LHS=

(<> (New_msr.Discharge) (0)
t
(@HYPO= Store_Msr)
(@RHS=

(Reset (Data_Xtras))
(Do (Data_Xuas) (Data_Xnas))
(Do ("DS_OLD_NEW") (DS_Name))
(Reset (Data_Xtras))
(Do (Daø_Xuas) (Data_Xtras))

(>= (Cursor)

(@RULE= hint_S_D_to_Unix_C
@INFCAT=5;
@COMMENTS="Print S/D measurement to UNIX file. DS_Name has been previously set in

Label_Msr rule. Also Store in DS_OLD_NEW dataset.";
(@LHS=

(0)

DS_Name has been previously set in

(- (New_msr.Discharge) (0))

@qual (DS_OLD_NEW.No_Flow_Stg) (New_msr.Søge))

)
(@HYPO= Store_Msr)
(@RHS=

(Reset (Data_Xras))
(Do (Data_Xtras) (Data_Xras))
(Do ("DS_OLD_NEW") (DS_Name))
(Reset (Data_Xnas))
(Do (Data_Xtras) (Daø_Xnas))

(>= (Cursor) (0)

#**{<*d<{<*t< {< ***{<{<**t********{<{<**{<{<{<{< {<{<*{<{<{<{<**{< {<{<{<*{<**{< *{< * {<d< **{<{<{< {<{<{< *{<

#* End of KB Code: A5_nrain.tkb {<
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